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Abstract and Methodology

The main topic addressed in this study is the Influence of English-

Arabic Translation on Arabic Journalistic Models. The reason for

selecting this issue - from among several others as a topic of research -

is that throughout the researcher's journalistic career, mainly in the

field of journalistic translation, which extends now for nearly 30 years,

he has been tracing, spotting and taking notice of the various aspects

of the impact of translation from English into Arabic on Arabic

journalistic models in general and the Egyptian ones in particular.

This study, therefore, aims mainly to discern those aspects of influence

on the widest scale possible i.e. a panoramic view is made in order to

record the elements of influence brought about by the translation

activity on most types of Arabic press writings. The study is not

confined to the linguistic aspect of that influence, though it comes in

the forefront, but it goes far beyond that to other non-linguistic

features of such an influence. In other words, the form and content of

the journalistic material - if these terms can be used - are being dealt

with in tackling the topic in question.

Hence, and in order to cover such a wide and multi-sided issue, the

methodology followed here is the macro-analysis system which means

shedding light on as many elements of the journalistic material - subject

to that influence - as possible. Each of the elements discussed in this

work if dealt with in depth and exhaustively could be a topic of

research in its own right. But the work as it looks from its very

beginning, even from its title, is meant to be of a professional and
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careerist nature. In order to achieve this objective, more than 5,000

daily and weekiy Arabic and English press issuances have been

reviewed for tracing the impact of English - Arabic translation on

Arabic journalistic models.

The work in hand falls into three main parts comprising seven chapters;

in addition to a conclusion, recommendations and a bibliography. The

first two parts are mostly theoretical focusing on linguistic and

professional concepts related in one way or another to the pivotal issue

tackled in the study. Part Three is an applied or rather an analytical

study of the Egyptian Press to which a special reference is being made.

Part One consists of two Chapters:

Chapter One includes some definitions of the two terms recurrently

used throughout the study, namely Translation and Journalistic Style.

The reason for providing such a definition is that the two terms,

especially the latter, have, during the past few decades, preoccupied

both linguists and professional journalists in terms of their meanings

and theories.

Chapter Two on the other hand, gives a brief historical account of 'the

translation activity' in general and that of English-Arabic translation in

particular. It also gives a short historical background of the 'translation

movement' in the Arab World as a whole and in Egypt specifically on

which a special emphasis is made. It also touches briefly on the

emergence of both British and Egyptian press publications from a

chronological perspective, since the earlier emergence of the former has

influenced the latter.
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Part Two also Consists of two chapters:

Chapter Three deals with the linguistic features of the 'journalistic

style' which are common to various press writings and which

distinguish that 'style' from other varieties of the language-any

language. Such features involve: headlines, block-language, syntax,

sentences, nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and adverbials.

Chapter Four investigates other non-linguistic features such as:

news items' build-up techniques, paragraphing, punctuating and types

of press issuances i.e. 'quality' and 'popular' newspapers

comparatively.

The reasons for tackling these two points are:

a. To show the main characteristics shared by almost all press

writings in different languages and those idiosyncratic features

peculiar to English and Arabic individually.

b. To explain how far the features of one language (English) have

influenced and been retained in the other (Arabic).

Part Three includes the applied as well as the analytical section of the

work. It consists of three chapters in which samples selected at random

from the Egyptian daily and weekly press are used to exemplify and

substantiate arguments mentioned in the previous chapters.

Chapter Five gives a brief account of the foreign influence on Arabic

and the main sources of such an influence with examples taken from the

Egyptian press writings. Also, it deals with the influence of English-

Arabic translation and 'Arabization' on Arabic in general and the

'language of newspapers' in particular.
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Chapter Six expounds - with examples - the influence of English and

American journalistic models on the Egyptian Press Writings and how

far such an influence has been reflected on the various components of

the journalistic material in terms of: Sentence Structure, Foreign

expressions and structures, compounding, derivation, transliteration,

Arabization, the use of foreign words, acron yms, abbreviations and

metaphors.

Chapter Seven introduces and analyses some types of Egyptian press

models which clearly mirror the influence of English-Arabic translation

in one way or another. These include features, articles, commentaries

and columns written by prominent Arab writers and columnists, social.

sports and artistic news, photo-captions and caricatures and finally

commercial advertisements which are not far from such an influence.

The Summary lists the significant points raised in this study, the

arguments discussed and substantiated and the results reached in

connection with the pivotal issue tackled in the study, namely Lh

Influence of English-Arabic Translation on Arabic Journalistic Models.

The Recommendations include a number of suggestions made by the

researcher in the light of his relatively long experience in the field of

journalistic translation. These suggestions aim to help translators,

especially those working in the press field, avoid unconscious and/or

unnecessary conveyance of foreign structures into Arabic through their

(translators) daily work in the journalistic business.
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The Bibliography comprises a list of English and Arabic references,

consulted or quoted throughout the study. It also includes a list of

research papers and articles used in one way or another in making up

this work. Furthermore, it contains a list of the English and Arabic

newspapers and magazines from which the study samples are taken and

analysed; in addition to monolingual and bilingual dictionaries

consulted in terms of definitions and/or explanations. A list of the
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Introduction

In the journalistic work in general, translation constitutes one of the

major sources of foreign news material. This applies to most if not all

newspapers, news agencies and press issUaflces.

In the Egyptian press, which is the main concern here, translation from

various foreign languages, with English in the fore, is considered an

important source of press materials and, therefore, translation desks at

the Egyptian press establishments are of vital importance.

However, the translation activity in the Egyptian press is not worry-

free. It has brought about into Arabic in general and journalistic

writings in particular terms and structures alien to the language some of

which have gained familiarity and acceptance through recurrent use by

the press, as well as by other mass media. Hence, some controversies

have arisen among linguists, academics and members of the Arab

Academies on the 'acceptability' of such alien terms and structures and

the extent to which Arabic should welcome them. Nevertheless,nothing

has been decisively determined so far, as the foreign influence on

Arabic is still going on while the controversies are in progress, for the

urgent needs of the press business cannot be postponed.

To tackle the aspects of the foreign influence on Arabic brouitabout

by the translation activity in the press field, the main features of the

journalistic style in general and those of English and Arabic in

particular will be discussed in order to be able to discern that influence.

In doing so, the terms 'Journalistic Style', 'Language of the Press',
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'Press Writings' and sometimes 'Journalese' will be used indiscrim-

inately - throughout this work - in referring to press materials

regardless of those restrictions which govern these terms in other

linguistic areas. Also, the t;erm 'Newspaper Register' when used, will

mean the same thing.

The subject of the influence of English-Arabic translation on

journalistic writings in Arabic is an old-new one and its related

controversy dates back to the late nineteenth century and the beginning

of the twentieth century when the translation activity began to flourish

in Egypt and, consequently, foreign words and structures alien to

Arabic began to find their way into the writings of those editors and

writers who had received their education in the Western countries,

mainly in England, France and the United States of America.

Though much literature has been written - at various times - by Arab

linguists and academics in which they warned against the encroachment

of foreign words and structures upon Arabic, very little of that

literature has dealt with the influence of these words and structures on

journalistic writings; and the least of the same literature - if any at all -

has brought journalistic writings in both languages - English and

Arabic - into a comparison in order to show how far these two varieties

of the two languages have come closer to each other through the

process of translation.

This study, therefore, is an attempt to shed some light on the influence

in question by putting the press writings in English and Arabic side by

side trying to pinpoint the influence of the former on the latter. The
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study does not go deep into the theoretical aspect of the linguistic

features of that influence as it is not meant to be so; but it focuses

mainly on the applied side of the issue giving as much practical

examples as possible from the two languages as a case-study which has

theoretical considerations.

It should be noticed here that though the main emphasis in this research

work is put on the Egyptian press, reference is made sometimes to the

Arabic journalistic writings and/or to the Arabic language in general to

which the Egyptian press belongs. However, each Arabic press has its

own regional features which distinguish it from other presses due to

social and cultural factors.

No claim can be made that this study has covered all points related to

the main issue addressed here, namely the Influence of English-Arabic

Translation on Journalistic Models in Arabic. The work in hand is an

attempt to open the way for other researchers and students for further

investigation and discernment of the impact of foreign languages in

general and English in particular on Arabic brought about by the

process of translation.



Part - I

Terms and Definitions - Historical Backqround
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Charter One

Terms and Definitions

Before starting the discussion of various aspects of the topic of this

study, namely the Influence of English-Arabic Translation on

Journalistic Models in Arabic, it is worthwhile shedding some light on

two significant terms which will be recurrently used throughout the

work. These two terms are: 'Translation' and 'Journalistic Style' or the

'Language of the Press' as it is sometimes called.

Besides their recurrence in this work from the very beginning to the

very end, the significance attached to both terms arises from the fact

that they constitute the two pivotal elements on which the whole work,

with its arguments, is based. In other words, 'Translation' being the

influencing factor or the 'doer' and 'Journalistic Style' the element

being influenced is - in short - what the work in hand is mainly about.

1. What is Translation?

The term 'Translation' has been, for a long time, a subject of

discussion and definition by many linguists, scholars and dictionary

compilers in terms of its meaning, nature, performance and theories.

Before trying to answer the question: What is translation? it is worth

mentioning that the term will be used throughout this work - as

necessary - to refer to the 'process' or 'act' of translation, as well as to

the end product resulting from that process or act of translating.
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Following is what some English-English dictionaries say about the term

'translation':

The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (SOED, 1980) defines

translation as: ".. the action or process of turning from one language to

another; also, the product of this; a version in a different language".

The Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (WNCD, 1981) gives a

broader definition of the term, though to some extent identical. To

quote: "- an act, process or instance of translating as: a- a rendering

from one language into another; also, the product of such a rendering

b- a change into a different substance, form or appearance:

conversion".

The Random House College Dictionary (RHCD, 1982) explains the

term as: "1- .. the rendering of something into another language 2- a

version in different language 3- change or conversion to another form,

appearance, etc.; transfonnation 4- the act or process of translation".

Chambers 20th Century Dictionary (C2OthCD, 1983) says: ".. to

translate means to remove to another place ..., to render into another

language, to express in another artistic medium: to interpret, put in

plainer terms, explain .., e.g.: to perform translation on mech., math.

etc.".

The Collins Dictionary of the English Language (CDEL, 1979) gives

the following defintion: "..to translate means to express or be capable

of being expressed in another language or dialect, to express or explain
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in simple or less technical language, to interpret or infer the

significance of gestures, symbols, etc. to transform or convert".

Finally, Longman Concise English Dictionary (LCED, 1985) defines the

term 'translation' as: a version produced by:

a. rendering from one language into another.

b. a change to a different substance or form.

c. a turning from one set of symbols into another.

d. expressing in different or more comprehensible terms.

Having reviewed those dictionary definitions and explanations of the

term 'translation', it is equally important to look at some other

definitions given by some linguists of the same term.

Nida (1969 : 12) speaking about the 'nature' of translation says that

"translating consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest

natural equivalent of the source language message, first in terms of

meaning and, secondly in terms of style. But this relatively simple

statement required careful evaluation of seemingly contradictory

elements". Nida goes on to explain how to reproduce that message on

the part of the translator:

Translation must aim primarily at "reproducing the

message". To do anything else is essentially false to

one's task as a translator. But to reproduce the message

one must make a good many grammatical and lexical

adjustments. For example the Hebrew idiom "bowels of

mercies" (Col. 3:12) cannot be literally rendered into
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English if one really wants to communicate the message

of the source language, for though we have the words

"bowels" and "mercies" in English, we simpiy do not

employ this combination. A meaningful equivalent is

"tender compassion", and it is precisely in this manner

that many translations attempt to reproduce the

significance of this source language expression: (Ibid..).

Wilss (1982 : 11) speaks about the 'science' of translation from a

merely theoretical point of view:

Since the end of World War II, translation has become

extremely important as an instrument of interlingual

communication as can, for example, be seen from the

experiments being pushed in the fifties in machine

translation (MT). It is only logical that translation

should have moved into the forefront of linguistics,

especially synchronic descriptive comparative

linguistics, text linguistics, sociolinguistics and

psycholinguistics, and that in the process it should

have developed a relatively high degree of self-

dynamism.

Wilss here does not deal with the 'process of translation' in its own

right or the 'end product' of this process, but he deals with 'transla-

tion' as a 'science' or a branch descipline of synchronic-descriptive

linguistics with its own individual frame of reference (Op.Cit. : 12).
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Speaking about translation from a 'social' perspective, Hatin and

Mason (1990: 1) write:

Translation is a useful test case for examining the

whole issue of the role of language in social life. In

creating a new act of communication out of a previously

existing one, translators are inevitably acting under the

pressure of their own social conditioning while at the

same time trying to assist in the negotiation of meaning

between the producer of the source language text (ST)

and the reader of the target language text (TT), both of

whom exist within their own, different social

framework.

Hatim and Mason here are considered among the very few linguists who

looked at 'translation' from a social point of view. Nida (1989) in his

book, Sociolinguistics and Translation; also dealt with 'translation'

from a social perspective. Most definitions and analyses of the term

'translation' focus on 'meaning transfer', the 'transfer of information,

data or message' from one language (SL) into another (TL) from a

linguistic point of view.

A different outlook on 'translation' is expressed by Bassnett-MacGuire

(1980: 13). She believes that the 'process of translation', though has a

central core of linguistic activity, it belongs most properly to

'Semiotics', the science that studies sign systems or structures, sign

processes and sign functions. Moreover, she holds the view that

beyond the notion stressed by the narrowly linguistic approach that
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translation involves the 'transfer of meaning' contained in one set of

language signs into another set of language signs through competent

use of the dictionary and grammar, the process involves also, a whole

set of extra-linguistic criteria.

Meanwhile, Catford (1965 : 20), looking at the 'theory of translation'

from a barely 'linguistic' point of view, writes:

The theory of translation is concerned with a certain

type of relation between languages and, consequently,

it is a branch of comparative linguistics. Translation

equivalences may be set up and translation performed

between any pair of languages or dialects, related or

unrelated and with any kind of spatial, temporal, social

or other relationship between them. Translation as a

process is always unidirectional. It is always performed

in a given direction, i.e. from a Source Language (SL)

into a Target-Language (TL). It can, therefore, be

defined as follows: the replacement of textual material

in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in

another language (TL).

Pinchuck (1977 : 9) in his book: Scientific and Technical Translation

describes translation as ".. an integral part of modern technology which

is international and depends on the transmission of ideas across

language barriers ... The underlying view-point is that translation is a

type of information transfer, the transfer of information expressed in

one language into the terms of a second language".
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Newmark (1982 7) also says: "Translation is a craft consisting in the

attempt to replace a written message and/or statement in one language

by the same message and/or statement in another language".

Furthermore, ".. the term 'translation' may be used - qualified or

unqualified - to cover quite a wide range of linguistic activity, and even

to subsume the process of translating and the end product of that

process" (El-Sheikh, 1977 : 10).

In a paper submitted to the First Scientific Conference for Arab

Translators held in Baghdad - Iraq in Nov. 1988, Al-Najjar explains

the ultimate objective of translation as:

The transfer of a spoken or a written meaning from one

language to another. The process of translation is

defined by two sub-processes the second of which

complements the first, namely the analysis of a meaning

in a spoken or a written linguistic text, and the

reconstruction of that meaning into the target language.

Duff (1989 : 6) describes translation as "a natural and necessary

activity. More so, indeed, than many of the fashionable activities

invented for language learners. Outside the classroom - in offices,

banks, factories, shops and airports - translation is going on all the

time". On the significance of translation Duff further says: "translators

will always be needed. Without them, there would be no summit talks,

no 'glasnost' or 'perestroika', no Cannes Film Festival, no Nobel

Prizes, no advances in medicine, science or engineering, no
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international law, no Olympic Games, no 'Hamlet', no 'War and

Peace', (Op.Cit. : 7).

For Jakobson (1966 : 233), 'translation' is ".. a process that involves

two equivalent messages in two different codes ... .It substitutes

messages in one language not for separate code units but for entire

messages in some other language".

Indeed, this is not all about translation as the topic is much broader and

more sophisticated than that. Much literature on the 'art' of translation,

its concepts, theories, procedures and objectives has been written

during the past few decades (since the early sixties). The difficulties

and problematic issues encountered by translators in various fields of

knowledge have drawn the attention of linguists and writers in different

languages to tackle this topic from various angles and in varied

approaches. This is simply because translation is not an isolated

discipline or activity which may be self-contained and can stand aloof

by itself far from other disciplines such as mathematics, chemistry,

physics or psychology. It works among all those and more. It combines

science and humanities, politics and economy; and a translator has,

sometimes, to deal with all of them; and this is why a translator is

usually required to have an almost encyclopedic knowledge.

Also, 'translation' has come to be a crucial issue for linguistic and

cultural circles because one of its main objectives is to 'transfer'

certain intellectual and aesthetic values from one language to another.

This 'transfer' is not performed directly and is not without its

difficulties. The losses incurred in the process are sometimes such as to
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shake our faith in the very possibility of translating a work of art. Yet,

the act of translating may also produce the opposite result (Holmes,

1970 : 78).

From all these definitions whether those taken from dictionaries or

others given by linguists, we realize that they are all in agreement that

translation, is a process or an act which involves the 'transfer' of a

certain spoken or written text or message from one language known as

the Source Language (SL) to another known as the Target Language

(TL).

It is worth mentioning here that spoken and written translations differ

in their natures and mechanisms. Each of them has its own aptitude on

the part of the translator and its own requirements on the part of the

receptor. The difference between these two types of translation will not

be discussed here as this is beyond the scope of this study. However, a

question inevitably arises here, namely: does this process of

translation, transfer or conversion from one language to another leave

an impact or influence on the 'Target Language' ? In other words, how

far is the 'Target Language' influenced by the 'Source Language'

through the process of translation? This is what the work in hand will

endeavour to uncover in the following chapters.

2. '.Tournalistic Style':

The terms 'Journalistic Style' or the 'Language of the Press' has been

for a long time a controversial issue among linguists, as well as among

professional journalists themselves. The question to which all parties
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concerned have been trying to find an answer is: Is there what we can

call a journalistic language' ? In other words, have the press writings

a special language of their own?

The answer to this question, in fact, cannot be arbitrarily determined as

it is difficult to state a priori that there is such a 'language' or a 'style',

or that such a variety of the English, Arabic or any other language is in

existence. It is true that some wirters, critics and even ordinary readers

use the term 'Language of the Press' or 'Journalese' when referring to

a journalistic material or a press writing.

However, some definitions will be given here merely for the sake of

showing how the term has been looked at and explained by some

linguists and professional journalists until the question itself is argued

and validated in the following chapters.

Before reviewing various definitions of the term 'Journalistic Style',

let us first look at the word 'style' in its own right when used within

the context of language. 'Style' means the manner of writing or

speaking contrasted with the subject matter (OALD, 1974). Since

language is a means of communication, it is not a game, but an

adaptable means towards ends. Its rules may be changed and extended

(Turner, 1973 : 227). This implies that a language varies according to

uses, purposes and situations and that a language has as many 'styles'

as there are uses, purposes and situations in the community in which

this language operates.

The notion of 'style' variation comes from the observation of contrasts
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and from the idea that using language is a form of behaviour in which

the sources and purposes are not always the same (Darbyshire, 1971

12). On the other hand, Turner (1973 : 7) sees that language varies

according to circumstances, which simply means that the situation or

the purpose determines the variety of that language to be used.

Moreover, a special subject always makes a special language (Op.Cit.:

170).

Also, the notion of having different 'styles' for different purposes,

e.g.: legal, religious, etc., is, like all other attempts to categorize

language made possible by the performance of users. When a user

directs his performance towards a particular 'style', he is then adopting

a 'register'. The adoption of register may be deliberate and with

awareness of a recognized style, as when a barrister speaks in court.

When the same barrister speaks to his small children at home he will

use a different register, one which is less formalized and more

instinctive (Chapman, 1973: 11).

Assuming that this is all true, it follows naturally that each 'Style'

should have its own peculiar features related to the organization of the

language substance into order, form and coherence.

Now, coming to 'Journalistic Style', we find that Crystal and Davy

(1969: 173) defme the term as follows:

Journalese like 'jargon' and a few other pseudo-

descriptive terms, is a label which seems to have a clear

cut sense until we begin to look closely at the way it
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tends to be used. Then we see that it is never given any

kind of precise linguistic definition, and that it is rarely

more than a vague and (sometimes nastily) pejorative

Criticism of a way of writing that people feel in some

way typical of the press, or a particular paper.

On the other hand, Potter (1950 : 87) says: "newspaper or penny-a-

liner's English was dubbed journalese' in 1882, and since then various

undesirable types of English have been labelled 'newspaperese' (1889),

'guide-bookese' (1906) and 'officialese' (1 927)".

But, do we expect anything written in a newspaper to be linguistically

homogeneous so that the labels 'Journalistic Style', 'Journalese' or

'newspaper language' may apply to all what is written in one

newspaper and possibly that is written in all newspapers?

The answer to such a question must be in the negative. A newspaper is

naturally 'eclectic' from the linguistic point of view. Alongside with

the news items, we find within its pages articles, reviews, writings of

fiction of various types, advertising, competitions, jokes and much

more which, from the linguistic point of view, should be dealt with

under the heading of other kinds of English, or would be too

idiosyncratic to all generalization (Crystal and Davy, 1969: 173).

Nevertheless, the major question remains: what linguistic

characteristics, if any, can be associated with newspaper writings?

While it is possible to make a few generalizations about the way
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language is used in one situation, it is difficult, even impossible, to

issue an overwhelming or a sweeping statement on the question. The

concept of the language of newspaper reporting as Crystal and Davy

see it ".. is not as meaningful as is generally assumed. There is not

one, but a number of 'joumaleses' that can be found between the pages

of the daily and weekly press, and while they do have a certain amount

in common, their overall styles are different" (Ibid.).

Meanwhile, a professor of journalism, assuming that the press has a

'language' of its own, describes the 'language of journalism' as

follows:

The language of journalism is the language of practical

life. It is not as direct as literary language. Concepts

are expressed introspectively as they are understood,

related to their significance ... The language of

journalism, sometimes, reaches the precision of the

scientific language. In many cases, clarity of

expression and use of referential language are to be

salient features of the language of journalism. The fact

that journalism is an all round social expression of

society makes its language a complex phenomenon

underlying all aspects of cultural activities: Science,

art, music, architecture, etc., besides politics,

economics, commerce and general subjects.

(Imam, 1969: 16)
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Brook (1973 : 104-105) describing the variety of the language called

'journalese' writes:

The term 'journalese', to describe the variety of

language used in newspapers , is generally used

disparagingly. There is nothing surprising in this.

There is plenty of good writing to be found in

newspapers , but this does not differ in essentials from

other kinds of good writing ; the features of newspaper

English that are most noticeable are its faults, and it is

to these that the term 'journalese' is generally applied.

Journalese flourishes both in national newspapers with

large circulations and in small local newspapers,

and thus it is reasonable to regard it as a register and

not simply the occupational dialect of journalists.

The most noticeable features of journalese which are of

course, not confined to that kind of writing are

excessive use of clichés, fondness for short

paragraphs, inversion of normal word-order, fondness

for irrelevant detail, sometimes expressed by the piling

up of adjectives and adjectival phrases and occasional

bad grammar.

Greenbaum (1985 : 107) writes on 'newspaper style' saying: ".. News-

paper style distinguishes itself from academic and book publishers'

style by its simplicity, informality and adaptability. It is a style that

hides style ... . A conservative formality though manifest in occasional

odd rules, swims against the current ..".
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Hatim and Mason (1990 51-54) in analysing registers, touch on this

point namely the 'language of journalism'. They argue that ".. it is

difficult to discern the precise boundaries of any given register and that

the danger always exists that a given register is simply equated with a

given situation giving rise to so called 'special languages' such as the

'languae of politics', the 'languae of avertising' the 'language of

journalism', etc.".

They see that such over-generalizations can be misleading and that it is

important to perceive the multifunctional nature of texts.

Yet, Hatim and Mason do not exclude the existence of the 'language of

journalism' among what they termed 'restricted registers' based on the

purpose of communication:

One basic feature of such registers is the predictable

and limited number of formal (phonological, lexical,

grammatical) items and patterns in use within a fairly

well-defined domain of language activity .......The

degree of register restriction may be viewed as a

continuum. At one end we have maximally-restricted

registers such as 'diplomatic protocol'. At the other

end, we have open-ended registers such as the

'1angua, e of journalism'. In between, we may locate

registers such as those of weather bulletins, insurance

contracts, etc. The continuum establishes the

relationship of a given register to its situation (Ibid.).
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'Registers' are by no means universal, for what applies to a specific

register in a given language should not necessarily apply to the same

register in a different language because languages differ in their

components and structures, even those kin languages. Therefore, each

register has its own characteristics, to which the native speaker

becomes accustomed unconsciously. By using a certain set of registers

actively (in speaking or writing) or passively (listening or reading),

the language user acquires a certain degree of 'register competence'

(Weizman, 1984).

Moreover, what makes 'journalese' a variety of the language in its own

right is the fact that all newspapers are produced against the clock. A

reporter rushing from the Old Bailey with a verdict to catch the last

edition of an evening paper is not going to waste time looking for

another word for brutal. As he dictates the phrase 'the killer's family

hurled obscene abuse at the judge as sentence was passed ..', he might

know at the back of his mind that there are more imaginative ways of

expressing uproar in court, but he also knows that the most telling

phrase in the world is no good if it goes to the paper too late (Gill, 1987

24).

Meanwhile, journalistic stories have their own 'dramatic language'

which provides 'costumes' to the press material which is sold to the

public. It is very convenient, even essential, especially in tabloid

journalism, to be able to 'pigeon-hole' people in this way. Ambulances

never simply go to the scene of an accident: they race, dash or speed;

police: swoop in dawn raids; doctors: battle to save life; prices: rocket;

the pound: plunges; flames: leap, sweep or overwhelm, etc. (Op.Cit.

25).
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Therefore, drawing on the aforementioned definitions and descriptions

which seem - to a great extent - factual, in addition to many others

which are difficult to present in this context for fear of extending the

scope of this study beyond its limits; and based on the assumption that

the language of the press, with its variants, is in existence, the term

'Journalistic Style' and any of its synonyms can be safely used

throughout the work, at least for the purpose of tackling the main issue

in this study, namely: The Influence of English-Arabic Translation on

Arabic Journalistic Models.
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Chanter Two

Historical Background:

In order to discuss the influence of English-Arabic translation on the

Arabic journalistic models, it is worth while giving a brief historical

account of translation activity in general, and that of English-Arabic

translation in particular. Then, emphasis will shift to the journalistic

translation which is the main concern of this study.

Translation is almost as old as original authorship and has a history as

honourable and as complex as that of any other branch of literature

(Savory, 1957. ; 37). The first traces of translation date from 3000

B.C. during the Egyptian old kingdom in the area of the first cataract,

Elephantine, where inscriptions in two languages have been found

(Newmark, 1982: 3).

In the west, translation became a significant factor in 300 B.C. when

the Romans took over many elements of Greek culture including the

whole religious apparatus. The first translator whose name has been

recorded was the manumitted Greek slave Livius Andronicus, who in

about 240 B.C. put the Odyssey into Latin Verse. Very possibly he was

not the first writer who actually made a translation, but his effort is of

interest because of its long survival. Horace knew it and used it, and

some fragments of it are still extant (Savory, 1957 : 37).

A jump of several centuries brings us to a group of translations which

have a historical significance by reason of the influence they exerted on
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European scholarship. The rise and development of Arabian learning in

the eighth and ninth centuries were inevitably founded on that of Greece,

the works of whose writers were made available by the company of

Syrian scholars. These came to Baghdad, where they translated the

works of Aristotle, Plato, Galen, Hippocrates and others into Arabic;

and the city became the site of what might almost be called a 'school of

translation' to which Arabian scholarship was greatly indebted (Ibid.).

By the twelfth century, the art of translation touched heights which it

may since have equalled but has not surpassed. The west came into

contact with Islam in Moorish Spain. The situation favoured the two

essential conditions for large-scale translation:

a. A qualitative difference in culture (the west was inferior but

scientifically acquistive to new ideas) and,

b. Continuous contact between the two languages.

When the Moorish supremacy collapsed in Spain, the Toledo school of

translators translated Arabic versions of Greek scientific and

philosophical classics (Newmark, 1982 : 3).

Toledo attracted scholars to work in its libraries for more than a

century. Among those who came to do so was Aderald of Bath, who

translated an Arabic version of Euclid's Principles into Latin, and

Robert de Retines, who in 1141-43 produced the first translation of the

Koran.

By 1200 A.D., copies of the original Greek texts were beginning to

find their way to Toledo, and the desirability of making translations

from them by direct study, instead of by way of a third, intermediate

language, began to be recognized (Savory, 1957 : 38).
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This brings us to the British translators, to John Bourchier, Lord

Berners (1467-1553). Most of his translations were from Spanish but

have retained little interest today; but his fame rests securely on his

translation of the Chronicles of Froissart. But the age of the first

Elizabeth was the first great age of translation in England, even as the

age of the second Elizabeth is the second such era of copious

translation. The natural spirit of the time, a spirit of adventure and

conquest in the physical world, was reflected in the spirit of the

libraries. The translators went about their work with the same

ambitions, discovering new realms of literature, bringing home new

treasures of human thought.

Among those translators were: Philemon Holland (1552-1637) who was

a surgeon, and was a headmaster of Coventry Grammar School. He

made translations of Xenophon, Livy, Suetonius and Pliny. Also, John

Florio (1553-1625) who produced in 1603 his translation of

Montaigne's Essays. Lastly, Thomas Shelton who in 1612 produced the

first translation of Don Ouixote.

The seventeenth century as a whole showed nothing like the same

vigour and richness in either the study or the translation of literature

from other lands. In the eighteenth century, numerous translations

appeared. The first that claim mention are the attempts of Aixander

Pope (1688-1744) and William Cowper (1731-1800) to put Homer into

English Verse. In the last decade of the eighteenth century, there was

published one of the rare dissertations on the art of translation. The

author was Alexander Fraser Tytler, Lord Woodhouselee (1747-1814),

and his book, Essay on the Principles of Translation, appeared in 1792.
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The translators of the nineteenth century include such names as Thomas

Carlyle who in 1824 translated Goethe's Wilhelm Meister, Edward Fitz

Gerald, who in 1854 published six plays of Calderon in translation and

Mathew Arnold who in 1861 published his essay: On Translating

Homer (Op.Cit. : 43-44).

The twentieth century has been called the 'age of translation'. Whereas

in the nineteenth century translation was mainly a one-way means of

communication between prominent men of letters and, to a lesser

degree, philosophers and scientists and their educated readers abroad,

whilst trade was conducted in the language of the dominant nation, and

diplomacy, previously in Latin, was in French, international agreements

between state, public and private organizations are now translated for

all interested parties whether or not the signatories understand each

others' languages (Newmark, 1982 : 3).

The significance of translation between different languages allover the

world needs not be argued. As a means of communication between

nations, as well as between individuals, the need for translation

activities has been accelerated. The setting up of a new international

body, the constitution of an independent state and the formation of a

multi-national company give translation enhanced political and

economic importance. The exponential increase in technology (e.g.

patents, specifications and documentation), the attempt to bring it to

developing countries, the simultaneous publiclation of the same book in

various languages, the increase in world communication has

correspondingly increased translation requirements.
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UNESCO, which up to 1970 published an 'Index Translationum'

recorded a 4.5 fold increase since 1948 with translation into German

nearly twice as many as into Russian, the second most numerous.

Scientific, technical and medical journals are translated wholesale in the

USA and USSR.

The ECC employs now 1600 translators*. In 1967, 80,000 scientific

journals were being translated annually. Some international writers

immediately sell more widely in translation than in the original (Ibid.).

* This is a 1982 statistical figure. This figure should have risen now
to nearly 2000 translators, especially after the recent developments
in Europe and the tendency to re-shape the ECC and to form a new
Europe, in addition to the re-unification of the two Germanies, etc.
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1. Translation in the Arab World:

Translation in the Arab World started many centuries before the Arabic

language came into existence. Source and Target languages used at

those times were the languages of the Ancient World. The Arabs have

known translation since their pagan days when they relied mainly on

oral interpretation. It is certain that Jahilite Arabs knew Persian and

could act as translators both ways. This is proved by the fact that

Chosroes met Arab delegations and addressed them in Persian through

interpreters (Khlusi, 1981).

With the advent of Islam, the prophet Mohammed encouraged his

followers to learn foreign languages. He is reported to have said: "Who

ever learns the language of a people is deemed safe from their

wiliness", and also: "the importance of a man is doubled or trebled

according to the languages he knows". He encouraged some of his

scribes to learn Hebrew and Syriac. It is claimed that the Prophet

himself knew Persian (Qaiqashandi, 1983, Vol-I: 166).

Coming to the Omayyad period (660 - 750), as no significant

translations to and/or from Arabic are mentioned until that time, we

detect increasing Persian and Greek influences on Arabic literature

through Syriac translations. Towards the end of the Omayyad era, we

discover the nucleus of the gigantic 'movement of translation' that was

to flourish in the reign of the Abbasid Caliph Al-Ma'mfln (813 - 833).

Early Omayyad translators include such names as: St. John of
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Damascus, who undertook translation from Persian, and Sarjwaih who

translated a medical treatise from Greek into Arabic via Syriac. This

was the earliest scientific work to be rendered into Arabic (ed. Arnold

& Guillaume, n.d 314).

Several books of chemistry, medicine and astronomy were rendered

into Arabic from Greek and Coptic languages during the Omayyad era

as the Omayyad princes themselves encouraged such a rendering.

The Abbasid period, which lasted from the eighth till the tenth

centuries, also witnessed a tremendous revival of the translation

activity, particularly during the reign of the Caliph Al-Ma'miIn (813 -

833) as just mentioned in this chapter. During those two centuries,

Baghdad came to be an important centre of rendering the ancient Greek

books into Arabic. Al-Ma'mün established the 'School of Translators',

together with a library and he granted substantial rewards to students

who took the trouble of travelling to Constantinople in search of old

manuscripts to translate them. One of the most outstanding translators

during Al-Ma'mün's reign, probably during the whole ninth century

was Hunayn Ibn Ishaq, a prominent figure of the 'School of

Translators' who translated the works of Hippocrates. Translations of

Plato's Republic and several works of Aristotle were also attributed to

him (Al-Au, 1987). Other famous names of the Abbasid translators

include, Ibn Al-Muqaffaa, Ibn Masawaih, Ibn Al-Batriq, Al-Hajjaj Bin-

Matar, Sinan Bin-Thabit Bin Qurrah, Matta Bin Yunis and Ibn-Zaraah.

Those translators could render into Arabic Greek works of philosophy

and medicine, in addition to presenting a special version of Kalilah and

Dimnah which was rendered into Arabic by Abdullah Ibn Al-Muqaffaa

(Ibid.).
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Following the Abbasid era, translation into and from Arabic remained

in a dormant state until early in the nineteenth century when a

renaissance in Arabic literature in general and translation in particular

was brought about in Egypt.
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2. Translation in Effvnt:

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the translation activity into

Arabic experienced a remarkable revival, particularly in Egypt.

Members of scientific missions sent abroad by the government,

especially to France, began to return home and assume key scientific

and cultural positions in the government agencies. Moreover, they were

assigned to translate scientific and cultural books, each in his own field

of specialization. Rifaa Al-Tahtawi (1801 - 1873), a leading figure in

the field of translation and journalism and the founder of the 'School of

Languages' in Egypt, together with his students, graduates of that

school, exerted tremendous efforts in this connection (Hassan, 1966

168).

It is said that the number of books which the Department of Translation

affiliated to the 'School of Languages' rendered into Arabic amounted

to 2000 titles (Hamzah, 1958 : 94).

Among the prominent figures of translators at that time were:

In history:

Mohammed Khalifa, Mustafa Al-Zarabi and Mustafa Al-B ayyaa.

In militar y and en2ineerin sciences:

Salih Majdi, Ahmed Ebeid AJ-Tahtawi and Mohamed Laza.

In legal translation:

Abdulla Al-Sayyed and Mohammed Qadri.

In medical sciences:

Ibrahim Al-Nabarawi, Mohammed Ali A1-Baqli, Ahmed Nada,

Salem Salem, Mohammed Al-Duni and Hassan Mahmoud.
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In mathematics:

Mohammed Bayyoumi, Mohammed Al-Falaki, Shafiq Yakan and

Mukhtar Al-Masri (Ibid.).

The task of those translators was easier than that of their predecessors

in the Omayyad and Abbasid eras for two main reasons: first, they had

good command of Arabic and; second, they had available Arabic - other

languages dictionaries which they could consult in selecting the

appropriate lexemes though such a selection was sometimes misleading,

especially for those translators who did not master both source and

target languages alike (Op.Cit. : 168).

With the advent of the twentieth century, and as a result of the rapid

progress in science and technology, another revival in the translation

activity was brought about. The piles of scientific data, new jargon and

technical terminology in the field of communicat'ons, meteorology,

space sciences, psychology, sociology, medicine and other branches of

knowledge, necessitated semantic equivalents in Arabic.

It is worth mentioning here that the revival of the translation activity at

the beginning of the twentieth century was not exclusive to the Arab

World but was pandemic. The twentieth century has witnessed a radical

change in translation principles. In the first place, new concepts of

communication have developed in our world.

During recent years, fl.y developments have had a significant effect on

the theory of translation and its practice in various parts of the world:

First; the rapidly expanding field of structural linguistics, especially

the influence of Ferdinand de Saussure in Europe.
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Second; the application of present-day methods in structural linguistics

to problems of' Bible' translation by members of the 'Summer Institute

of Linguistics' known as the 'Wycliffe Bible Translators'.

Third; The program of the 'United Bible Societies' which began by an

international conference of translators in Holland in 1947.

Fourth; The publication of a periodical called Babel since 1955 by the

'International Federation of Translators' under the auspices of the

UNESCO.

Fifth; Computer aided translation (machine translation) and the

incessant experiments in this field, especially in such places as the

'Academy of Sciences' of the USSR in Moscow, Bireck College

(University of London), and in the United States at 'the Masshusetts

Institute of Technology', Harvard University, 'IBM Research Centre'

in Tarrytown, New York, Georgetown University, and the University

of California at Berkeley (See: Nida, 1964 : 21 - 22).

Until the beginning of the twentieth century, most translations rendered

into Arabic in Egypt were from French. As mentioned earlier in this

chapter, this was mainly due to the fact that most of the government

academic and scholar missions were sent to France, this in addition to

the French Scientific delegations who came to Egypt to help build the

scientific and cultural renaissance which was to flourish at that time.

However, the establishment of the American College in Beirut in 1866,

made the English language come into competition with the French

language in translation. Its staff of American and British orientalists

were pioneers in rendering various modern sciences into Arabic. They

were assisted in that task by a group of their Arab students such as
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Yaaqub Saruf and others (Hassan, 1966: 171).

What is worth mentioning here in relation to the work in hand is that

during the nineteenth century, the revival and flourishing of the

'movement' of translation in Egypt greatly influenced the style of

writing in Arabic. Such an influence showed itself more clearly in the

foreign structures which seeped into the language from foreign

languages through translation. This phenomenon attracted the attention

of Arab linguists and writers who launched repeated calls for the

establishment of the Arab Academy in Egypt (Tajer, 1945: 155 - 156).
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3. The English Press:

Press writings started in some languages earlier than in others due to

several factors related not only to the language itself, but also to other

aspects of life in the society involved. Also, the emergence of an actual

'press language' - if reservedly we can call it such - is synchronized

with the issuance of newspapers proper in a given society; a matter

which is closely connected with the existence of the printing press and

the publication business. Neither the history of newspaper publishing

in Britain and the Arab World, nor the history of the English and

Arabic newspapers themselves will be discussed here as these do not

concern us in this context. What concerns us in the first place is when

and how press writings came into existence in both languages and how

they came into contact with each other from which point we can go to

discuss the influence of the one on the other.

The English press started one century earlier than the Egyptian press.

Britain knew the press in the eighteenth century, whereas Egypt did

that in the nineteenth century, in the wake of the French Expedition

which introduced the printing press to Egypt (Hamzah, 1960: 8).

Before the eighteenth century, there were no regular press publications

in Britain. Rumours passed by word of mouth or ballad singers made

up songs, rather like the modern calypso, to tell people news of the

great events or sensational happenings. When printers first began to put

out news publications, their activities were looked on with suspicion by

governments and by the rich and powerful who did not like public

discussion of their affairs. From the start, journalists had to fight
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against the power of those whose interest it was to suppress public

knowledge of the news; and their struggles over a period of two

hundred years form a fascinating commentary on the development of

political freedom in Britain (Smith, 1970 : 5 - 6).

The actual English newspaper began when Englishmen started to be

aware of the world around them beyond the boundaries of their own

villages or towns; and when they began to understand that their lives

might be affected by events abroad.

From early times, three methods of circulating news had been known in

Britain: the Proclamation, issued by the king or government, to inform

the people about laws or similar matters, and posted up on the church

door or by the village green; the sermon preached by the clergy, and

various kinds of popular ballads, poems, songs and rhymes sold in the

streets or sung in taverns and ale houses to celebrate events, such as

the birth or marriage of a prince or princess, victory in a battle, or

sensational happening like murders, suicides and terrible accidents.

In villages too, the packmen would bring news of what was happening

in the world outside. Their activities supplied the only real popular

news in England until the second half of the nineteenth century when

the printed press began to appeal to the mass of ordinary people

(Op.Cit. : 7).

Gradually, with the development of the printing press and the

emergence of different types of newspapers and journals ranging

between 'quality' and 'popular' newspapers, a variety of journalistic
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styles in English came into existence. This diversity of journalistic

style was evolved in order to satisfy different tastes and readerships

and, also, to cater for those types of audience who were not envisaged

by the 'quality' - serious - newspapers.

Each of the various newspapers in circulation at present is addressed to

a specific audience depending on their social, cultural or economic

status. British newspapers, consequently, differ in their interests and

ways of dealing with journalistic material as much as the readers differ

in their tastes and levels of appreciation.

Hence, press writings in English, as well as in other languages, have

come to be widely varied. Among the different dailies, weeklies,

monthlies and other periodicals, we find political, scientific, medical

and literary subject matters. Moreover, we find a number, sometimes

many, of these subjects within the pages of a single newspaper.

English newspapers, as other newspapers in various languages, differ

in the way they present their news items and stories. They also differ in

choosing the shape of their pages e.g. being tabloid or regular formats,

etc., and in drafting their headlines, as well as in the production of

their layouts. This is why each newspaper appeals to a particular type

of readership. Moreover, ".. most people prefer to read the paper

which, they believe, most closely reflects their own opinions. It may in

fact be that they are reflecting the newspaper's viewpoint" (O'Donnel

and Todd, 1980: 88).
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4. The Egyptian Press:

Press publications started in Egypt earlier than in many other Arab

countries due to several cultural, political and social factors. What

concerns us here in the first place is the development of 'Press

Writings' or the 'Journalistic Style' itself.

Since the emergence of the Egyptian press by the end of the nineteenth

century, its Arabic style of writing has been going through a slow but

steady process of modernization.

At first, the style ranged from literary to pseudo-literary. The top

editors were literary figures and they used literary (Classical) Arabic,

while the lower ranks tried to write in a literary style but ended up

using an artificial flowery language. Newspapers engaged 'Sheikhs'

from Al-Azhar University, the over-one-thousand-year old centre of

Arabic and Islamic learning, to copy read the material from the

linguistic point of view. Their function was to see to it that the copy

conformed to the grammatical rules and stylistic patterns of classical

Arabic. That style was heavy, stiff and difficult to understand except

by a few people such as intellectuals and members of the educated

class. While modern journalism in Egypt seeks readability, that style

was characterized by formality and stiffness (MENA Style Book, 1982:

25).

Today, newspapers, television, radio and other means of mass

communication in Egypt, as well as in other Arab countries such as

Lebanon, Iraq, Syria and Kuwait have helped to evolve a new form of
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Arabic i.e. Modem Standard Arabic (MSA). Compared with classical

Arabic, MSA aims to be simple, clear, free from padding, fresh and

above all in tune with the spirit of the day.

One of the most important factors in this process of modernization,

particularly in journalistic styles, was the translation of foreign news

into Arabic, mainly from English and French. At first, the only source

of foreign news to the Arab world was Reutr. Until today, it is still

one of the major sources of news flow in Egypt, as well as in many

parts of the Arab world.

The average Egyptian reader came to be more interested in newspapers

with their MSA style than in books with their classical Arabic.

Therefore, it was easy for the language of newspapers to gain a wide

readership, for it falls midway between 'classical' and 'colloquial'

Arabic. Books in various fields of knowledge remained, until recently,

bound to the old hard-and-fast rules of grammar and rhetoric. This does

not mean that the MSA journalistic style has entirely abandoned

grammar. On the contrary, it has worked out a grammar for itself not

completely different from the grammar of classical Arabic but more

flexible (more elaboration on this point will be made in the following

chapters, mainly in Part III which includes the case-study chapters of

this study).

In the mid-twentieth century, the new Arabic style of the Egyptian

press or 'lughatul-jarayed' (the language of newspapers) as it came to

be called (Al-Yaziji, 1901) had its most intensive development. Three

Egyptian Journalists, Mohan-imed Al-Tabei and the twin brothers Au
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and Mustafa Amin, led the campaign for 'newspaper Arabic'. They

practised and encouraged the use of a crisp style built on short and

precise sentences. They also used, and encouraged the use of, familiar

words and expressions, sometimes even 'vernacular' ones. They struck

out the Arabic conjunction letter 'Wa' (= and) which stood almost at the

opening of every Arabic journalistic sentence. They even went so far as

to attempt to alter the basic Structure of the Arabic sentence from the:

Verb-Subject-Object pattern to that of: Subject-Verb-Object. The trio,

having been educated in England and America, were influenced by the

sentence pattern of English (MENA Style Book, 1982 : 30).

From foreign news, the new style seeped gradually into local news.

This seepage was accentuated by the introduction of new departments in

the Egyptian newspapers dealing with everyday affairs: the cotton

market in Manchester and Liverpool, the cinema, the theatre, society

and sports. Soccer stories teemed with inescapable English terms which

had become familiaito the man-in-the-street in Egypt. The British amiy

introduced soccer into the country and it became a national craze. In the

middle of the national liberation movement, the Egyptian team played

against the British army one, and such matches were annual national

events. This was highlighted by the Egyptian press, especially when

the national team beat the British soldiers.

Until today, those times were the heyday of Egyptian soccer, and the

champions of those days are still household names. Egyptian soccer

commentators emerged together with the soccer stars and introduced a

punchy style that was a shock compared to the writings of the old days

(Ibid.).
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In the past two decades, the seventies and eighties, Egypt has been

going through a gradual process of opening up to the Western World.

This involved adopting new patterns of thought in education, medicine,

engineering and arts. This all embracing process was inevitably

reflected in the country's press. Therefore, the new generation of

young journalists in Egypt has 'a ready-made' modern style of writing

evolved by past generations. Most of those journalists have graduated

from faculties of journalism in Egyptian Universities which teach

principles of (ournalism as practised in England and America, as well

as the means of applying them in the local press.

This, inevitably, has brought about a noticeable influence on the

Egyptian journalistic moulds together with that influence caused by the

tremendous amount of the daily English-Arabic press translations which

have been and are still being reflected upon the Arabic 'Journalistic

Style' in Egypt; an issue which will be dealt with in more detail in the

following chapters.



Part - II

Features of Journalistic Style
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Chapter Three

Linguistic Features of .Journalistic Style:

0. General:

"There are three main levels of language in any society: the literary or

the aesthetic language, the scientific or the theoretic language and the

newspaper or everyday language" (Iman, 1969 : 16). The third level of

language is the language variety which concerns us here, being the axis

around which the whole work in hand revolves.

Imam's classification of the varieties of the language into three levels

overlooks other levels such as those of religion, day-to-day interaction,

government or official circulars and memoranda, the discourses of

children and women and the legal variety of the language, etc. Such

varieties exist in English as well as in Arabic, the two focal languages

in this study, and certainly they do exist in most if not all other

languages.

Stating that the language of the press is a reality and that it does exist,

Imam further says:

Journalistic writing aims mainly at communicating with

other people, as well as at carrying meaning and

significance. It is a tool not a toy. Its use is more

utilitarian than aethetic. In other words, it is an

applied art, not a fine one ... . Like other writings, the
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press material may inform or interpret, influence or

advise, amuse or entertain, yet, it is different; it is

inclusive not exclusive. The readers are not a section of

the people but almost all the people. Because the

journalist writes for all the people all the time - not for

a part of the people all the time, or all of the people

part of the time, he should strive for a universality of

appeal which makes his message understandable to all

(Op.Cit. : 16).

Imam in his description of the language of journalism goes further as to

say that the aim of writers of literature is aesthetic. Those who write

fiction, drama and poetry may create new worlds and hypothetical

characters in a style that touches the sense of beauty in the readers.

Journalists cannot do such things. There are certain realistic criteria

that determine the themes for them. They must write about what is near

at hand in space and time. The extent to which they do so, of course, is

conditioned by the magnitude and consequence of the idea, event or

situation and by the policies of their publications (Ibid.).

Imam's comparison between the languages of literature and journalism

seems - to a great extent - unrealistic and contradicts his previous

statements that the language of journalism is inclusive not exclusive

i.e. it includes all types of writing and that ".. it may inform or

interpret, influence or advice, amuse or entertain". What he says here

detaches the language of the press from all other writings and makes it

a self-sustained variety of the language.
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Accuracy is a prerequisite in journalistic work in general and

journalistic translation in particular, whatever the language, the

community or the political outlook of the newspaper, the magazine or

the news agency might be. Such accuracy should not be sacrificed - at

any rate - for the sake of speed or for achieving a journalistic scoop.

This can be attained if the journalist, whatever his position might be,

does not panic while performing his job. Also, he (journalistltranslator)

should be competent and well versed in the subtleties of the language(s)

he is writing in and/or dealing with.

Brook (1973 : 104) sums up the chief characteristics of the journalistic

style as follows:

The chief characteristics, good and bad, of rewspaper

English arise from the fact that it is both written and

read by people who are in a hurry. The good result of

this requirement is that it must be clear and simple,

with no involved sentences. Not all newspaper writing

is alike. A leading article in the Times dealing with a

complicated subject, demands more complicated

language than a short news paragraph.

The language of the Times is distinctive but far

removed from what is generally thought of as

journalese. It is usually formal, -precise and pompous.

Furthermore, there are other features related to the language of the

press which can be shared by almost all press writings in various
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languages, particularly those languages between which there are press

material exchange or interaction through the process of translation

inter-alia English and Arabic. As will be shown later in this study, this

exchange and interaction between languages help bring those languages

closer to each other to different extents depending on the languages'

adaptability and receptivity.

This chapter will tackle a number of the most significant features of the

journalistic style. The features dealt with will be those which can be

traced in press writings in general and in English and Arabic in

particular, namely: 1- Headlines 2- Block-language 3- Syntax 4-

Sentences 5- Nouns 6- Verbs 7- Adjectives 8- Adverbs and Adverbials.
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1. Headlines:

Newspaper headlines are admittedly a highly specialized type of

English (Foster, 1986 : 200). The attention of the reader of a

newspaper is aimed right from the beginning at the headline. Headline

writing is an art, an art of compression and of wit. Special devices of

compression are used e.g.:

Sniper kifls boy attending funeral i.e. a gunman killed a boy who was

attending a funeral (Robinson, 1983: 147).

English newspaper headlines are closely khtt semantic structures of a

characteristic and reduced syntax which do not allow insertions within

themselves (Nosek, 1974).

Compression is obviously needed in newspaper headlines for space

limitation and short words are, therefore, preferred. Short words that

are much used in headlines include J2I (attempt), trek (icney), (to

forbid), j (to rebuke), probe (investigation), pact (treaty) and reds to

describe anyone whose politics are left of those of the newspaper in

which the headline appears (Brook, 1973: 112).

Archaic words are sometimes used in headlines merely for the sake of

their shortness and compactness, e.g. the verb to wed is now rather out

of use, but it is much used in headlines, and it may well be that the

revival of Tories as a name for members of the Conservative Party has

been helped by the appeal that such a short word has for those who

write headlines (IbiL).
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In Arabic, this feature does not exist. MSA is used in both text and

headlines. Punning is also a common feature of newspaper headlines

not only in English, but also in almost all other languages in which that

variety of the language operates. But, let us confine ourselves here to

English and Arabic newspapers.

In English, if we look at a headline such as: Climate goes against the

grain: shortfall in grain harvest, we realize that what the writer wants

to say is that the climate goes against one's inclination (Robinson,

1983: 147).

In Arabic, the same device (punning) is oftenly used especially in

artistic news and those related to the cinema, theatre and television

activities. If we look at such headlines(A1-Ahram, 23/7/1991):
• J.L4t	• J.t

I	 I
(Isaad Yunis writes and acts in detainment)

At first sight the ordinary reader may believe that this actress and

playwright is writing and acting under detainment, but as he goes on

reading, he realizes that the name of the play she is writing and is

going to act is entitled: In Detainment.

Also, the headline:

• bthJi ,) ç.tl ,	Z..1 Z

(Following 'Wild desire', Suhair A1Murshidi in the 'Shades')
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When looking at it for the first time we do not understand the real

meaning of the headline until we realize that the wild desire and the

shades are names of two TV series in which the actress is playing a

leading part.

In Arabic political news items punning is rarely used.

In connection with tense reference, English newspapers tend to avoid

the use of finite verbs in headlines, especially when the time reference

is to the future e.g.: British Telecom to cut 10.000 jobs in a year.

(Fhe Daily Telegraph, 11/5/1990).

Contemporary time reference may be indicated in English newspaper

headlines by the Simple Present form e.g.: Poctors claim certain cure

for snoring.

(The Daily Telegraph, 11/5/1990).

"Two linguistic conventions that have grown up in headlines are the use

of the infinitive in place of the future ('ilm star to wed) and the use of a

comma when there is no room for the conjunction n" (Brook, 1973

112) e.g.:

Whatley. Thorpe in race for fitness (The Daily Telegraph, 27/4/199 1).

In both English and Arabic, the journalistic headlines aim, for various

reasons, at giving the reader as much information as possible in the

smallest space. They do so in different ways the commonest of which is

deletion of functional words and articles, and it is on the front page

that the most deleted constmctions occur (Al-Bakri, 1974, II & IV), e.g.:

Aid shift to Iran border mooted	(The Independent, 24/4/1991).
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Another feature of newspaper headlines in English is that the use of the

apostrophe to indicate the possessive case has almost ceased. Nouns in

apposition are made to do the work of adjectives which leads,

sometimes, to ambiguity. Moreover, initials are freely used in headlines

on the city page, to describe companies, with cumbersome names.

Some companies, such as: 'Imperial Chemical Industries', are better

known by their initials than by their full names. Others present some

difficulty to the uninitiated (Brook, 1973 : 112 - 113).

Each newspaper has its own way of exploring syntactic devices for its

headlines. This applies not only to English newspapers but, by and

large, to other newspapers in other languages i.e. there are some

features common to them, especially those related to compression,

deletion and punning. This will be clearly exemplified in Part-ill of

this study where multiple examples of newspaper headlines in English

and Arabic are introduced. English and Arabic newspapers use, to a

certain extent, similar devices in drafting their headlines, particulary in

connection with tense reference and vocabulary, though each of them

has its own characteristics which are related to the nature of either

language's structures.

In Arabic, the tendency to avoid the use of finite verbs in newspaper

headlines is quite obvious and, to a great extent, a remarkably dominant

feature. Past and future time references are rarely used, if at all. Both

types of time reference, in addition to the contemporary one, are

referred to by the imperfect (MudâriC = Present Simple) e.g.:
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(Egypt welcomes the convening of an emergency Arab Summit) -

Time reference here is to the 'future' i.e. the summit will convene

in 'future'; and:

;31eJ	uJ 'cs4• 3i1-'

(Mubarak congratulates President of Benin for his re-election) -

Time reference here is to the 'past' i.e. Mubarak congratulated

(Both examples from: Al-Ahram, 4/8/1989).

Both English and Arabic newspapers, sometimes, use verbiess

structures in headlines, e.g.:

Liabilities up to 1 bn at Atlantic

(The Times, 2/5/1990)

Similarly, in Arabic newspapers we find the following headline:

;j t s.4,k7JI

(Discussion of recent developments in the Gulf area) -

(Al-Ahram, 11/12/1990).

Regarding the vocabulary of newspaper headlines in general and that of

English newspapers in particular, it is notable that they tend to use

short words, sometimes not necessarily the "right" ones (Potter 1950:
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173). Because of space limitation, compactness in words, even in

letters is sought at all costs:

In English in particular, headline vocabulary has

become almost a 'jargon'. Any compact, contract,

agreement, engagement, convention, covenant,

stipulation, armistice, pledge, truce or treaty becomes a

pact; just as any experienced or proficient person in any

capacity whatsoever becomes an ace; any interdiction or

prohibition, a ban; any offer or attempt, a J2ji; any

superintendent, supervisor, overseer, a chief; any

abridgement, abbreviation, shortening, curtailment or

reduction, a	; and any negotiation, transaction or

bargain, a deal (Op.Cit.: 174).

In Arabic, compact words are also sought and lengthy ones avoided;

but Arabic newspapers rarely have such jargon' for their headlines as

is the case in English. Also, there are no abbreviated forms in Arabic.

Words such as:

For : beginning	 JZJ For : resumption

For: end
	 a	For: discussion

For: announcement
	

For: cut off

and the like, are used in Arabic newspapers headlines as they are

infinitive forms and, therefore, do not need a subject, e.g.:
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-	 L.

(Beginning of U.S. - Soviet Talks)

instead of:

(U.S. and Soviet Sides begin Talks)

(Announcement of martial laws)

instead of:

ZijaJI j II 4 a) 1>L7

(The government announces imposing of martial laws)
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2. Block Language:

Newspaper headlines, particularly in English, use a language of their

own, sometimes called 'block language' which influences other

varieties of language. The headline: Help the Aged Head, looks at first

like an appeal for help on behalf of an elderly headmaster, but it simply

describes the appointment of a new secretary general of the charitable

organization called 'Help the Aged' (Brook, 1973: 112).

When headlines are set in block capitals, the reader is deprived of the

help which initial capitals give in distinguishing between proper names

and common nouns. It is not uncommon for four nouns in apposition to

be piled up as in: Students Plan Grants Cuts Protest March. Until the

reader realizes that 'plan' is a verb; he may think that there are six

nouns here, and some headlines are obscure of the identity of form of

many English nouns and verbs (Ibid.).

Another feature of this 'variety' of language is the omission of

functional words and articles. We rarely come across prepositions,

pronouns or definite articles, unless they are absolutely necessary i.e.

content words are only used and grammatical words deleted e.g.:

Vietnamese Boat People Flee HK Camp

(Financial Times, 30/4/1990).

and:

Penal Reforms 'Far too Timid'

(The Guardian, 1/5/1990).
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Also, in block language, there is a tendency to use acronyms and

abbreviated forms of words e.g.:

SIB to Drop Curb on Soft Commission

(Financial Times, 30/4/1990).

BT Ready to Cash in on 071 Cashet

(The Independent, 5/5/1990).

W Indies Prolong Punishment

(The Independent, 24/4/199 1).

N-Bomb Parts for Air-Conditioning

(The Daily Telegraph, 27/4/1991).

Quirk et al. (1973 : 205) describe this type of writing, which is not

confined to newspaper headlines but goes beyond them to other fields,

by saying:

there is a whole realm of usage where, because of

its rudimentary communicative role, language is

structured in terms of single words and phrases, rather

than in terms of the more highly organized units of

clause and sentence.

Language so used may be termed 'block language'. It

appears in such functions as labels, titles, headings,

notices and advertisements. Simple block language

messages most often consist of a noun or noun phrase

or nominal clause in isolation; no verb is needed,

because all else necessary to the understanding of the

message is furnished by context.
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(Quirk cites a number of examples in which 'block language' is used.

They include book-titles, advertisements, labels, notices, etc.).

In Arabic, this variety of the language (Block-language), by and large,

does not exist due to the fact that Arabic syntactic rules do not allow

such features and structures. Deletion and ommission of functional

words and articles are unacceptable in Arabic structures and can ruin

the meaning. Definite articles and prepositions can be omitted in an

English headline, but in Arabic they cannot. An English headline like:

President meets Premier midnight; should be translated into Arabic as:

( i,;)	 z4,Jl

In the English structure, the definite article th. is deleted from the

nouns 'President' and 'Premier'. Also, the preposition	is also

deleted and is not pre-posed with the adverbial 'midnight'.

In the Arabic structure, the definite articles (in both positions) and the

preposition are there. Without them, the structure will be ±ncorrect and

ambiguous. Also, the preposition with is necessary with the verb

'meet' in Arabic, contrary to English.

Look at this structure without these functional words:

* J.JJ p	tjjJI

As far as acronyms and abbreviations are concerned, Arabic differs

from English not only in connection with 'headlines', but also in other
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language varieties as a whole i.e. what applies to newspaper headlines

and texts in terms of grammar applies to the rest of the language

varieties e.g.: religous, literary, legal, scientific, economic, etc.

In Arabic, only few acronyms are used and abbreviated forms, it can be

said, are non-existent. Even those few acronyms used are

'transliterated' from their foreign equivalents e.g.:

LI	From: OPEC	- bJI From: OAPEC

jU	From: FAO	 - /	From: UNESCO

From: UNICEF	- i,),I From: UNRWA

The acronym 'PLO', though refers to an Arab Organization (The

Palestine Liberation Organization), it has no Arabic equivalent or

abbreviated form, but it is always referred to as: I	W,JI

Therefore, newspaper heanes with 'block-language' as one of their

major features (mainly in English) tend to have their own grammar in

both English and Arabic. Though grammar, in any language, cannot be

accommodated to the language use, "because grammar is grammar for

all texts" (Halliday, 1985 : 372) different registers select and

foreground different options within the grammar.

There is one more specialized group of texts that

deserve a mention here because these texts are often of
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interest in their own right, and that is the ones that

might be called 'little' texts. There are certain texts

which the context of situation determines have to be

short, like telegrams and newspaper headlines, and

since they have to achieve quite a lot in that very

limited space, they tend to have their own grammar for

doing so which differs in certain aspects from the

grammar of other registers of English (Ibid.).

In Arabic, the case is different. There is no such 'special' grammar for

those 'little' texts of telegrams, announcements, labels, etc. MSA is by

and large, usedasis the case in lengthy texts. Only conjunctions may

be deleted, prepositions annexed to words and redundant items deleted

e.g.:

ZLJ I ...	I ... ii,.) I	J2IJ

(Arrive 'by' Egypt Air Flight 'no.' ... Thursday ... at ...).
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3. Syntax:

Syntax means word order in the sentence and the relationship between

various items in this sentence. It is described as: "... the study of the

rules governing the way words are combined to form sentences in a

language .." (Crystal, 1980 : 346).

The term Syntax comes from the Ancient Greek 'Syntaxis', a verbal

noun which literally means 'arrangement' or 'setting out together'.

Traditionally, it refers to the branch of grammar dealing with the ways

in which words, with or without appropriate inflections, are arranged

to show connections of meaning within the sentence. For example, in:

'it tastes nice' there are connections of meaning among: it, tastes and

nice which are shown by the order of words (it ± tastes ± nice, not:

nice ± tastes ± it, or other permutations) and also, in part by

inflectional agreement between the verb and pronoun (it tastes, not it

taste) - (Matthews, 1981 : 1).

Coming to Syntax in journalistic writings which concerns us most, it is

true that vocabulary is essential for the journalist. Simply because

words are the raw materials of communication. But word power alone

is not enough as the skill of construction is highly demanded for the

production of effective journalistic writing, as well as to any other

variety of the language, any language. If the construction is faulty, the

communication bridge is weakened. It follows, therefore, that the

function of these words in a particular context is as important as their

meaning. Confusing the function leads to error in sentence construction

and a consequent loss of meaning or ambiguity. Knowledge of Syntax
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is the foundation of a good journalistic style (Bottomley and Loftus,

1971 : 29).

Languages differ widely both in general syntactic flexibility and in their

inventory of resources available for enhancing their syntactic

flexibility, and this fact is of particular significance for translators who

work between languages of different 'Syntaxes' (Malone, 1988 : 66).

Every language, therefore, has its own syntax. The proper journalistic

style is that which observes the syntactic rules of its own language. A

sentence that violates the 'Syntax' of its language becomes a jumble

(though this concept is often overlooked by some news reporters and

editors under the pretexts of time and space limitation, placement of

emphasis on certain items, using eye-catching phrases or fondness for

innovation).

'Stylistic appropriateness', no doubt, is the result of proper syntax as

the two elements are closely related to each other. Let us take, for

instance, this English sentence:

'The government aims at raising salaries, to stabilize prices and
*

the mcrease of production'.

The three verbal forms are not uniform,even, they are grarnati cal ly

incorrect. A good style requires that the three verbs: 'raise', 'stabilize'

and 'increase' take one form i.e. the government aims at raising

salaries, stabilizing prices and increasing production (MENA Style

Book, 1982: 104).
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The same thing applies to Arabic (though words and their relationship

in a sentence are - to a great extent - governed by their grammatical

categories). If we look at the abovementioned sentence in Arabic and

take the first structure:

*

Such a construction will not be as acceptable as this one:

7l ;Lj, Ji L.fr JJ lLI	)! Q.l Js

These syntactic features, however, are not exclusively characteristic of

the journalistic style, but they can characterize other varieties in

English and Arabic, as well as in other languages, though the fact is

that in the journalistic styles, in both English and Arabic, these features

are more noticeable.

There are other features which can be observed in journalistic writings

involving lexicology, punctuation, paragraphing, highlighting, sub-

titling, etc., but such features, though conspicuous in news reports and

stories, are not peculiar to journalistic writings.

The journalistic materials included in an individual newspaper are

'eclectic' and comprise mostly all types of writings, e.g. politics,

sciences, social, sports and religious items, etc. This simply means that

the styles in which different journalistic stories are written differ

according the nature of each of them (See I-One-2).
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Moreover, the type of the newspaper in which the press material is

published (being 'Quality', 'Popular' or 'Moderate'), particularly in

English determines the style of the news material itself (See ll-Four-4).
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4.	ptences:

Of all linguistic units the definition of the Sentence is the mOst

problematic, and the one whose nature has been most debated. In a

monograph published in the early thirties, Ries (1931 : 208 - 24)

listed seventeen pages of varying definitions, to which later schools

have added several more, still with no consensus (Matthews, 1981

26).

"In the popular view, a sentence is a series of words in connected

speech or writing, forming the grammatically complete expression of a

single thought" (Ibid.).

Other definitions of the Sentence include:
-te

H•• a group of words expressing a complethought. It must have a verb

and a subject, either stated or understood" (Bottomley & Loftus, 1971:

30).

that part of a chain of discourse which occurs between two pauses

and which inevitably shows some kind of arrangement, construction or

syntax" (Potter, 1950: 71).

the largest stretch of language forming a syntactic construction ..'

(Huddleston, 1984: 18).

Crystal (1988 : 12 - 31) gives a detailed description of sentence types

as major and minor. Quirk et at. (1973 : 12) also give a more

extensive definition of the 'Sentence' and sentence elements from a
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purely linguistic perspective. Several other linguists, beyond count,

also tackled the issue of 'Sentence' and Sentence Structure from

various aspects and at various levels of analysis. What mainly concerns

us here is not the notion of the sentence from a barely linguistic point

of view but rather the notion of the sentence as being an 'element' in or

a 'component' of the journalistic material as a whole be it a news item,

a column, a feature article, a caricature commentary or a photo-caption.

However, this does not mean that the linguistic aspect is to be

entirely ignored; on the contrary, the level of analysis at which the

'sentence' is to be dealt with entails its linguistic aspects, especially in

terms of syntax (word order), voice (activization and passivization),

etc.

Though the abOve mentioned definitions of the sentence apply mostly to

all varieties of the language, not only in English but also in other

languages, the sentence in journalistic writings or the journalistic

sentence' has some idiosyncratic characteristics governed by and

accommodated to the nature of the press material in which the sentence

functions. These characteristics will be more elaborated and

substantiated later on in the case-study part of this study (See: ifi-Six-

1). Our concern here is mainly to see how the 'Journalistic Sentence'

differs from that in any other variety of the language, particularly in

both English and Arabic.

In literature i.e. works of fiction such as novels and other aesthetic

writings, the sentence often begins in a low key and picks up tension

gradually until it reaches the climax at the end. In other words, the
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place of emphasis in the 'literary' or 'aesthetic' sentence is the ending.

But in journalism, the beginning of the sentence is, by and large, the

place of primary emphasis. The reason for placing the most emphatic

elements at the beginning is to attract the reader's attention. This also

relates to the 'inverted pyramid' form used in the build-up of the news

items. The importance of an element in the journalistic sentence

determines its position in that sentence (Robinson, 1985: 147).

At the sentence level, however, news reports are not of complex

structure. The reader is further helped by the type of paragraphing

whereby a high proportion of paragraphs consist of only one sentence.

Paragraphs may often start with linking words, especially the

conjunction 'and' (this is also a noticeable feature of Arabic style in

general and the journalistic style in particular at both sentence and

paragraph levels (See I-Two, 2-4) and pronouns help carry the reader

through the study.

In order to convey authenticity of press material, frequent use is made

of reported speech and sometimes direct speech. In order to give the

impression that the reporter has spoken in person to the main actors of

the press story, he or she uses these two forms of speech in

constructing his or her sentences. News reports of meetings or election

rallies consist almost entirely of direct and reported s peech sentences.

In addition to giving the speech text or content, the reporter will often

indicate that it is genuine or at least reliable by using such sentences

and structures: ... informed sources told us, sources have also

indicated, tccording to Reuters, for instance, an official spokesman
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said, etc. (Ibid.).

Also, in Arabic, similar sentences and structures are often used in

journalistic writings, especially in news items and stories e.g.:

(We learnt from infônned sources..)

L1

(The sources also pointed out ..)

jJJj it.c C5k,

(Reuters reported ..)

53j

(A spokesman said ..)

These examples and others show that such Arabic structures and the

like are copied from their English equivalents through the process of

journalistic translation. Moreover, they have become fixed

constructions typical of the Press language'.
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5. Nouns:

Nouns constitute one of the primary word classes in both English and

Arabic, probably in many other languages. Moreover, they play a major

part in the structure of sentences in the two languages. Two elements of

the ordinary sentence pattern in English (S-V-O) are nouns or at least

nominals, namely the subject and the object.

"Nouns have certain characteristics that set them apart from other word-

classes. For example, they can form plurals (book-books) and tn'.-c

articles (the book - a book) ..." (Quirk et al., 1972: 127 - 128). There

are numerous syntactically distinguishable subclasses of nouns the

most important three of which are: common nouns, proper nouns and

pronouns. The most central members of the word-class noun have three

properties: a- They function as head in the NP structure b- They take a

different range of dependents from the other parts of speech most

distinctively, determiners e.g.: the, which, a, every, my, three ('the

book', 'my cousin', 'three days'), and adjectives as prehead modifiers

e.g. 'young boys' and 'valuable paintings' c- They enter into

inflectional contrasts of number, singular vs plural e.g. 'dog - dogs'

and 'cousin - cousins' (Huddleston, 1984: 227 - 229).

Half the words in dictionaries are common nouns (Bottomley and

Loftus, 1971; 36). They are the names given by man to places, things,

emotions and states. Proper nouns are the names given to persons or

special places or things e.g. 'George', 'Oxford', 'Tuesday'. Common

nouns are called abstract nouns when they refer to abstract meanings
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such as qualities: 'beauty, honesty'; emotions: 'anger, pity'; states:

'friendship, childhood' and processes: 'day dreaming, bird watching'.

Collective nouns is the term given to collections of things/people:

'crew, flock' (Op.Cit. : 37).

Much can be said on nouns from a purely linguistic point of view in

connection with their wide-range classes and subclasses,

premodification, reference, countability, definitness, specificness and

genericness, etc. But this will be of little relevance here - if any - since

the work in hand is not aimed to investigate the 'deep structure' of the

journalistic elements and components except in as much as this

contributes to uncover their function in the journalistic material.

In journalistic writings, nouns play an important part. The subject, or

the 'doer' of the action in a journalistic sentence constitutes, one of the

major elements of the news items 'Who', and it is a noun. The majority

of compounds are nouns, and there are also far more different types of

compound noun than compounds of other classes (Huddleston, 1984:

229).

'Compounding' and 'inventiveness' are two outstanding features of

nouns in newspaper language. New words and compounds are

constantly coined by new writers and reporters on different occasions,

and many of these words remain confined to newspapers' usage.

Examples of such neologisms are more than to count. Words such as,

ecology, hijack, g, mugger, no go - area, juggernaut and the like

were first coined and used by journalists (O'Donnel & Todd, 1980

88).
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6. Verbs:

The verb is the key word in the sentence, any sentence. It is

linguistically important because it conditions other elements in the

sentence. Palmer (1965 : 1) explains the importance of the verb in the

structure of the sentence in English as follows:

In recent years interest in English grammar has greatly

increased, but there have been more books and articles

on the verb than on the noun, the adjective or any other

class of word. One reason, obviously, is that the verb,

or rather the verb phrase, as defined in this book, is so

central to the structure of the sentence that no syntactic

analysis can proceed without a careful consideration of

it. Another is the great complexity of the internal

semantic and syntactic structure of the verb phrase

itself ... . Learning a language is - to a very large

degree - learning how to operate the verbal forms of

that language, and, except in the case of those that are

related historically, the pattern and structure of the verb

in each language seem to differ very considerably from

those in every other language.

Similarly, as in other elements of the journalistic style previously

mentioned in this chapter, we need not go deep in analysing the verb

with its various linguistic categories and nomenclatures either those old

or new ones. What concerns us in this context is its (the verb) function
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in the journalistic material in relation to other elements, and how far it

affects and is affected by those elements in the process of conveying

the press message involved in that journalistic material.

In a journalistic sentence, the verb plays a significant part because, like

the noun, it answers one of the five questions known as the five 'Ws',

namely: who, what, why, where and when (See Il-Four-i), that

question is 'what' and it explains the event or the happening itself

which is the essence of the journalistic material.

The active voice is more frequently used in journalistic sentences and

this is simply because it is more expressive than the passive voice. The

'doer' of the action is present in the active voice; besides, it is more

straightforward and briefer than the passive voice. To say: The Oueen

opened the parliamentary session today, is more acceptable in

journalistic style than: The parliamentar y session was opened by the

Queen today; though the second sentence can be used if an emphasis on

the parliamentary session is required. AlsQ, to say: The conference

aims at .., is journalistically more acceptable than: The conference is

aimed at .., and so on (MENA Style Book, 1982 : 65).

In Arabic press writings, especially news items, the passive voice is

rarely used as the subject is mostly absent, and if it is mentioned, the

sentence becomes heavy e.g.:

Z5fl1 (:,.L1 .)	. r-'1 Z.;UJI ;.jJI
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But in the active it will be:

r	LUJl	l&^J.0

In Arabic, the passive voice (the majhül = unknown) is construed as a

grammatical category which makes it possible to construct "agentless"

sentences (El-Sheikh, 1977 : 144). This is why passive constructions

are of limited occurrence in journalistic writings. However, we may

encounter a passive structure in an Arabic journalistic sentence, e.g.:

ii.,Jl	jWJ	 Ju.

(An official celebration was held yesterday to honour winners of the

state prizes ..).

In this passive structure, the agent or the 'doer' of the action is absent

because it is of little significance here in the opening sentence; but it

will appear later on in the news item, either in the middle or at the . end,

e.g.:

& JILL ZLZJI	j, Ju.t r -••

(The Ministry of Culture organized the celebration in collaboration with

...).
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Most probably, this is a general feature in many languages having voice

systems. ".. If there is any one function that is common to the passive

in all languages that are customarily said to have a passive voice, this

is that it makes possible the construction of 'agentless' sentences: e.g.
I,

Bill was killed (Lyons, 1968 : 378).
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7. Adjectives:

The most central members of the word-class adjective have the

following four properties:

a. Occurring as head in phrases functioning as predicative

complement in clause structure; and this is called the predicative

use of adjectives, e.g.: careless, intelligent, tiresome: 'He was

careless', 'she seemed very intelligent', 'they found it rather

tiresome'.

b. Occurring as head in phrases functioning as pre-head modifier in

NP structure; this is the attributive use e.g.: 'a careless mistake',

'a very intelligent woman', 'that rather tiresome politician'.

c. Occurring as head in phrases functioning as post-head modifier in

NP structure; and this is called the postpositive use e.g.: 'people

careless in their attitude to money, 'someone very intelligent',

'something rather tiresome'.

d. Modification and inflection; prototypical adjectives (gradable) and

these take modifiers indicating degree, notably 'very', 'rather',

'quite', 'so', 'too', 'how', etc., e.g.: 'very careless', 'rather

intelligent', 'how tiresome'.

No one of these properties is unique to adjectives, but only adjectives

possess them all (Huddleston, 1984 : 299).

In terms of type, adjectives are classified by Dixon (1982 : 15 - 16),

according to semantic, syntactic and morphological criteria, into seven

types:

1. Dimension: 'big', 'large', 'little', 'small', 'long', 'short', 'wide',
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'narrow', 'thick', 'fat', 'thin' and just few more items.

2. Physical property: 'hard', 'soft', 'heavy', 'light', 'rough',

'smooth', 'hot', 'cold', 'sweet', 'sour' and many other items.

3. Colour: 'black', 'white', 'red', etc.

4. Human propensity: 'jealous', 'happy', 'kind', 'clever',

'generous', 'gay', 'cruel', 'rude', 'proud', 'wicked' and others.

5. g: 'new', 'young', 'old'.

6. Value: 'good', 'bad', 'proper', 'perfect', 'pure' and the like.

7. Speed: 'fast', 'quick', 'slow' and few more items.

Speaking about the function of adjectives in the journalistic writings,

Quirk (1962 : 173) says: "the language of newspapers is a largely

descriptive language. This is why the piling of adjectives is one of the

peculiarities of the journalistic style".

In news items and features, few nouns function on their own without

some adjectives or other forms of modification. Also, there is a strong

tendency to introduce adjectives wherever possible to add detail and

colour to the journalistic material.

The journalistic material is generally a descriptive one ie. it relies

mainly on adjectives in order to convey the message to the reader

particularly in journalistic stories on accidents, sports events and

natural disasters. "The need for the intro (opening sentence) to

encapsulate the story leads to a heightened dependence on adjectives

the better the adjective, the more effective the device (Gill, 1987 : 24).
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The experienced reporter knows dozens of such categories:

spinster, trendy vicar, burly docker, battling gran, bored housewife,

nutty professor, devout Catholic, devoted mother, distinguished

surgeon, broken hearted clown, grieving widow, saucy starlet, etc.

(Ibid.).

In Arabic, the case is different as we rarely find such adjectival

formations or compounds. Adjectives are governed by the nouns they

modify in terms of gender and number, and there are no peculiar

adjective formations for the press.

Also, we scarcely come across a structure in which we fmd an adjective

cluster as in English. Adjectives, when used in sequence in an Arabic

structure usually take the conjunction 'Wa' (= and) between each two

adjectives e.g.:

4j	,l2	 LV	 (,)U)

('X' has got a style in writing 'which is' simple	clear	flow

direct).*

However, in some cases where the adjectives are defined by the definite

article in Arabic 'a!' (= the), these adjectives can cluster without the

conjunction e.g.:

(J) i1	I1ilUIt,JI	tILI

(The simple clear flowy direct style which characterizes the writing

of 'X').*
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8. Adverbs and Adverbials:

The most common characteristic of the English adverb is

morphological: the majority of adverbs have the individual suffix-ly.

There are two types of syntactic function that characterize adverbs, but

an adverb need have only one of these: 1- Adverbial 2- Modifier of

adjective and adverb. In both cases the adverb functions directly in an

adverb phrase of which it is head or sole realization. Thus, in the

adjective phrase 'far more easily intelligible', 'intelligible' is modified

by the adverb phrase 'far more easily', 'easily' is modified by the

adverb phrase 'far more', and 'more' is modified by the 'adverb'

phrase 'far', in this last case an adverb phrase with an adverb as sole

realization.

An adverb may function as adverbial, a constituent distinct from

subject, verb, object and complement (Quirk et al., 1973: 125 - 26).

Adverbs and adverbials, with their wide range of categories, constitute

one of the major conventional word-classes in the English language,

and similarly in most other languages which have verb, time, place and

manner denotation. However, many items of this word-class are still

controversial and indeterminate areas of classification.

In his book, English Adverbials, Nilsen (1972: 179) writes:

There seems to be a general consensus of opinion

among grammarians (no matter what model they

represent) that the most heterogeneous, and the least
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understood of the traditional part-of-speech categories

is, without question, the category adverb. It has

traditionally been the miscellaneous category into which

those expressions were placed which could not be

easily handled elsewhere in the grammar. This was

done under the guise that these expressions in some

sense 'modified' the verb.

Those grammarians who have treated the Adverb as an

autonomous category have generally been content to set

up classification procedures, which are necessarily

based on performance (rather than competence), and

which can therefore not even approach an all-and-only

delimitation of English Adverbials.

(In Arabic, adverbs do not present any problem as they constitute a

clear-cut grammatical category in their own right).

In journalistic writings in general and news items in particular, time

and place references are clearly important. "They help to fix the

journalistic story and/or event in the reader's mind as a real event and

contribute to the sense of accuracy and immediacy. Thus, we expect a

large number of 'adverbial' phrases, especially prepositional phrases,

in any news story" (Robinson, 1983: 147).

Time and place adverbials (when and where) also, constitute two of the

five basic elements of any journalistic report called the 'five Ws' which

represent, as mentioned earlier in this r hapter, the five questions: who,
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what, why, where and when.

The sequence of these five elements in a journalistic story is determined

by their relative importance; and it is the editor or the story writer who

decides on this importance. Also, this sequence may vary from one

language to another according to the syntax of each.

Adverbials are usually placed either in the middle or at the end of the

sentence. ".. the middle of the sentence in journalistic reports or news

items is the weakest point, and this is why an adverbial phrase such as

here today is normally placed in the middle of the sentence, particularly

in news items, as it comes almost in every story" (MENA Style Book,

1982 : 94).

Nevertheless, this is not a rigid rule; adverbials can, sometimes, be

placed in initial positions if they carry important information or if they

are to be emphasized.

The following examples are taken from the British Press, and they are

the opening sentences of news items:

Today, big business names will flock to centre point in London for a

conference to celebrate the 25th birthda y of the confideration of British

Industry

(Financial Times, 30/4/1990).

In a rehearsal room in Bethnal Green. two members of the 'People

show' are working in their latest piece. 'Burning Horizon

(The Independent, 24/4/1991).
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The same thing here applies to the Arabic journalistic style. Following

are some examples taken from the Egyptian daily press:

ZJt	 l)trpZ	çLj .jJlj çL4I

(At the stations of Al-Maadi, Al-Zahraa and Mary George, the

passengers cross the platform through side-openings ...) - (Al-Wafd,

9/8/1989).

ic ,	 ur'	LI' 1	 ii 23JJI	>.

(Two days after the critical surgery which Dr. Atif Sidqi, the Prime

Minister, had undergone in Cliffland Hospital ...). - (Al-Ahram,

2/8/1989).

As shown in the abovementioned examples, time and place adverbials

are placed in initial positions, because they either carry significant

information or because the writer wants to put some emphasis on their

referents.

However, if the 'event' or the news happening is more important than

the adverbial or needs emphasis, it takes the primary stress and it is

placed at the beginning of the sentence and the adverbial is placed

either in the 'middle' or at the 'end' of the sentence, e.g.:
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The President (of the Republic) announced an increase on the salaries

of all government employees yesterday on the occasion of the National

Day

The same thing applies to Arabic as the 'adverbial' usually comes in the

'middle' or at the 'end' of the sentenc, especially in news items where

the main emphasis is normally put on the verb, unless the editor thinks

otherwise. A structure like the previous one will be written in Arabic as

follows:

fJ )I iii 1.	 ZaJ..LI	 .	,i LJ	 Jj44I

The 'adverbial' here comes almost in a 'middle' position after the verb

and the subject. Also, the 'adverbial' may come at the end of the

sentence, e.g.:

ii	 .	 i4t

(The President 'of the Republic' announced an increase on the salaries

of all government employees on the occasion of the National Day

yesterday).
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Chapter Four

Other Features of Journalistic Style :

In the preceding chapter , a number of linguistic features of the

journalistic style were discussed . This chapter deals with the

journalistic style from a different angle , namely from a non-linguistic

point of view or rather from a paralinguistic perspective. Four

significant points will be tackled here, and these are: 1 - The build-up

technique or the patterns of press writings 2 - Paragraphing 3 -

Punctuation 4 - Types of newspapers i.e. ' quality' and 'popular'

newspapers

This does not mean, in any way, that these are the only non-linguistic

features related to journalistic writings. The fact is that there are

several other features which are associated with those types of writing,

such as : stand 4rdizing of spelling (especially of persons),

capitalization, abbreviation , use of titles for persons, the special 'dos'

and 'don'ts' (included in newspapers' and news agencies' style-

books), the layout and art-work techniques, etc. But we can hardly say

that such features are confmed to journalistic writings as they may be

shared by other written or published materials.

1 - The 'Build-u p ' Technique :

The newspaper material is a type of writing meant for a hasty reader in

a civilization characterized by speed. The reader has no time for long

dissertations and discussions. Newspapers are read amid innumerable
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distractions. Also, the pattern of a newspaper material is usually

worked out in a way which enables the copy-reader to cut and reduce

its size quickly when necessary, due to space limitation or editorial

considerations (Imam, 1969 : 28).

Almost all experts on journalism in English, as well as in Arabic agree

that the main constituents of the news item are the answers to the six

questions known as : the five 'Ws' and the 1j . These questions are:

1 - Who did the action 7
	

2- Whatisit?

2- Whydidhedoit?
	

4 - Where did it take place?

5- Whenwasit?	and:	6-Howdidithappen?

But, which of these interrogations comes first?

Certainly the one whose answer is the most important or which conveys

the most significant information for the reader; and it is the editor who

decides on that and nobody else. However, if it is the editor or even the

story writer who decides, it is the reader for whom that sequence is

intended and whose interest is the primary concern of both the writer

and the editor. Moreover, the subject matter of the news item has a

great deal to do with its form i.e. a news report about a plane crash

differs from that about a conference on heart diseases. In the first,

what concerns the reader at the very beginning is the number of

casualties, the name of the airliner and the place of the incident , then

other details come next in importance. But in the second, no figures are

required for the reader, neither is he in a hurry to know the place in

which the conference is held or the number of countries participating,

but what concerns him first of all, especially if he is a physician, a
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patient or an interested reader, is the topic or topics to be discussed,

the new discoveries in the field of heart diseases (if any are submitted

to the conference) , and then any other details related to the time and

venue of the conference , the number of participavt countries or

members, the agency which organized the conference, etc. Following

are two examples:

(...)ZsJ Zrn.L ;)U

	

	 j.a.a	ZL iJ -'

.JUIZt-(...)ih,UlZIiJI

1 - (One hundred persons were killed and twenty others injured in a

plane crash last night . The plane belongs to ( .....Airliner) and

was flying over ( .....) when the accident took place) . Then come

other details.

zsi cT	L- 4 .Iil Ii	UI	zkJ	LJ .	.I ,it .LLJt J	-

J	giJl 4I	II 1i.	Ut	zht .

U. C. .. .

!...

2 - (Scientists have discovered a new drug for the treatment of

coronary artery thrombosis. The new drug is more effective than

the drugs being used at present for the treatment of this disease.

The newly discovered medicine known as ( .....) is composed of

( .....)) . Then, come other details on the drug, the name of the

scientist who discovered it, the participa countries and the

agency which organized the conference, etc.
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This is as far as the news item is concerned. But, regarding news

features , stories and lengthly reports. the 'build up technique' is

different. They usually begin with the 'lead' which is the first

paragraph of the journalistic article. It contains most of the important

information given in the story. It is also called the 'climax' which

contains the gist of the news in compact, straightforward style. This

'lead' or 'climax' mostly answers the five 'Ws' and the 'H' questions

(Ibid.)

The function of the lead is to give the reader all the facts quickly, to

show that it is urgent fresh news (information) in such a way as to state

the important facts first, then the less important facts gradually as the

news story develops.

This 'build-up technique', in addition to giving the reader in a nutshell

the gist of the press article which he can pick out at once from a quick

glance, it enables the copy-reader to cut from the bottom to meet space

limitation requirement and in the meantime, to raise the reader's interest

in the press material.

A good journalistic lead should satisfy the following ten prerequisites:

1 - To attract the attention of the reader.

2 - To incite the reader to go on reading the item till the end.

3 - Not to be over-loaded with information, as not to distract the
A

reader's thinking

4 - To focus on important events, information and data, and to avoid

stating (personal) view points.

5 - To be lively, full of action and struggle.
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6 - To be as compact as possible, with no irrelevant details.

7 - To be in proportion with the news item or article in terms of size;

as it is improper that the size of the lead equals that of the news

item itself.

8 - To be appropriate to the content of the news item i.e. we do not

expect to read a funny lead for a serious subject matter of the news

materials.

9 - To try to answer the five 'Ws' and the 'H' questions, but not

necessarily all of them , at least the most important ones,

depending on which is the most significant element in the news

story or feature, be it the person, the place or the way on which

the story focuses.

10- To focus on the newest infonnation in the news item (Abu-Zeid,

1981: 270 - 271 - translation from Arabic).

The nature of the press material governs its 'build-up technique' or

pattern ; this simply means that not all press items are edited in the

same way. Also, editors , writers and even news agencies and

newspapers differ in their editorial policies. However , they all agree

on certain editorial features which are now being taught at schools and

colleges of journalism . Most prominent among those features are the

'Pyramid-like' form of build-up with its various types e.g. : the

'iijverted pyramid. the 'normal pyramid' and the 'graduated pyramid'

forms (Op. Cit: 259 - 286).

Following are examples of the pyramid-like forms:

(Al-Hamamsi (1963) and MacDougal (1964) are in agreement with Abu-

Zeid on this concept).
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Less Important Details

Details
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Tvne (1) : The novel or nlav-storv :

Tvne (2) : The. journalistic story :



Introduction —3
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Type (3 : The graduated inverted pyramid :

—3 1 - The most import. inform.

- The most outstanding event.

—3 Important details

—3 Less important details

—3 Less important details

—3 L.ess important details

—3 Less important details

—3 Less important details

—3 Less important details

Al-Hamamsi classifies type (2) (journalistic story pyramid) into three

sub-categories according to the type of news they convey:

A - The story related to 'mere facts'.

B - The story related to 'work', 'movement' or 'crash'

C - The story related to 'statements' or 'quotations' attributed to

persons (Al-Hamamsi, 1963 : 87 - 88).

A- The journalistic stor y built on facts :

Introduction (fact - 1)

Fact-2

Fact - 3

Fact -4
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B - The journalistic story built on : 'work'. movement or

'crash' :

Introduction of event

Other details

New details

N. details

N. detyV

C - The journalistic stor y built on 'statements' or

Quotations' :

Introduction

Quotations

Summaiy

Quotations

Meanwhile , Imam (1969 : 28 - 32) classifies the patterns of

journalistic writings into three categories:

1 - Climax

2 - Chronological Development

3 - Interpretation

In the first pattern , climax , most of the important information is

given in the first paragraph usually called the 'lead' . The gist of the
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news is given in a compact and straightforward style.

Pattern (1) : Climax

Though Irnam does not mention here the

type of press model for which this pattern

is used, it is likely to be the news item

and/or news report . The reason is that

this is the way in which a news item and

a news report are written i.e. the most

important information come at the beginning,

then come other less important details; and this agrees with Al-

Hamamsi's concept.

The second pattern, chronological develo pment, is used in writing

features and stories with suspended interest . Writers construct their

feature articles like a 'pyramid', but they do not invert it as does the

correspondent writing his news story. They use an 'upright-pyramid',

large at its base and its apex at the top.

Patterson and Hyde (1949 : 68) explain feature writing:

The apex or the first section represents the point of

'presumable interest' (P.1) between the reader and the

'edditorial policy' (E.P) with its one or more appeals.

Since this point of contact between the reader and the

periodical is often slight, the writer must plan in his

outline some sort of a lead that will immediately get the
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reader's attention. It sould contain a startling , or at

least an astonishing idea that is sharp and brief, and

that will attract attention.

The writer is compared with a skater who breaks through the ice. The

latter gets immediate attention by crying Out "Help!" The thoughtful

writer will get his reader's attention by crying out, although he does

not need to resort to sensational devices. Just as the skater did not give

a detailed account of how he happened to be skating where the ice was

thin before he cried for help, neither should the writer begin his article

with detailed explanations. He too must get immediate attention.

A writer used such a device when he began an informative article on

insurance with "You who begin this sentence may not live to read ts

close. There is a chance, one in three or four billions, that you will die

in a second, by the tick of the watch". The writer found an immediate

point of presumable interest, or contact, whether or not the reader was

interested in insurance as an investment. Death has an appeal, although

not an attractive one, since it is mysterious and familiar (Imam, 1969:

29).

After the point of presumable interest (P.1) is established in the first

section of the 'pyramid' , the writer must plan to carry it into the

second or third or possibly the fourth and fifth paragraphs in order to

establish in an interesting way the purpose of the article , which is

really the publication's editorial policy (E.P.) and to hold the reader's

interest (R.I.) . This 'fiction lead' or 'second lead' or 'light opening',

as the device is spoken of in editorial offices, is represented by the
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second section . It may approximate the beginning of a short story in an

effort to appeal to the imagination , or it may be concerned with

relating an incident, or an anecdote , or with dialogue, imaginary or

real. The writer of the insurance article carried his reader's interest

along and appealed to his imagination by pointing out that the very

chair in which he sat reading might collapse, or that he might have an

automobile collision , or that his heart might suddenly cease to

function.

The third section of the pyramid, following the fiction lead is the real

subject matter of the article . It contains facts, opinions and figures to

inform, guide or entertain the reader. It is represented by means of

narration, description or exposition. The real story in the insurance

article told why insurance companies are willing to seem 'to bet' on

the span of life of their policy holders, because they gamble on a sure

thing : the average death rate.

The fourth section of the pyramid is the base upon which the story

rests, or the conclusion of the feature. It contains the impression which

the writer desires the reader to have when he has finished the article.

Whether the presumable interest lead or the fiction lead or both are

used, the writer must plan in his outline a conclusion that will be

forceful, yet artistic. This conclusion is easily accomplished by

repeating either the exact works or the main idea of the entire article in

the reader's mind. This advice indicates that the writer wifi take the

reader by the hand, as it were, back to the beginning, or apex in order

to leav the reader with the impression he planned when he wrote out
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the purpose of the article before starting his tentative outline. (Op. Cit:

31).

1 - Point of presumable interest : Catches the reader's attention . It

must be sharp , evident and terse.

2 - Fiction lead: Carries the reader's interest along to body of article

by use of incidents, dialogue, anecdotes and hypothetical cases.

3 - Subject matter of the article : Contains facts, and the real story

developed by narration, description or exposition.

4 - Conclusion : Gives the impression the writer desires the reader

to have by repeating the idea or the exact words of the lead.

The third pattern, (Jnternretation) , combines the climax and the

chronological development forms. Most important here is the lead, and
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least so are the final details. This pattern is used in building a story

which consists of elements of almost equal value through. Between the

lead and the end may come lists of names , description of incidents of

equal weight and other major points. Usually with prefatory

interpretative remarks. It sets forth the opinion or analysis of the writer

who generally signs the article or that of the editor, publisher or owner

of the newspaper who desires to present certain view or explanation of

the news (Op. Cit: 32).

Jittern (3) : Interpretation

The build-up techniques or the patterns of journalistic writing in Arabic

do not differ from those in English except in that the lead in the former

is more lengthy than that in the latter . This length, in fact, is due to

the 'redundancy' by which Arabic is generally characterized. Such

redundancy comes as a result of the synonyms and near-synonyms
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which abound in the language, in addition to its other syntactic features

typical of literary (classical) Arabic. Such features have been notably

reduced in journalistic Arabic (MSA) though some of them still show

themselves in various press writings, particularly in news features and

stories . The concept of the importance of information, therefore

operates in 'lead-making' in both languages, English and Arabic

(A-Aal, 1982 : 58).

Many critics linked the journalist to a sculptor, and the news item he

writes to a statue. The first part of the statue which attracts the

attention of the observer is the head which contains the main features of

the statue. Similarly, the most important part of the news item is the

lead or the beginning . Then , comes the neck of the statue which

connects the head to the body; and this corresponds to the 'bridge' in

the news item. This bridge is the part that links the lead or the

beginning of the news article to the body or the bulk of the story.

Following is an example of the lead and the bridge in an Arabic news

item:

:i1I - \

L	
L%	

LJL

L4sL

:L jJIiji -Y

jU I i.J^ .J W	(t A)	 JUJ I ,.1

Z (\')	.J I	Ii L.j LI J U. i	j .	z	;1JI

LaJIiJj4
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1- The lead:

(Two students at Cairo University were killed early today

when their car crashed into a bus while on their way to the

university).

2 - The bridge:

(One of the two students named Mohamed Au, aged (18),

a student at the Faculty of Law who was driving the car at

a high speed, was killed at once. His friend Ibrahim

Essayed, aged (19), a student at the Faculty of "Arts, was

seriously injured . He was taken to hospital, but he died

as soon as he was admitted to the operating theatre).

(Al-Hamamsi, 1963 : 87 - 88).

In English, we can find an almost similar example:

1- TheLead:

"After a year of state funerals, political scandals and other

sobering events . Japan seemed aglow with delight on

Monday at learning that its second most eligible bachelor.

Prince Aya. has wooed and won the hand of a cheerful and

attractive commoner".

2 - The bridge:

Prince Ava. 23 . the second son of Emperor Akihito and

Empress Michiko and second in line to the

Chrysanthemum Throne, let it be known that he will marry
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his university sweet-heart . Kiko Kawashima. 22. whom

the nation has now embraced as "Kiko-San." The news

from the normally stuffy arid distant imperial household

was greeted as a triurpph of democratic spirit, common

sense and love.

(International Herald Tribune. 29/8/1989)
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2 - Paragraphing:

In books and magazines , the paragraph ranges between 50 to 300

words in length. It contains a topic sentence . The paragraph is a unit

of thought. However, the newspaper paragraph cannot meet these

requirements , though the news writer tries to achieve some degree of

unity . Newspaper paragraphs in standard size newspapers vary in

width from 10 to 12 ems . Twelve ems equal two inches . The

newspaper paragraph contains between 20-25 words in one or two

sentences . The indentations break the type mass and facilitate

newspaper reading (Bush, 1445 : 85).

In ancient classical Arabic (CA) , the absence of paragraphs and

punctuation is an easily observable feature. Not only is a whole chapter

in a book unbroken into paragraphs, but there is also no semblance of

punctuation (in the western sense of the word), not even a full-stop or

a question mark. Moreover, the English system of capitalization is non-

extant in Arabic , past or present.

Paragraphing which is a recent innovation in Arabic writing

introduced mostly under the influence of western culture, is often

misunderstood as the mere chopping of a lengthy discourse or text into

smaller units along the western fastion , without understanding the

actual function and organization of the paragraph.
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This is often descernible not only in the loosely organized articles

common in daily newspapers, but also in essays written by many

graduates of American or British universities , and by many university

students, even at a relatively advanced stage of their career; and this

applies to their Arabic , as well as to their English writings (Kharma,

1985)

Kharma introduces , in his article as an example, a translation of a

short essay written by a western educated Ph. D holder in an Arabic

magazine in order to support his viewpoint. However, Kharama's

perception of paragraphing cannot be taken for granted as this is a

controversial issue.

It may be truly said that CA was not tied up by paragraphing or

punctuating rules as it tended mostly to the free way of writing

Writers of CA in the past concerned themselves mainly with rhetorical,

decorated and highly literary style (Hamzah, 1958 : 67-81) . Now , the

situation is totally different . Paragraphing and punctuating can be

easily observed in press materials, with their various types , whether

those written in MSA or in CA. This is due to the fact that mostly all

Arabic newspapers and magazines include - among other topics -

literary subjects written in CA by prominent Arab writers and scholars,

and sometimes by 'ulamas' (scholars) of Al-Azhar University . Such

writers stick to CA in writing their articles for the press, especially

when they deal with religious or linguistic issues
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Moreover, paragraphing has been an essential element in any newspaper

or magazine's production and art-work policies. Furthermore, there

have been rules for paragraphing , which may vary from one press

publication to another in terms of length, width , etc.

On the whole, newspaper paragraphs - in standard size - range in length

between 10 - 12 ems; and in width they normally vary from 5 - 10

ems, depending on the nature of the press material itself and the place

in which it appears , being on the front page as a main story or as an

editorial on inside pages , etc. Also, a newspaper paragraph usually

contains 20 - 25 words in one or two sentences (Imam, 1969 : 28).

Howerver, these 'specifications' are not rigidly adhered to in the

Egyptian press. On a single issue of a given newspaper, different sizes

of paragraphs may be noticed , especially in terms of length (as the

width of paragraphs is govrerned by the organization and layout of the

paper) . Most paragraphs, particularly on front pages do not exceed 15

ems in length; whereas on inside pages some paragraphs go up to 20

and 30 ems in length, especially if the press material involved is a

lengthy feature article or a political speech, etc.

3 - Punctuation

Punctuation is designed to make reading easy. It is the written

counterpart of those pauses and verbal inflections which make speech

understandable. It also serves to separate sentences, phrases and words

into orderly elements. Without correct punctuation, a written language
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becomes garbled . The most important marks of punctuation are : the

comma, the 5emi-colon , the colon and the full-stop (Bottomley and

toftus, 1971 : 50)

Less important, though more frequent in journalism - are : the inverted

commas (for quotations, neologisms, unfamiliar words or jargons, etc),

the dashes (for parenthesizing surprise or ironical comments) and the

question mark ( for real or rhetorical questions ) - (Newmark , 1982

173)

The writer, mainly the journalistic one, must supply as well as he can

with marks of punctuation, what the speaker does naturally with his

stops and pauses and with his voice variations or pitch (Hodges and

Whitten, 1976: 110).

Punctuation has become a prerequisite in modern writings in general,

and press writings in particular. Quoting sources i.e. the use of direct

statements made punctuation highly necessary in journalistic materials.

Also , relatively short sentences have been a remarkable feature of mass

media writings , particularly , those prepared for radio and T.V.

presentation. Even in journalism , a lengthy and/or unpunctuated

sentence is called a 'bad sentence' , as it is difficult to read and more

difficult to understand. Incorrect punctuation can change the meaning

of a sentence , the results of which can be far-reaching . Even if the

meaning is not changed , bad punctuation, however inconsequential,

can cause the reader to lose track of what is being said and give up

reading a sentence . There are no rigid or clear-cut rules for
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punctuation , neither in journalism nor elsewhere. The basic guide line

is to use common-sense . Punctuation is meant to make clear the

thought being expressed ; and if it does not help make clear what is

being said, it should not be there (French, 1986 : 271).

This applies mostly to journalistic writings . If a sentence becomes

cluttered with commas, semi-colons and dashes , the writer has to start

over a new sentence again.

Punctuation marks , when used appropriately , make for clarity and

easy reading. When used inappropriately , they lead to confusion and

distortion . Note the difference between these two sentences:

The police said the woman killed her husband.

and

or

and:

The police, said the woman * killed her husband.

(PANA Style Book, 1983 : 7)

The starter does not function properly however the mechanic

repairs it

The starter does not function properly however, the mechanic

repairs it

(Hodges and Whitten, 1967 : 110).

The meaning of the two pairs of sentences in both examples is

completely different.
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4 - Types of Newsnaners : 'Oualitv' and 'Popular'

Newspapers have been generally divided into two categories , 'quality'

and 'popular' newspapers . Quality newspapers are those which commit

themselves to serious tackling of various issues . Also , they use the

standard variety of the language in which they are issued ; this is in

addition to adopting quality techniques in production Popular

newspapers, on the other hand , are those which come down to the

common reader's level in an attempt to attract the widest readership

possible . To achieve this objective , popular newspapers tend to tackle

those topics which have an appeal to the ordinary reader, using a

variety or varieties of the language which can be easily understood by

the common reader and which , sometimes , come very close to the

'vernacular' . Moreover, popular newspapers focus on exciting subject

matters which are of interest to that type of readership. Some of those

newspapers have gone too far in that direction to the extent that they

have been called 'yellow newspapers' or the 'newspapers of

excitement' (Abu-Zeid, 1981 9 - 11)

A third type of newspapers has been introduced in the field of

journalism called 'Moderate' newspapers . This type of newspapers

comes midway between the quality and the popular newspapers.

They share with the former their seriousness and impartiality in

tackling different news stories and articles , as well as their techniques

of production; in the meantime, they share with the latter their ways of

attracting the biggest number of readers (Ibid.)

The language of journalism itself varies from quality to popular
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newspapers both in English and Arabic . However , the distinction

between the styles in both is more obvious in the English newspapers.

The style in an English popular newspaper comes near to the colloquial

both in grarnmo.r and vocabulary , a phenomenon which does not really

exist in Arabic. Moreover , from a mere reading of the headlines in an

English newspaper , the reader can easily realize what type of

newspaper it is . If we come across a headline such as:

Army guard foils IRA bomb attack

(The Independent. 5/5/1990)

We immediately realize that this is a serious (quality) newspaper . This

is quite obvious from the restrained tone in which the headline is

written.

But reading a structure like:

OUR

JIERQ

Alsatian Pebbles

Saves 20 Troops

From IRA Bomb

(The Sun. 5/5/1990)

Even looking at the way it is produced i.e blowing it up in bold and

large type for eye-catching; and also the organization of the headline

itself; using five lines instead of one or two as in ordinary headlines

which we have seen in this chapter; and considering all these features
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we soon realize that it is a headline of a popular paper, though the two

headlines in both papers are dealing with one and the same subject,

namely a guard dog that foiled IRA bombers who were just few seconds

away from blowing up 20 British soldiers.

Meanwhile, the subject matter of a headline could indicate what type of

newspaper it is . Take, for instance, a headline such as

I CAUGHT JAGGER iN BED

WITH MY BOW[E

(The Sun, 5/5/1990)

From the first moment we come across such a headline on a front-page

of a newspaper, we are aware that this type of subject matter: is the

main concern of a popular newspaper, though it comes at a time when

other quality newspapers are primarily concerned with other political

and economic issues , mainly Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's

imposition of the 'Poll Tax'

Look at this headline which appeared on a quality paper on the same

day and was the front-page top-billing:

Thatcher Says : Poll Tax Vindicated

(The Independent. 5/5/1990)

In this context, Linda Berman in an article published in the 'Journal of

the Lancshire Dialect Society' (1973, : 22) makes a good point in

comparing the treatment of the men walking on the moon in the Times
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and the Daily Mirror. The former adopts NASA jargon and speaks of

their period of extra vehicular activity ; whereas the latter says : Ssh

It is bedtime for the moonmen!

Similarly , the same thing can be found in the Arabic newspapers

Look at this banner headline which appeared on an Egyptian popular

newspaper in red colour:

/\

(After a heroic match .. We drew with Holland 1 - 1

Congratulations to Egypt, Rejoice in all streets and houses

Luck sides with the Dutch team to evade inevitable defeat).

(A1-Akhbar. 13/5/1990)

On the same day a quality newspaper published the following headlines

on its front-page main story:

-'

z__,jJ.4	JIi.j (J 1 LJ	 âtII 1UJI -

1 - (Egypt rejects threat and holds Israel responsible for escalating

tension and exacerbating situation in the region).
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2 - Israeli statements voice inevitability of another war, reiterating

threats which take the region back to pre-peace time).

(A1-Ahram, 13/5/1990)

We can easily notice the difference between the two Egyptian dailies in

connection with the main concern of each which they highlighted in

their top-billing and front page main stories.

In comparing English quality and popualr newspapers' styles of

drafting their headlines and text materials with their Arabic counterparts

we can realize a significant point of difference between the two

languages related to the 'digolos sic situation', in both In English

quality newspapers use the standard variety of English , whereas

popular newspapers use the colloquial, and sometimes the 'vernacular'

varieties. In Arabic, both types of newspapers, in addition to the

moderate ones , use MSA. The colloquial and the vernacular varieties

are almost absent in both headlines and text materials, especially in

news items , features , columns and commentaries . They may appear..

though rarely - in interviews , works of fiction and caricature

commentaries.
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ChaDter Fjy

Foreign Influence on Arabicj

0 - General :

Language is a social phenomenon and it is closely associated with the

society in which it functions . It comes out in the same way other social

phenomena do (Zeidan, 1904: 12 - translated from Arabic).

Languages , like human beings , develop , act and interact with each

other . No human being can live on his own isolated from others, he or

she has to communicate with his or her fellow human beings . So are

languages . Even those who lived in the primitive ages had formed their

own communities , and those communities communicated with each

other. As a result of this communication and interaction between

various communities, languages , and even dialects of some individual

languages, have been influenced by each other. Such influence may be

more obvious in one language than the other , but scarcely has one

language replaced another.

The interaction between languages and dialects and the influence

resulting from that interaction , brought about the modern linguistic

studies , mainly ' geolinguistics t and the 'linguistic waves'

Moreover, linguists are now talking about the existence of 'language

pacts' or 'language unions' because of the affinity and approachment

between languages (Al-Saaran, 1963 : 176 - 177 - translated from

Arabic).
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Languages develop alongside with the development of the societies in

which they operate, depending on the historical and social

circumstances which accompany that development . In other words , the

development of languages is closely connected with the conditions of

their societies in terms of their openness and reservation . The spread

of a language in a place where it interacts and mixes with other

languages makes it lose some of its idiosyncratic features and

distinguished characteristics . In addition , any influence brought about

on the language from outside causes it to change and maintain some

features of the language by which it is influenced (Zeidan, 1904: 10

- translated from Arabic).

The Arabic language was not far from such an interaction with other

languages . It has through various ages come into contact with different

languages in the East and West through communication activities and

translation processes ; this is in addition to trade exchange . Written

Arabic has been influenced by other languages , mainly through

translation, and English and French languages come in the fore.

Since this study is mainly concerned with the influence of English-

Arabic translation on the Arabic journalistic models, the pivotal issue

here in this part will be spotting out the various aspects of inifuence

brought about on the Arabic press writings through translation from

English.

In spite of the fact that Arabic is a language governed by its own

traditional grammar, the language itself has experienced various forms
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of development:

Semantic changes and developments are an old

process of the Arabic language . Since Pre-Islamic

times until the present moment , the change in

meanings of words has been so great that it now

requires a special philological background to be able

to read and properly understand poets like Imru'al-

Qays, Al-Nabighah or Al-Shanfarà (Stetkevych,

1970: 66).

But 'semantic development' or 'change in the meaning of words', as

Stetkevych called it, was not the only change which took place in

Arabic throughout the different epochs of its history . Other forms of

change both in sentence structure and word formation also occurred and

became noticeable in Arabic writings in general and the press materials

in particular. Stetkevych also says:

Yet it is not until the present Nandah movement

that we are in a position to register stylistic

innovations and foreign influences as they fmd their

way into the Arabic language . These foreign stylistic

innovations, which sometimes influence the entire

phrasing of a sentence , introduce hitherto unknown

punctuation and even affect the basic structural idea

of the Arabic sentence . ... The most numerous

group of stylistic neologisms consists of expressions

which have found their way into Arabic through
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translations from western literatures and through the

overall contact with western cultural environments (Op.

Cit: 96 - 97).
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1 - Main Sources of Influence on Arabic:

Some linguists, in their attempts to spot the foreign stylistic

innovations in Arabic , have grouped such influences into four main

categories , in terms of syntax, lexicon and idiomatic topicality . These

categories are:

1 - 'Stylistic borrowings' affecting syntactic structure.

2 - 'Literal translations' from western languages with eventual

disregard of existing Arabic equivalents.

3 - 'Stylistic borrowings' made possible through 'semantic

extension' and abstraction.

4 - Assimilation of proverbial and idiomatic expressions (Op. Cit

103)

Though these four sources of innovation apply to Arabic in general and

are attributed to a great extent to translation from and/or interaction

with foreign languages, they can be clearly noticed in Arabic press

writings , mainly as a result of the influence of journalistic translation.

Journalists usually introduce new coinages into Arabic press materials

on various events , not necessarily through translation only

Journalistic items on space , plane-hijacking , scientific discoveries,

etc, abound with such coinages, loan words and foreign structures (See

III - Six)

It can be said that journalists are the most active in introducing caiques

in MSA. Their coinages gain wider circulation since they recur in every

daily issue
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Journalists are also in a unique position because they address

themselves to the masses of population and not, as many other

disciplines, to the intellectuals or to a specialized elite . Once they

introduce a new coinage , it is sure to gain acceptance in many parts

of the Arab World and not only in the country in which it is issued

(El-Sheikh, 1977 : 445).

Following are some examples of some political coinages which are

recurrently used in the Arabic press writings:

Z JS	= Shuttle tour

;L.JI j	= Ambassador at large

= Roving ambassador

= Minister without portfolio

= Through diplomatic channels

= Polarization processes

I I.t:s = Eastern bloc

2	J- = Western bloc
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JIJJt .I, = Behind the scenes

U)I ZL = Policy of 'detente'

JI L	= Policy of expansion

.,U.4-1 (!) ,	= Breaking (melting) the ice

)-1 i . --. = Escalation of war

iiI J.a.a, = To aggrevate the situation

4t .^,, = To break the dead lock

I JJkJt	) ;,,JI = The ball is in the other side's (party's)

court

= Tobreak(cut) a1I'

= Telephone diplomacy

-	= Day of Earth

i,4t, , JLJI	= North-South Dialogue

= Day of Environment
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ZiU 4,JI -	ZLLI 4,t = Open skies
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2 - Influence of English-Arabic Translation :

The influence of journalistic translation on Arabic, mainly from

English, shows itself in most aspects of the Arabic press . Though no

comprehensive survey has been made so far in this connection, the

Arab academies and linguists have , on various occasions , drawn

attention to this issue. An Arab modern linguist says

The press has played a major role in changing the

Arabic language, and we do not exaggerate if we

say that modern Arabic is indebted to the language of

journalism in terms of flexibility and simplicity . This

is due to the fact that it is the language which is

understood by all people and which they imitate when

they write or speak . And this style (of journalism) has

found its way throughout the whole of the Arab world.

(Abdul Aziz, 1978 : 4 - 5 - translated from Arabic).

Another contemporary Arab linguist went further as to say that the

relation between Arabic and the European languages has come to be

close to the extent that contemporary Arabic will be after one or two

generations a member of the European family of languages (Op. Cit:

8-9) . However, this seems to be a far fetched judgement. Arabic is

capable of absorbing and hosting foreign terms and structures and of

subjecting them to its own patterns and moulds as it has already done

with many of such terms and structures

Exact translational equivalence does not exist between English and
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Arabic and hence , comes the influence of the one on the other when

they come into contact with each other through the process of

translation
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3 - Renaissance Ae and Foreign Influence on Arabic :

Arabic has been influenced by several other languages in various fields

of knowledge . The apex of this influence was in the age of the last

renaissance in the middle of the 19th century which came all of a

sudden and in one wave . During that epoch , many disciplines were

translated from different languages into Arabic , mainly : medicine,

physics, mathematics and philosophy . The reason for such an

influence was that the people who worked in those fields of knowledge

were not well versed in the 'science' of language , therefore , they

either used the foreign terms related to those disciplines in their native

languages or 'coined' new Arabic terms which were not accurate as

they (terms) did not fully apply to their referents.

Hence , many terms , especially those of modem sciences, entered the

Arabic language from English , French and Italian, sometimes retaining

their foreign phonological features (Zeidan, 1904: 104).

Following are some examples:

= Mechanics	 = Geology

= Barometer	 = Physiology

z JUJ =Batteiy	 = Histology

= Thermometer	
= Bilharzia
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= Telegraph	 = Hysteria

= Microscope	 = Anemia

= Telephone	 Li = Diphtheria

Zeidan further , classifies foreign influence on Arabic during the

renaissance age into three categories:

1 - Administrative terms

2 - Commercial terms

3 - Scientific terms

He also cites examples from each source separately showing the

original terms in their native languages.

However, Zeidan's analysis can be looked at, nowadays, as outdated

in the light of the tremendous efforts exerted by the Arabization Bureau

in Rabat and the Arab academies in the field of Arabization and

translation of foreign terms . Moreover, specialized dictionaries and

glossaries are being compiled mainly English and French-Arabic in

some branches of knowledge , a matter which has - to some extent-

made available translational equivalents of foreign terms.
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4 - Other Sources of Influence :

A - Arabization ( thC

Arabization means the assimilation of foreign words into Arabic. "One

of the most important factors which contributed to the rapid

modernization of the Arabic language was the assimilation of

vocabulary of foreign origin ". (Stetkevych, 1970 : 56).

Arabization began to gain momentum as early as the second half of the

19th century as a response to the urgent needs of a changing society

and to cope with the new concepts and ideas which were introduced

into the Arab World through direct contact with the West (El-Sheikh,

1977 420).

As mentioned earlier in this study , translation means the rendering of a

written or verbal text from one language into another (See I - One - 1),

whereas Arabization means subjecting a foreign term to the Arabic

moulds or patterns . In dealing with a text , Arabization means giving

this text the Arabic tincture (Ghuneim, 1989 - translated from Arabic).

Though the term Arabization was mainly coined when the Arabs used

foreign terms in their own way of pronunciation and utterance , it was

also used to indicate translating from foreign languaginto Arabic.

Therefore , the term Arabization is sometimes synonymous to the term

translation . Moreover, foreign words can be written in Arabic using

the Arabic character if there are no Arabic equivalents for them (Ibid.).
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Many questions arose on the extent of borrowing, the nature of

Arabized words, their function in, and their impact on the structure of

the Arabic language as a whole . This controversy which revolved

around Arabization is an old one; and it will be irrelevant here to trace

it back into history. What concerns us here is to present - in brief - the

two main attitudes towards Arabization and the influence it brought

about on Arabic.

There have been two main attitudes towards Arabization:

A - The attitude of the 'conservatives' who argue that if a wholesale

adoption of foreign words is admitted, Arabic will be adulterated

and it will cease to exist as a culture-bearing language and the

language of the world's third major religion.

B - The attitude of the 'modernists' who defend Arabization for two

reasons:

1 - It is an easy and practical means of enriching the language.

2 - It was adopted by the Arabs earlier in history when they came

into contact with alien cultures . Pre-Islamic Arabs, they

argued, borrowed many words from kindred languages

particularly Armaic and Ethiopic (Yushmanov, 1961 : 22)

Sometimes they borrowed words to fill in a lexical gap

other times they borrowed words for which they had indigenous

equivalents . This latter type of borrowing was what linguists

called 'luxury loans'
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Example of this is a set of Persian items translatable into Arabic by the

word	(Silk):

= Silk

= A kind of silk

jI = Thick silk

= White silk

The adoption of these items which have more or less the same meaning

could most probably be traced back to the Meccan merchants who

used to import silk from Persia . They tried to advertise their

merchandise by attributing to it certain foreign qualities to make sure

they could sell it for profitable prices (Anis, 1958 : 106 - translated

from Arabic).

But, what is the attitude of the Egyptian Arab Academy vis-a-vis the

issue of Arabization? and , how far has the 'Egyptian Arabic' , if we

can call it such , been influenced by Arabization through jounalistic

borrowing from other languages?

The Egyptian Academy has adopted a moderate attitude towards

Arabization or 'taIb' . "It has permitted the adoption of foreign words

if deemed necessary , provided that one should follow the method of

the early Arabs in Arabizing " (Hassan ,1966 : 241 - translated from

Arabic).
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Hassan, an Arab linguist and a member of the Egyptian Arab Academy,

has expressed his dissatisfaction with the Academy's stand. He argues

that it has sanctioned Arabization on an "if-need-be" basis, however, it

left that need undefined . What is more important is that it has failed to

show us who has the authority to tell the people whether to accept or

reject a given item or a set of items (Op. Cit : 242).

However , Hassan's criticism of the Egyptian Arab Academy's attitude

seems impractical and unrealistic . The Academy has done 'e by not

defining and/or conditioning the 'need' for Arabization . The reason is

that nobody can practise authority on the language - using community.

It is up to the writers and speakers of the language to adopt whatever

foreign words or terms they deem appropriate to the topics they write

or speak about . And since their "needs" constantly change , writers

and speakers of the language will always try to find out new terms to

map out their new experiences.

In the forties, the Egyptian Arab Academy made an attempt to substitute

loan-words by indigenous neologisms, but that attempt was

unsuccessful because of the hostile attitude of the people towards that

tendency to 'condition' the Arabic language . They thought it was they

and not the Academy or any organized body who should coin or borrow

new words . Again, a great deal of what the Academy tried to eliminate

has already been established as part of the lexical stock of Arabic.

Following are just few examples of the most commonly used loan-

words and the neologisms which were intended to substitute them but
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have never gained acceptance:

Loan Word
	

Borrowed form
	Neologism

1 - Radio	 jJ1j

2 - Cinema
	 Zi1Ll

3- Tnun	 f)

4- Metro	 JJ.4
	 AJ I ,,lbi

5 - Diesel

6 - Trolley-bus

7 - Micro-bus
	

(Jj . )	ZJiL

8- Cart

9- Battery

10- Television
	 UL

(Taymour, n.d. : 5-6)
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Seven of the above mentioned neologisms are compound items and are

difficult to remember , namely items no. 2 , 4 , , , , and

One of these items, at least, that is no. 3 Jt. , the word for 'tram'

was a subject of r.dicule for its unfamiliar Arabic pronunciation, and it

has been with many others out of use for a long time.

Another reason why the Academy's suggestions have not , in many

cases , gained acceptance is that by the time its members have finished

their debate on the borrowed substitutes , the loan words have become

well-established. They have found their way to the press, the radio and

the television . In the Arab World,'lexical expansion' is , by and large,

a laissez faire activity dictated by the innumerable situations in which

an individual or a group of individuals may find himself or

themselves.

Take, for instance, the case of a news editor on a daily paper who

would like to write a news story on a new scientific fmd or event such

as the landing of a space ship on the moon. He has to grapple with a

large number of new terms , e.g : launching, capsule, docking, tracking

station , radio-metre rocket, electronic device, state of weightlessness

computer, astronaut, to mention only a few.

The journalistic editor cannot wait until the Arab academy , in his

country or elsewhere, calls for a meeting, even if it is an emergency

one, to discuss and endorse his suggestions (El-Sheikh, 1977 : 224 -

25). What happens in such a case is that the editor or subeditor,

sometimes the scientific reporter in charge of the news coverage uses

the foreign term 'as - is' without the least endeavour to even
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transliterate or Arabize it.

Life is in constant change , and it is beyond the capabilities of any

organized body, be it an academy or a specialized committee to keep

abreast with the change . When a modem invention is introduced, it

brings with it not only the 'name' which stands for it, but a wealth of

technical terms dealing with its various component parts and their

functions (Ibid.).

Wherever journalistic translators come across a term for which they do

not have an at-hand Arabic equivalent, and due to the time limitation

under which they always work , they resort to the borrowing of that

term in its foreign form. Some of those terms may have direct Arabic

equivalents, but the journalistic translator may not have time to do the

necessary dictionary work to fmd out such equivalents.

Here are two examples taken from the daily bulletin of the Egyptian

Middle East News Agency (MENA) , and two others from the other

daily press issuances in which foreign words are transliterated though

they have Arabic equivalents:
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MQdel (3)
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The aforementioned examples include a number of borrowed terms

recurrently used in the Arab daily press in general and the Egyptian

press in particular.

In models (1 and (2 which were taken from MENA daily news

bulletin, and which were translated from English then cast to various

Arab news media inside and outside the country , we encounter the

terms : microwave and biotechnology transliterated as :	and

^J and the latter was repeated three times in the same news item.

Though the two terms could have been translated as : J JI ZaLdI ct,I

and : ZU ZiJI ; the journalistic translator at MENA used the loan

terms, either because they have been quite familiar to the Arab reader

and became more acceptable, or because he/she (translator) would not

take the trouble of going to an English-Arabic dictionary for their

Arabic equivalents . May be because the loan terms are shorter than

their Arabic equivalents.

Model (2 , moreover, mirrs another aspect of influence as the first

paragraph begins with the nominal phrase : J !.,	;iI , then

comes the main verb : (which always comes at the beginning

especially in a news item and/or a news report of this type).

In model (3', there is the word: Scenario transliterated and compounded

with the word rosy to be :	LJI used twice, once in the

headline and the other in the last-paragraph. This term also could have

been translated as : ç1t J.kU or more freely , as :	.13k41 ; but

the translator here opted for 'direct' translation perhaps because this is
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more familiar in film asrj.

Model (4 , though was not translated from either English or any other

foreign language but was written by an Arab writer, flected the same

influence. The term Christmas though has an Arabic familiar equivalent

that is : dI . , \as used in its Arabized form as : LJ because

again the worc gained currency by the masses through frequent use by

the media.
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B - Spoken Forei gn Lanuaes

Not all foreign influence on Arabic has been brought about by

translations (into Arabic) from various languages . It is a fact that most

references in modem sciences are in European languages , mainly

English and French. Moreover, Arab writers read, alongside with the

Arabic newspapers and magazines, foreign journals and periodicals;

this is in addition to the on-a large scale use of European languages in

the Arab World in general and in Egypt in particular. It is no surprise

to hear cultured people, especially in big Arab cities , use foreign

expressions in their ordinary conversations. Such expressions naturally

differ in their linguistic components from the Arabic S re-5.

Hence, these foreign structures reflect themselves in the works of the

Arab writers most of the time spontaneously and with no intention on

their part . Nevertheless, many writers, mainly journalists , resort to

the use of complete foreign structures, sometimes using the foreign

language's character, though their Arabic equivalents are mentioned

(examples of such structures will be given , discussed and analysed in

detail in the next chapter).

Zeidan (1904 : 115 - 116) gives some of the Arabic exp2ressions

(spoken and written) in which the influence of the foreign languages'

SVcS is clearly noticed e.g.:

(..&Uü çI) tk^Jl UI	J	 -

(I saw my friend X who gave me the book).
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sL	r	4L.	-

(In spite of his good efforts , he did not succeed in his work).

JLL I .i.	Lf. !iJ	 -

(X played an important role in this issue ).

i6JIc	-

(The book was written by X).

-

(There are several mountains in Saudi Arabia).

But these examples and the few others given by Zeidan are not actually

enough and do not reflect the volume of influence made on Arabic by

foreign languages . This is simply because too much influence has

taken place since the piCt of Zeidan's book at the beginning of this

century, especially with the progress of the industry of publication, the

development of the press and the flourishing of the translation

movement . Many people now in the Arab World (including Egypt),

especially the educated class, use in their speech and writing foreign

words and expressions to the extent that they seem to be speaking
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bilingually or multilingually . This 'decorated' style of speech can be

clearly noticed among journalists , diplomats and bankers due to the

nature of their jobs and interaction with different languages' speakers,

mainly English.
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Chapter Six

Influence of En2lish and American Journalistic Models on the

Egyptian Press Writings :

1 - Sentence Structure :

The English and American press materials have been, since the middle

of this century, the main sources of much of the Arabic journalistic

materials in general and the Egyptian ones in particular in terms of both

form and content.

As mentioned earlier in this study, the early Egyptian journalists who

had received their education in England and America were greatly

influenced by the press patterns in both countries . Hence, such an

influence reflected itself on their own journalistic production and it

continued to do so on their students' works as well (See I-Two-4).

In order to discern the impact of English and American journalistic

models on the Egyptian press writings in particular, it is worth while

shedding some light on the nature of the Arabic sentence in general in

order to be able to see how far it has been influenced by translation

from foreign languages, with English in the fore.

The Arabic sentence is mainly a verbal one as it follows the V-S-O-

word-order, nevertheless , the nominal sentence does exist in Arabic in

the form of a subject and a predicate , alongside with the adverbial

prepositional and interrogative sentences (Hassan, 1986 : 13 - 16)
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Ferguson says that Arabic as a Verb-Subject-Object language is the

least common of the three major word-order patterns in the world's

languages (Eid - ed, 1990 : 47).

The English sentence, on the contrary, is a nominal one i.e it follows

the S-V-O-word-order (Quirk et al, 1973 : 66 - 67) . Verbal sentences

do not exist in English except in interrogative structures and

commands.

An ordinary English sentence like:

John read today's newspapers , will be translated into an ordinary

Arabic sentence as follows:

i

Whereas, if it is translated according the English sentence word-order

it will read:

And this will be considered as an unacceptable sentence in Arabic and

may be looked at by some Arab linguists as incorrect . Therefore, the

verbal sentence is more familiar and more preferable in Arabic than the

nominal one, whether translated from a foreign language or genuinely

written in Arabic.
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Arabic does not favour heavily modified NPs in subject position. This

is , in fact , a very important feature in Arabic as a whole:

1 - It may help explain why the verbal sentence is the dominant and

favourable type in Arabic; a fact which seems to have escaped the

attention of many linguists.

2 - It may also provide a suitable procedure for translating English

complex NPs into Arabic (El-Sheikh, 1977 : 260 - 261).

If we look at the various journalistic materials published in the

different Egyptian daily or weekly press issuances , we will

immediately realize how the nominal sentence prevails in both

translated and genuinely Arabic-written press materials.

The Arabic sentence on the whole emphasizes the 'action' more than it

does the 'doer' of that 'action' , and this is why the verb often comes

at the beginning. But this rule has been frequently violated in news

material. "We oftenly read or listen to a news material beginning with

the name of a person, and after eight words we find : he said so and

so; whereas , if the news material starts with the verb e.g. : (X) said

, it will be nearer to the nature of the Arabic language .."

(Mohammad, 1984: 24 - translated from Arabic).

It is true that translation from foreign languages , mainly English,

through the press business introduced new words, expressions and

structures completely alien to Arabic (Al-Sirafi, 1988 : 75 - translated

from Arabic).
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One of the aspects of the influence of foreign structures on Arabic

journalistic writings is the spread of nominal sentences in a way which

makes these structures appear as separate units . This is exactly the

European form of expression (Sharaf, 1980 : 166 - translated from

Arabic).

This influence is more noticeable in press items related to art, social

activities and sports. The back page of Al-Abram , an Egyptian

'quality' newspaper, is a good example . A1-Akhbar , an Egyptian

'popular' daily newspaper introduces such examples of nominal

sentences mostly on an inside page of social news, mainly Abu-

Nazzarah's corner. In Al-Gomhouria , a 'moderate' Egyptian daily,

such nominal structures are introduced also on the inside pages of

social and sports news. As for the Egyptian weekly press issuances,

nominal sentences appear on various pages containing news briefs,

artistic, sports, social and cultural news items.

Following are some examples taken from different Egyptian press

issuances . Nominal sentences showing that influence are underlined.
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Mode (8)
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Examples shown are mostly artistic and cultural journalistic items taken

from the Egyptian daily press. The opening sentences of the first

paragraphs oftenly begin with nominal Stv'ucbAreS, and if not so, with

'adverbials' of time or place . Verbal siructures - though sometimes

used - are very rare , especially in the opening sentences of paragraphs

Nominal and/or adverbial structures are underlined.

Model (1) , which is a cultural news item displays two nominal

structures at the beginning of the two first paragraphs , followed by the

main verb:

)Ail AJI	: (The Book Authority has started..),

and:

"Jtr Z4I 4,	. : (Dr. Samir Sarhan, chairman of

the Authortiy said...).

Also , models (2') and (3') , two artistic news items, display the same

nominal structures in their opening paragraphs . In model (2') we fmd:

"r	pJI r.LAJI I h	J41	U"

('City knight ' is the name of the film which ... will play .. ), and the

same thing occurs in the second paragraph . The third paragraph begins

with a place adverbial then comes the verb:

...rtLfJJ.4.It.mI

(Before (in front) of her participating in the film is ......).
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In Model (31 we fmd a similar nominal structure at the beginning of the

two paragraphs

(The Greek Society in Alexandria organizes at 8.30 p.m....)

and:

-.	-.	- a	a
á.Ij l 4i.0 I j.WIj	Jj,i .3

(Dr. Tharwat Okasha Chairs the supervising committee ......)

Models (4). (5). (6). (7and (IQ) are artistic , cultural and social news

items . Though each of these models contains more than one example of

the structures in question, only one example will be taken from each

model in order to validate our argument.

In model (4 , the first paragraph begins with a nominal structure, then

comes the verb:

r-	r1 &	r1

(A ocumentary film on Umm-Kulthum is being shot nowdays ... )

Model (5 begins with an adverbial phrase (time) followed by the verb

and the subject:
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L4.)Ui 4Jb1	 r!	—

(This week, (begins) Elham Shaheen shooting the newest of her films

).

Model (6') , a brief cultural news item begins with a nominal phrase

followed by the main verb:

tL1
N.N	__

(Great writer Nageeb Mahfouz attends a meeting ... ).

Model (7') begins with a nominal structure followed by the verb:

r dL1jl	 j.4.	J5.MJI

(Diabetics in Egypt suffer from (the crisis of) the lack of insulin ).

In model (8') , the first sentence is nominal and the verb comes next:

LLo.	Liz.ii

(The youth song began 50 years ago ...).

Model (9') has also the same beginning:
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"fir ($I•	̂Jl rtl

(The great writer Yehia Hakki visited (the) writer ......)

Model (1W , an artistic news item also begins with a nominal phrase

followed by the verb:

($JJI	 j

(Musician Baleigh Hamdi .. talks about his artistic experience...)

Models (1 l' (12 and (13) appeared on a single issue of the Egyptian

daily Al-Gomhouria.

The three models which combine both culture and art , reflect-like their

previous counterparts in the Egyptian dailies - the nominal structures in

the opening sentences of their paragraphs

In model (1 F) , the first paragraph begins with a lengthy nominal

phrase followed by the verb:

... çLc r t	''-'	'

(Mohammad Shawlah, Abbud Saleh, Tarek Wahbah and Abdul-Salam

Abbadi .. were met by singer ......)

In illodel (12,the first sentence, which constitutes a whole item, has

the same beginning:
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'°r

(The Academy of the Immortals organizes (next) 27 November ......).

Model (13') also begins with a nominal structure then comes the verb:

r	 JJ1 (.LL I

(Great musician Mohammad Al-Mugi became a grandfather ......

What is interesting about all these models which represent the three

main Egyptian dailies is that a common feature of this category of

news, namely the cultural and artistic items , is the use of nominal

structures, especially at the beginning of paragraphs . Adverbials (time

and place) are sometimes used in the opening sentences , whereas

verbal structures are rather rare.

The reason for using such nominal and adverbial structures is not

justified as the normal Arabic V-S-O-structure can be used without

changing the meaning of the sentences in question. It could be said

that this nominal or adverbial structure is meant to place emphasis on

this 'element' of the sentence, being a person, a place or a time

However, this is not enough to account for such a phenomenon. In the

meantime, some items belonging to the same category may be

encountered having the V-S-O-order.
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In newspaper headlines , nominal structures and nominal phrases are

oftenly used more frequently than any others . The above mentioned

models exemplify this fact. However, it is hard to claim that this is a

foreign influence brought about by journalistic translation as headlines

are considered a variety of the language of the press in their own right

(See: II - Three - 1).
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2 - Foreign Expressions and Strucures :

Another aspect of the influence of English and American journalistic

models on the Arabic journalistic moulds can be clearly seen in the

countless foreign expressions and structures which abound in MSA in

general and the 'language of journalism' in particular . Several

expressions and structures alien to the Arabic literary 'language' have

crept into Arabic through translation , mainly journalistic translation.

The major part of the international press materials, including news

items, features , commentaries , photo captions and even

caricatures, is translated from foreign languages , mostly from English

and French e.g.:

Jl,IJLUJlr

(The issue is still under discussion).

(Relations between the two countries became tense)

IIJljJ$J

(He played an important role in the issue)

r-'	
1.JI J^	,Jl 1J.

(This action constitutes a dangerous crisis for the United Nations)
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(To adopt a draft resolution)

(• 1 (All r LJI	l,,k. J.c	. ;1l .i

(This issue constitutes a danger for world peace)

(I.L$)Jk..-	;.

(A tremor hit the area of so and so..)

(On hearing this news, I had to put my nerves in a fri9e. '(cool my self

down) ).

jlLIaiJl&j>. -

(Dots should be put on letters (the matter should be made clear) )

($ILI	iJ

(A number of question marks jumped into my mind)

In the above mentioned examples , we encounter expressions and word

collocations entirely alien to Arabic , but it is through the press and
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other mass media that such expressions and word collocations have

'tCort familiar to the Arab readership.

The word	(carpet) is there in Arabic , but it does not collocate

with the word	(discussion) . Also , the verb j (became tense)

does not exist in Arabic ; only the verbs ;, and ;!., which have

completely different meanings i.e. 'decrease' and 'come one after the

other' respectively.

Similarly , the expressions: l,.,	.J (played a role) ,

(constitute a crisis) ,	t.t.a	(adopt a draft resolution),

. (a tremor hit), Z	 I (put my nerves in a frig),

JJ}.I	J,U.31	(put dots on letters) and	 i (question

marks jumped ) are all completely alien to Arabic in terms of

collocation and word meaning. Moreover, a word such as	(fri9e) 'S

not an Arabic one as it is a western invention and , therefore, it is

metaphorically used according to the European expression.



Amoral

Immoral

illogical

Unreligous
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3 - Compounding

Compound expressions abound in English, and, because they are so

deeply rooted in the structure of the language, they can prove

frustratingly difficult to translate (Duff, 1989 : 263) . Arabic has been

further influenced by English-Arabic translation in the area of

compounding. Several compounds have been introduced into Arabic

through translation , and hence, journalistic translation . Negation

articles plus adjective formations are good examples of such

compounds which did not ex in Arabic before Following are English

prefixed words with their Arabic equivalents (though not all of them

have been used by journalists):

Anhydride	 '-p

Inhuman	 .Ms;r
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Therefore , if we look at the following two sentences

(Isolation is something inhuman)

-!

(This work is immoral),

We shall immediately realize that they are influenced by the English

word formation , though few near formations were used in the past by

ancient Arab philosophers e.g.

	

	for something and nothing

, 4JI for know and do not know

(A-Aziz, 1978 : 45 - 54)

Stetkevych (1970 : 54) notes that such prefix innovations should have

found an early and predominant acceptance among Lebanese and Syrian

writers and , in a particular way among the poets of the American

'Mahjar' . But in Egypt , they (prefix innovations) remained extremely

rare, and only in the last two decades did Egyptian writers really

incorporate them into the current literary language.

Compounds of place adverbials such as the following are also literal

translations from English:

-	= Air-to-air missiles
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-	= Sea-to-sea missiles

- ,)	= Surface-to-surface missiles

- ,)	= Surface-to-air missiles

Also , the noun-noun compounds plus the relativity marker are exact

translations from their English equivalents which were first used and

circulated by journalistic translators e.g:

çJ-j)1
	

= Afro-Asian project

Z,-it	= Anglo-Egypitan relations

Nowadays , a new form of compounding is being used by Arab

journalists and writers similar to their English and American

counterparts, namely the proper noun compounds e.g.

c-lLJI	= Sadat-Nixon talks

u-jt	= Jordan-Palestine issue
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tL.t = Bush-Gurbachev meeting

Ij-t,AJt LJJ. = Iraq-Iran war

Scientific newspapers and journals abound in Arabic compounds related

to new discoveries which have been translated from European

languages, mainly English. Such compounds are composed of place /

time adverbial plus a noun with or without a relativity marker e.g.:

ZRI = Ultra-voilet (rays)

'	 Infra-red (rays)

I
	

Sub-surface irrigation
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Akh bar El—Yoni: 9/6/19 90

.Akhbar E1—Yorn: 10/11/1990
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Model (19)

A1-MoBaWWar 1/2/1991
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Models (14). (15). (16). (17). (18). and (19) are all examples of

compound structures used by the Egyptian journalistic editors and

writers on various political and military events. Some of these

compounds are direct translations from international news agencies e.g.

Reuters , Associated Press , United Press International , etc ; others

are used by writers and columnists.

Model (14) , which is a political news item translated from Reuters

News Agency contains in its headline the two-word compound:

jj.JI = (Arab-Israeli dispute)

Model (15) , also a political news item, includes in its headline the

three-word compound (translated from news agencies and the

newspaper's correspondent despatch):

Lil1 = (American-Soviet-British accord)

Model (16) , a brief military news item , translated from world news

agencies , has in its headline the two-word compound:

z.I	 = (Surface-to-air American

missiles).

Model (17) , a column originally written in Arabic . It contains the

three prefixed compounds:
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)LSJI : (non-chemical), )LLjth: (non-physical) and:

_______	(non-biological).

Model (I 8' , also a column which has the proper noun compound:

tL = (Gorbachev-Bush talks).

Model (19 , is a news commentary written in Arabic (with no

translation from foreign sources)as in its headline the two-word

compound:

i/,4t	= (Air-land war).

It has to be noted that the examples are not confined to translated

material or news items, but they include press materials originally

written in Arabic e.g. commentaries, columns, etc.
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4 - Derivation :

Arabization constituted a major element of foreign influence on Arabic

(See: III - Five - B) . It is worth mentioning here that it was through

journalistic translation that many Arabized terms have been subjected to

the Arabic word patterns and moulds resulting in what could be called

'new derivation' (A. Aziz, 1978 : 44) . Such terms have gained

acceptance and familiarity through frequent use in the press , especially

on their relative occasions political, scientific, artistic, etc , e.g:

In Politics :

= Americanised

= Vietnamised

= Balkanised

Iii Science

= Programmed

= Oxidised

= lonised
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In Arts :

= Double (French)

= Musicalised

= Dramatised

Derivation has not been confined to these Arabized terms but it has

gone so far as to derive similar patterns from genuine Arabic terms

(especially nouns and adjectives) in order to express new meanings e.g.:

j	= Neutralised (a state)

____ = Normalized

____ = Politicised (an issue)
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5 - Translation . Arabization and Foreign Words

Arabic journalistic writings abound in loan words including those

'transliterated' into Arabic from their original languages (where the

Arabic alphabet is used instead of the foreign one but the word

maintains its foreign phonological features ), Arabized terms (in which

the word is subjected to the Arabic word pattern) and those words used

in their original form (where the foreign alphabet is used without any

alteration)

A mere look at any Arabic newspaper or magazine in general, and the

Egyptian press issuances in particular , provides enough evidence.

Moreover, such forms may be found outside the area of press writings.

Transliterated, Arabized and foreign words can be clearly noticed in the

Arabic daily press issuances more than in the weeklies and periodicals.

This is due to the frequent moving of press reporters and writers from

one place to another throughout the different corners of the world for

news coverage and gathering, and the time limitation under which they

have to perform their journalistic work . Also , the foreign education

and the western cultural background of many Egyptian journalists

cannot be ignored in this connection.

'Newly Arabized' words have found their way into Arabic through

translation in general and the press writings in particular. By 'newly

Arabized' we mean retaining the foreign origin of the word with the

addition of some Arabic features to it . i.e the artificial origin ^

relativity marker (-iyyat) e.g
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= Democracy	 = Aristocracy

= Technocracy	.I.c. = Demagogy, etc

(A1-Samarraei, 1985).

Compared with the Arabic literary style , the 'language' of the media in

general and that of journalism in particular has come to be a special

variety in its own right, not only in terms of using foreign terms and

expressions, but also in adopting 'foreign linguistic structures'.

A study conducted on the Arab writer and novelist Nageeb Mahfouz

shows that he uses only one 'loan' or 'foreign' word against each four

hundred Arabic words (Ziadah, 1990 - translated from Arabic).
4

Though , this shows the discrepancy between the two varieties of the

Arabic language , namely the literary and the journalistic styles, it

proves that even the genuinely written literary Arabic is not free from

the foreign influence in connection with the use of 'foreign' or 'loan'

words.

Following are some examples taken from the Egyptian dailies and

weeklies showing the frequency of the occurrence of transliterated

Arabized and foreign words:
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4JI j)ã 4.JL .i4 L.Ij	 :1hLh'lJI	.wIjII

	

.J JIAJ )l ...(.IJ4YI	j.fjJL1I .L.bLi	j	US

• (.c 1 )J? J	 J1Jh	 - M?j J(p3 j1. ia*a

J &Li.JIJI,JY I)LMJr )iL , JII	4 — . k,	AaaI
• __ y,I..	

,	 -1J,J1•,	 Ui.3

tjy,—	.. iLa obkWl jfr
J	IZ& ij	4LJ*1

A1-Ahram: 17/12/1988	c
ti•. ;L1	L1J4j

Model (28)	 y4J1 è &id JU1.'r.mI.

' (J' i" I
i.Ly .JI fj.&Li aCiYi.

LJJt	,il Li
-	 -	

'i:••''

-	
0	 A	 Y'

__	 1JIYj.iJlJjstJfJ:

1 o'L,	4&a jZli.3 LaLU

j.Ii _1WMdJiJ1	 Ot.K. i1a	 i.211

- L*. ,iJ1	 W

iiD iJJ S,$il J*il	S 1JL4

.iiiJ1 . k J iWi.J1 JY1ç 34

IW1jfl1JiIcslJLi .	 _____
ijI1, çj 3 ç3	L*.31 Liiiialj	'4
cIa	.4	,ijl ' 0i1Slj

fj''	cj'' j,Ij c.j m i..ai
'lJ $j	Ji	.AJlj	 __

iv	iLA JL1 J.eJIj j'

1j-Li 1Ls AJ Jul i.S IJL.

Jy, (JJ4Js 4 i)1gI1 L	i4j	Ap.. IjL%

.J tA''i	Jl Lj j1l L j J,llj
&J

)a lji , ,.a ilj 
si 4 . pg- lyLi

JIIJji3JIjJJI

&Jl	j.aa '--I ..i	aJ i.1

LL ja 14	 Jj.&L1

øl1	Lfl3Lg.Jl	J LL3

ai4 j,,i ii ;	4,1. .. jrn j4 aY1	i YJ	)l,qJl J t&,.3&tdYl
4SlJJi4J '*''j

A1-Ahram: 28/4/1990
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Model (30)

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlII1IIIIflhII ,.•..	H
•	 ____________

•• II•.•
_______________ I. III

_____
-

A1 — Ahrarn: 3/2/1989

Model (31)

:-,

Jj: LLj.

6J&1

i&LI ) 3L&I 4&iI j3,41ua

• LJI i41 J	*a L*JI

:'	,&a.fI $*

J h.JI	I31

• Lift 31 •AiiI i) e''
I L

31 , JJI 4J -Jj	U. jliLI
Lt1

du:Ii J3 &t? $

I .:Jt i i1a • P iAJI

LiLI iI jiL I

J...&* u13 •	J31

-L ijLg.il

*i1	IUa..3

Wi	(51iI	JI

3UjJlj	) (.c)hI

(JLJJ	J3 J_i_I

ij _______

I$3)	-;;3

A1-Ahrarñ:2 6/I 17T990

•4uL.	Laj cA'J-&

;i.i1t
Uiii ti4ia' ..Ipa3..VJ4c€

4ihà

jjJ

13jL	 -	
,

•	 .1

•/ -'	$; t4u t	....r
-	

.	-J431
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These examples represent one of the most dominant features of the

influence of English-Arabic translation on journalistic writings in the

Egyptian press This is simply because they (examples) show - just for

illustration some of the countless foreign words which are being used

by Arab journalists in genral and the Egyptian press writers in

particular.

Model (20) which is a headline of a political analysis is composed of

two main transliterated words

I JLJ	i,r	: (From the 'monologue' to the 'dialogue'

Also Model (21) which is a political commentary introduces a two-word

headline , one of which is transliterated:

J L JJI ('Transfer' by their pens ! )

On the same commentary below , two more transliterated words are

used in addition to the one mentioned above:

_________ (ideology) -	 : (autograph)

Though the foreign words contained in these two models have Arabic

equivalents, they have been quite familiar to the reader through

frequent use by the press and other media.

Model (22) is a news item; beside reflecting another aspect of foreign

influence, namely the postposing of the main verb in the opening
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sentence of the first paragraph (underlined structure) , the item shows

two foreign words the first is Arabized and the second is transliterated:

1 -	JS: (Technology) 2 -	: (Protocol)

The two words have been in use for the past few decades, not only in

press writings, but also in various fields, mainly the scientific,

economic and diplomatic spheres.

Model (23') , which is an economic news analysis introduces one

transliterated term that is U •(•$••,U: (Mechanism).

This term has been used recently in various ways and with different

connotations. However, it can be contextually translated into Arabic if

the translator , be he a journalist or whatever, is a skilful one e.g.

Model (24') , is an entirely local news item. It has a two-word

compound transliterated into Arabic from English (though incomplete):

J jJ	UM: (Happy birth to candidate)

In Model (25') , a sports news commentary , we find the transliterated

term L1z: (gentleman) describing the Ethiopean soccer team, which

could have been translated into Arabic as : UJJaJN - ..,.i.	which give

the same meaning.

Model (26') , an artistic news item, presents a fully transliterated
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headline with no single word in Arabic:

: (Happy birth-day to you)

This completely English phrase transliterated into Arabic and used as a

headline could have been translated into the Arabic equivalent which is:

J..a...v ..L; but for no obvious reason the editor opted for that device.

The English form is used in Arabic singing.

Models (27). (28) and (29) are all extracts from the Egyptian daily

Al-Ahram . The three models are parts of Feature-articles which

appeared on various dates contait number of transliterated terms:

Model (27) :	(Hello) -	j.J,1I": (World trade centre)

Model (28):	: (Black tie)

Model (29): Jj ,5' j : (Remote control)

These examples and similar others are a characterisitc feature of this

particular weekly article . Though they all have Arabic direct

equivalents e.g. :L.. I Zh, and . .SJI the writer is

known for his fondness for using such transliterated terms and,

sometimes, full foreign lexical items . In fact, he and some others

reflect a new trend in the Egyptian Press.

Model (30) presents a different sort of foreign influence on Arabic
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journalistic writing, namely the 'newly Arabized' terms referred to

earlier in this chapter (Sect. 5).

Here we have a 'newly Arabized' term and another newly transliterated

one:

1 - "Z1uJlM : (Reaganism) and;

2 -	 : (Reaganomics)

The first term is composed of the name : 'Reagan' + the Arabic

relativity article (-iya) , whereas , the second term is a chiselling of the

compound : Reagan ± Economics. Both terms were coined during the

past decade and have been used exclusively by the press.

Model (31) is an extract from a column written by the Arab writer and

novelist, Nageeb Mahfouz, a 'Nobel Prize' winner. Though the model

introdThces only one foreign Arabized term namely :

(Ideologies) , its significance lies in the fact that it proves that the

works of such an Arab writer are not free from foreign influence.
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4 - Acronyms and Abbreviations :

The term acronym means a word formed from the initial letters of a

name e.g. NASA : 'National Aeronautics and Space Administration'

(OALD, 1982 : 9), whereas an abbreviation is the shortened form of a

word or a title e.g. n. for January and Gen. for General (Op. Cit

1).

Acronyms and abbreviations are very rare in Arabic compared with the

European languages . This rarity is due to linguistic rather than cultural

considerations . Such linguistic considerations are mainly related to the

phonological nature of the Arabic alphabet itself (Al-Mashtah, 1988).

Acron s and abbreviations , when used, save time, effort and space

in the process of both verbal and written expressions . But this is only

applicable to the European languages not to Arabic . The reason is that

in English, for instance, the components of an acronym when

pronounced are as follows:

Vowels are pronounced as they are i.e only the sound e.g :	j

and u.

Consonants are pronounced as their sounds plus certain vowels e.g.

= [bi:] f = [efl , and . = [es] , etc.

In Arabic , the case is different . Two sounds , sometimes more are

added to the main sound of the alphabet when pronounced, a vowel and

a consonant e.g. : = [alif] , = [ sIn] and ç = [kMJ , etc.
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In the case of inflection , the matter becomes more complicated because

the number of sounds inevitably increases , may be to six e.g. alifun,

sun and ktfun , etc , (Ibid.).

This is as far as ancronyms are concerned. As for abbreviations , these

usually gain acceptance and are established in the language through

frequent usage . In Arabic , on the whole, there is no inclination to

adopt such 'abbreviated forms' and we seldom come across them.

However, this does not mean that Arabic has been completely free from

such forms , especially acronyms (as abbreviations are unacceptable)

It has been through the process of translation , mainly from English

and French that several acronyms have seeped into Arabic with the

political, journalistic , economic and scientific ones in the fore . The

Egyptian daily , weekly and periodical press issuances abound in

acronyms, either in their original forms or in transliterated ones

Following are just few examples which are frequently used in the

Arabic press in general and the Egyptian press in particular:

= PAO	 = UNRWA

= UNESCO
	

MLU" =NASA

= NATO	 - ARABSAT

= GAiT	 - WMEC
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= OPEC
	

U.LI" =IFAD

NtJIN = OAPEC

Meanwhile , it has been through the process of journalistic translation

that Arabic acronyms have "invaded" the language , mainly in the

political, press and economic areas . Some of such acronyms are

indigenous to Arabic, e.g.:

=..k .,1I 3 j t .L1 uJtc)

= Z3, AJl .i.M (JLc)

=	Zji,,JI .LttI (JLS,)

JL J =	iUI.I.JI (J)

= ;.$I ZJJ JI i4I

=	Zj,sJ I ja.a

(Middle East News Agency)

(Saudi Press Agency)

(Iraqi News Agency)

(Ubyan News Agency)

(United Arab Republic)

(Arab Republic of Egypt)

(Public Sector)

=	Jj4 4...Lm zc
	

(Egyptian Joint Stock Company)

=
	 (Arab Joint Stock Company)
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Journalistic acronyms i.e those related to names of news agencies have

come to be part and parcel of any news item cast by any of those

agencies as they are always mentioned in the dateline of the news

material as its source . Following are some examples from the Egyptian

daily press:
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Model (32)

'j__{iL1	'-' J3-	LA'L1	j t,_1iI )-jr I
1à1!

i	 jj.'	e.3tL:iI	 ).&aJJII3 jMa&aJI eL&1I )•
qi 'bL 4	$j_iI	 ;_	 _____

___	
JI .ULJt	

tJ	l 4AtIIJ 4A Lj

jf	jii ;4- .:Jt	 :.jti L 4.*	L&J,AJt	 CLALI J .ML2JI Li*i	
j_________

j	
j& t1.i1ii	 J4aI4I
-4*J	 g ;	 J&IG ;,,,,, 1L 1iI	

4) tI •- .i1	'I'
L. SJaIJ	t	iI 341_Ji	 t	 ajl 14J , a	ifl

	

:d.i tJ 1 —&mJ ..iLI j1	C.JLALI	JtiaJt	
u, t r j	daJ a& r

L4	 '' f J ti	 .lJ. JJMIU LaaaJI ZI.J
JU Lar.i	ja.a	 zij	__ —i

JI	 UI tLtJI	JLi.	 a3I .aLa	jaJI	ij	jj	i.iii jLZil J&jU
4ij4i1	 LY jL , j .iiI L...L	 tt,,	i.&aJl .I, JIj ,IjIi	

j	 j	,sj3s

..	L.	 '.'	 Li	,) , Jl 1Ll4I 4ij	 jm	 Iig.lJJ jL .Ij 3	JM.M&
JIJI	Li JtsU L.	 . Li	i ti.	L	A% ,pua	3..II	 U.i.11JI

L 31,.	 J (j	L	La.L	 J1LLM

.*A	j 1lâ	JL.J	1$ .Jl ,43JI	 i.*j1 .to L,&a ,aLj'
jLaII	 aj J43'iI	 ...iJ,	JL1	 j

f*' 1,411 rJ	LI	t4JI	,Li	Lijm I4.3J	&j4 .11. ,. ..a Ii	 ji,j ji,pJI 4) iLaji jJI
t	4fl) L4flt	Li ZaI jJtj 4J II	, JUj ZiiJaU	 ,jjt

	

4)4 L4) 4j*iI ,LL j LL	L 1ttii j )	jii, iIL4 1 —	 jj,,

J jj%42Jt	
1j .,/( Aml	.L.I ø	k	L Afl	Jil	iI	I.aA1 Li	'.

'j1 •' if..m4 Lfa ..	4.L.fl	 )..L.4 . Laii	 rjt
1J tui ;u' ,a	iu	LIJ.N.. _	_&	LI4J1IJJJ. z,i. '-	1tg.	 jRJIJ.lL

LA	 '.a. 4.1JI	" CJ-	je*. ic.'-J	—	-- ' tL'
	k;.	ii	L...i$	 (.	 1. JL ajil

•——	 --

A1-Ahram: 9/12/19 90

Ml(33)

'	 —	• -

—•

,J JIJ J,JII	 UJiI	I;

	

çI,jI 4juL.LI	J JU.
I 4LI J IJØI	4hi1i £.&...LI	J*JI JjjiI ZI

L1I J	I,L ;ws ,,LJ	.uiii	(LI,,I)
j,.siI Jj	_ai LLi .UiI	-	 -

• J1) Jj).*JI .	. .fih1
iWI	 •'a11

Moue 35

J JI JI	a L1JL&JI	 ,a• /	J1 jIJ: iU
III CMJ	 mjl,Ii -'

	'':

	

Z 41jI JLA&I j&	-'-" '--	____ a
I Z tr 4)33 .

IL,JI 'r,i&jj.

j	•1I I* :

	

.iR.JI	U

i..m,,JI	••.,'	u

—ii	 4jLm L,a'J! a

Je&U LLf LeLa it ,* P0:

CjJ.4*	 Jg	
:

p,,a

. '.	.L' 4+,

Model (34)

£

___

;u	Ziutll	'-.a:)'J •	'

It_. J	•	___

Jji J iJJ	V '4 1	i.a

.•,A	 ,3aJ1 . ,.jWt

4 "j ,Th L:)" ,3Jil i.acL.LI

	

i l J LLt	 aJIj

	

,,i ,.,	y.i '4_J'_

,. ,. ..	:,	.	 jL

Al-Abram: 17/10/199 0

Al-Abram : 15/4/1989
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Model (36)

	

V	

LL0-'1 /	L_.J' //)L)

/	 ui_1_I

(&W	L0J iJU I	aiiaa	' /	•	•

L	 j ,

'Ji	 fJ	&o oL	
)t uJ'	JL, ••

L -,-JL'	is ,	—a	'—o

LJi	 -'--° "	L. ii	/	 /

L	LJI	 UI b L

• uJ,-	U	I

11.E.LA:IO/II/I990 -

(

1ode1 (37)

Model (38)
I•..•VV_

	

____	_J1,.iI	
•	

V

IA4L
CIjU j. ,iit UNEP iu ;u	 o a

LiJ&U ,	AiMaaJ	..aJ JLJI . J.i.i Ys

i$3j il JL iM4M3 &JI Jda	LJ1Jg

iI	 I.a	.	5.r1iJ	LJI ,t'J l I.iJ&

t	tj	gji	j

()	c	i ;iu
e.AP J4t	jj3 ?M&.uJ V .r	jjCIG1RI

LI.aiI ,i4*13 LJI Js
j	4.&ia	W	t& Jtj.&iLi .LLa.M

J$S&a.MI )	a.0
tU	 LI	J	11J1

Aii	U h4jI aL	a J	j.i1L	fl JL )

LI La ) iJ.JJI 1U1 jJJi,

I,&aI,	Ua.aa Latt Y	 Uo.aj J...i	JJ..JI

a jJJ	 JLJI	 jLa U KOJJER'j SWAN
V • .	J1JI,	1iI	ta4.L&.J

JL £1Jl	ii LLJ	L.W Jti4% ø'..JI

	

j	
..aLaa J	u1 ts'	':::'

A1-Ahrarn: 2/12/1990

Z..	
V

rns	
ii 	

*

3j
( B. U . C )	flVJ.L

44 jg	1Jhi

) e'
c LL	4& L:,L13 .AD

14iI	1II	-'J1 ,U&iI

a.4. A3	il WI J

J WèLI jfl$

cU	i$.14 e

I.)	 )	''
JL

A1-.Ahram: 22/4/1990
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Model (39)

k£L5 L.... 4	•	IX  A•/

	

iLJJ'	 c	 '•1	1oLJ Ti	ail
.t4	LoiJI r--- cr-'	j.4:l_g	 JA	 1

+-.J I J1,jJ	i 4.j. 4.,.JI (JS	
(fJ &.I..&•I:I1..I 14j1

	

.4jtJ	(jJ	0J4,

:LS	 •L .4jka A 4'-	4i
I'U	3	gLLj -}c'$'i

aubLA	 &LJ.i_JI ttL,-	.
j4J	.dj PJ4a	iJ1S.JI

	

/iL.L.'	*i3L. LpLLJ	 :*' I.d...j4.JJI 3ç
cJ I ( 4J44. I	.LILS f€3	 Ib% .	i'1J	

iS	 •4

	

hkC.	 tL1LJ (9.L4	 4f	
r "-

__

___	.L	 MJ

&JI . 4.kflc	3_j1	 L,Ji •	 Is..	_________

M.E.N.A: 3/2/1990

Model (40)

LA L	(L I / v t

	

0JJ	
JI	 i•	/'J—i__I	

.L0

.,_3_1 JJ J U	 J1f_QJ	
/0jJt

	

u-i uJJ %j;)	 °° °'	'	(JJ	
°°

	

(r	
J	i.3-*	 JUJ 1 d	LpJI

	

LJI	 JJJ u- L±Jt	 pj.)- .

j:Jl	-Liii' JL0.	iL0

JLJi	JI	 J-	 I	•

M.E.N.A:I9/I/I9I
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Model (32') includes two news items taken from a single issue of	-

Al-Ahram newspaper, and they both deal with the same topic , namely

the meeting and activities of the Organization of the Arab Petroleum

Exporting Countries (OAPEC) . In both items the acronym : 4t,I N is

mentioned in its transliterated form both in the headlines and the texts.

Model (33') from Al-Akhbar newspaper also introduces the same

acronym, both in its headline and text as it deals with the same topic.

Though the Organization in question is an Arab one , the acronym is

worked only from its English name for no other reason than being first

struck as such in line with the acronym of the international petroleum

organization OPEC (Organization of the Petroleum Exporting

Countries).

Model (34') , a Reuters translated news item presents in its headline and

text the English - transliterated acronym : jU (FAO) - (Food and

Agriculture Organization).

Model (35') , a short extract taken from an interview published by

Al-Ahram newspaper introduces the acronym : 'PLO' (Palestine

Liberation Organization) in its foreign form i.e using the Latin

character, though - as the case in Models (32') and (33) - the PLO" is

an Arab organization known as :	 iJ	, and it could

have been acronymed as : ••r' for instance . However, it is through

English-Arabic translation, mainly in the press business that the

English acronym has been adopted.
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In Model (36) , which is a news item taken from M.E.N.A daily cast,

we fmd two acronyms one on the dateline : I•J• I : (M.E.N.A The

Middle East News Agency) and the other on the second line :

(P.T.I : Press Trust of India) . These acronyms refer to the Egyptian

and Indian News Agencies respectively.

What is worth mentioning here is that each of the two news agencies,

has two-version acronyms, the first of the 'source language'

(English) and the second of the 'target language' (Arabic) And, it has

been through the process of journalistic translation and exchange of

news items that these acronyms have been transferred to other

languages than their own.

Models (37') and (38') are wo scientific news items and they both

display acronyms and names of places in foreign characters (Latin),

though their Arabic equivalents and referents are there . In model (37)

we fmd the acronym: 'UNEP' : (United Nations Environment Program)

pr€ceded by its Arabic name :Z.Ji ;..tt l Also , we find the

name of a uburb in Nairubi called : (3iGiRi with its Arabic equivalent:

Moreover , in the last paragraph there is the name : Robert

Swan preceded :y its Arabic 'transliteration'	(another

aspect of influence).

In Model (38) the acronym : B.B.0 is used in its English form with no

Arabic equivalent in the same way it is oftenly used in spoken Arabic,

whereas in written Arabic, it is either used as such or transliterated as:
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Models (39 and (4O are news items from M.E.N.A daily news

bulletin. Together with the acronym of the news agency on the dateline,

each of them has in its second line the acronym of an United Nations

Organization body, namely: I)jI : (UNRWA : United Nations Relief

and Works Agency).

These acronyms and the like are direct transliterations of their English

equivalents and they have been familiar to the Arab reader through the

press and other mass media.
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7 - MetaDhors

Metaphors are usually used to make a text more lively, emotive and

colourful. This applies to most types of writing inter - alia scientific

and technical styles - "The main and one serious purpose of metaphor is

to describe an entity , event or quality more comprehensively and

concisely and in a more complex way than is possible by using literal

language "(Newmark, 1982: 84).

But , are there what may be called universal metaphors i.e metaphors

when translated , give the same connotation in all languages or even in

a group of kin languages ? The answer is likely to be 'no' . This is

simply because each language has its own culture-bound metaphors

and idiomatic expressions by means of which its culture-bound images

are conveyed and expressed . Moreover, metaphors and similes (a more

cautious form of metaphors) may vary within the same language

according to the variation of the regional dialects of that language.

It is possible that no metaphors are universal . One

would expect 'birth' to be 'awakening' , 'sickness' to

be moral as well as physical , 'sleep' to be 'rest' or

'death' . But where 'a culture is driven mad' (Auden)

or the scribes distort natural feelings, images may not

have the senses suggested.

Although even 'dirt' usually represents 'impurity' or

some kind of 'taboo' , in some abnormally poor African

societies , it is a protection against cold. I assume that

when all societies reach a certain similar stage of
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physical health and well-being, there will be some basic

universal metaphors . (Op. Cit: 87).

Consequently , the translator's task becomes more difficult when he

fmds himself face to face with a metaphor, a simile or an image in the

source language which does not have a direct equivalent in the target

language . In such a case , he either translates them literally or tries to

find a culture - bound equivalent in the target language.

In journalism , metaphors have their own significance , especially in

features , articles , commentaries , columns, etc. A journalist , to make

his style lively , emotive and witty usually resorts to metaphors . This,

in fact, does not constitute any problem for the writer who writes in his

native language , but it actually does for the translator.

In Arabic , journalistic translation , mainly from English, is a good

source of metaphor borrowing . Translators working at press

establishments, news agencies and newspapers, due to time limitation

and/or lack of the Arabic cultural background resort to literal

translation of metaphors, sometimes without even taking the trouble of

seeking their Arabic culture-bound equivalents, if such equivalents do

exist . This is why countless foreign metaphors, images and id.matic

expressions have seeped into MSA, many of which have already gained

acceptance and familiarity through frequent use in the press.

The following examples show some of the foreign metaphors

recurrently used by the Arabic press in general and the Egyptian one in

particular.
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Model(41)

-	 :	 __

i*il IiI1 ke iJ ,

LiI
ei'	 '	JP	 3j

) 4_I	4.VI j4e	4J	
L 
3eJ1	) iIià&I	J4J	tjaJI

-	 ,
e'3' P! i' MJ .	4jUYI Jà . .IyI	i5a

J
;j.II hII

Al A 1-	•	
.	 ______-ram.ir,IO1I99Q	JUAL..4&JL.III.M)M

j-

jLiI, :LMfl,	j1&I

-.

-' L.LI	 :

çJiI JLf I	 ?1u1 ,.J ? iI ..

Zj..3L$	 -

JI L 6Ji1 J3	bJhII'J

' )	U. w

J'.1?u	jYiI

'
ilj J& JISIj .iAJI	£.cLiLI	-.

'-' :. c.iI	j. ,WI

i.i.fti ç4, ii JIj I IJ4h a1,

•	 a.I	3LlrI .3 QVI'	.

•	 •	 •'••

}iodel(42)

---

• r-1

L

UI	k 1	.:ti ji
• I )1.II :,Ij i i £L.1I	jJiI

:a1	4'I	il	L t,-JI.

	

*)	
- 4jJ

JIj&II c4'

u,I tiI .i,ifl

1iI

A1-Ahram: 20/2 /1991
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Model (43)

-	 J	 &I i&ua	 tH	'
• J4 )	I,,IJ$ eLøi i$ ML.0 3 .I	ti	bA	ILI' ,&	Ji

L* Ij3J JJ3OU p4J J3 Lk4 fiJi ) VO	J4A&I 1J4J 3aiM 4a1 Z j ($
- - UMA,J$ Jt	J kuIJ.I sI4. 3 Ji3	k	th 11	.?,,L	JI	iI

	

a øIal	JaYI	ci.ajjJI	 J c. --
($*	LSJJaI$	i Jo J LMfl *3	 ..fl	L.;

J34.&iI	a	 jLa ,	0	 ,4&a	,di! ia14il
LI	 CMI3S (ILdj	ejLil

u1	 saL. J.&at	L1eD
•	J4	 '	 L	4j.

ii1 kuiI ZU4$	 J 144 Jt	ci

•	JI tA,Ø	.i1J 3,,L3 i.MJ*JI	JL4S iJ3.JI I	mtj.iI1 J.a.a	Ij&.i 3L	 U

LLJI	1 L6	M	J..MM,), jL&1413 •	jI3i	 $J3 &aJ& U3 jOa.
a	-	'	t*ItJ .L4.JI	 / f ($LIJl	—1,)* J.IM4I £jJj I J&JM1r .

4.&$.i ) , iii j	i J . $a$	 ani	x;

a	U	 js.B j LMiI	_a.1jI	 •i A	J4ii	 aLi

•	)LI J !i aIJ , J31 (:,&o
/

A1-Ahram:22/6/1988

r	 JLD.0	J,L	:,	-

	

La 
•	 Nodel(44).............

$a	 * JJJJ

•,::.jU ,) ,.i.uJ&,u

0

	

___	 Y JiI

zu	 - .-
• . , LLI1 jc1.JI .j iaãj	 a .. . . •	• • • •

a&a	 Jjll	 Ik

Ij.	9Vn ________	 LLIé&IJ J...aa1I

	flA TiT	 .aI3	M3J3
AT itt	Liej MLa.	 ;aI, J

•L4* ($JL* JM	%IiIJ	 3J hJJ	e
£ iiI JtJ.a ,k,Y1.•:•	 ta

aL?JI. ,t4a JaP '&a 1I	 ___
'•J'3	ii) LaIIL.JI	

.ia iai.tI&i -jj j	r 	r- 3	 -

;	L1LI	1a-iI •	•	 • L4I	J1J	• J31I
• .J.	JJ—	' 'v	 .	-	-•	Lj J.a, iI	iI	a

	

I1	•	 '	 •

J	dU1	.

J LjI	. uJI Q"A)	 i1 IJ4&MI

'i)	'	 o,L3 .	 .ai. i .ZLl3 LLi.-aU

14M)	JI 3 Ü1IU	 j4 ,1	J
•	.	4U.iI	•
• ;,u AMOJI	 L1	U.13 Jh13

	

c:,' A•&J3 Z..tII	j,4j
•	LI ALl .CjlAa.0 La.hlj ;,

	

J:AsAj:.L	 A1-Ahram:21/7/1988

LMJ2JI JIJ JI () a.iaJl lij'

4h	.. iIj

• jLitiJl Laa!. LL&Aa	jaL.
• 4LIo g	 a

•	
••öl I	4.
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Model(45)
-

&co.cJ'	JuI	j_0JI fO

•,l	
dX.3AAI	I142'	 f:Jj.J	•• (J o-IJ'-

-°	 L(	Ui	•	 j '.	9J%	t—.i1

	

-	a	f	' J .

jJ- I&tn.c L	 pjJI	JJt	_._0j'J1 /	.. . 1 f3.JLSq :j•J:i3,

.J'J-° (5'1.3I	 'jj	y%	
u

'i	96l U-I ,j jâ ..sJl	
L1	••	U'	 j'

Model (46)

•	
ji	 ._at

	

àj Ci1 i.i34â ØSI I	i	J.Gi% jt	I.jj	••	L4I .iiaMI

IMJl	 di	 •;'	1.5	)

4t	' e	 iaâ.,,	i	 a i	iiài

e.,i3I s.i1	 JA %4j JM 1iLj JJ.&U dM JJ	%3	LdiI

.1	 iAc.1	.J.1	 tL	I3	.t41& -j&

	

: , *3tJ	I	C4jdiI	 U	 LMMaI

	

No more Latchkey children.	•: .:: ...t	j	jj

AU	 %:a&	ç%

I s'	
'I' ,	i	n.0	u	

aLL.diI ,	I ...,, ie t&ja

Jidil )	.A&L	 &L	 Jâ	 'i.I c&* e M L$U M.JI

A1-Ahram: 2 6/10/1990

Iodsl@J1..

____ _

i ,i	 -	-i.	t	JaL1JI	••• i j %J UI,ai	CiM (J Jt .	JAD1. ii ,I
jI.4I	 j,	ji	i

WI	JLI	cJI	 %4.
iaIjlfl JI ill	4.3à LiWI LLLI taI

piI	. 3Ij&iI	LiI	 JI	4LiLI	,I 2A..-tI

''	 4•	 ij	 f'J&' .i
•	 .	.	 .	 jjljI

.

A1-Ahram: 18/1/199 I
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Model (48)

-	
I:	 :.	—.

I'

$	d 

(MIh

;wc
'.a	*I	 *	 .1	 -

	

ILIT	J	 j4JiJ.fl .3$jI !'	
e

	

jtl	J11al4 c4 j^J1* 1j ,Ø j I? ,Jj.a iLu g Jj.j3jXs w	., itt	

!?L,11I,ft_fl

A1-Mesaa :20/10/1990

Model(49)

.. _______________

	

&Vj;% .. ff=&4	6&i

	

_____ t4	 1AL J3)L.	
____

	

)	
••	61 .	 b	. I &3	lj4l

1	 J!It-	 -

•:-;'

A1-Mesaa..3/II/1990	 4
•-

cJ.i*3
ItT jj	cj Jt.... I!?

!.:	 1,i1l	1.4.J	
e'

fl,,. Is

_________________ 

AAS'41J 44fl 1l,j%

-. a
Ji

I !T.a.1I j
_____	 jA II..J1J

-	I!? jjIImij
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J	4$ JL	(:,1J&
t1

l e L ia &3$ I.A)dU

4ø&, d13	L1ii

—S.
p._a	 s_

A1.A
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Hodel'(50)

DI

Model (51)	
-	 -

II
I i'j13 —	 . ..	 1I

b	
-,)—'	 uz,.	Aa ..L* I £U

ic.s	tUJI	L-ci	.•	 ,

J.	'	JJ' ''
	c';.r.*'	 &.	 n

JllI ( ^IJI C1lt't	 J,.* 4Aa ..	jaL b4	ti .a1. ) m.a 4..LI L,LI
I .II j.t JiI J .1L.A	.

U U ((L ULJ L.JIJI

a LL	Z4	J'	 ..•	 ..	 1.W	 Js I* £$
jUiI .11	t. I ?ri I	 Si.s (JIdlS	.	 t41b .. ___ I

Ut	Jst_..	 uLiJ t•e IU II Z1B
JI 3LJ	 .ivs ,i .... ai,.0 j,	4uu	jii

	L e rI I .,s JJ iI kLI )a	—	 ..	ii
LWI Uj iI	4.â1 jj a	 •

fl	 a1I I b . U t	 iI	 j1

	

lriI.JfiIU,,,JI	Al Al hktJ_Jtr.Livar:2I/II/I99c	
.--

I	 131$'	 —	 .	. :.-	 -.II

_I.iII • .r.:l.Itl	t..	--	&l...	1..	.ii

A1-Ahram: 28/4/ 1990

$ ub.	
IJlAJl SW.

..
Akhbar E1-Yom:20/IQ/1990

'••-.••—• r

J_SLrAA (:I

&	 .uoba$
•U.i.o$3 41 :,$Ju

•

1L3	iI	.	IJ$

;tii -.•' ,:

$ 34313 ,. ii
$IJ

$y--iJ 31
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Model (53)

..-.	—J—	-
------ ----

__________	__________

..

kj11 . 2&)t ;u .:A	4 lJJJJJJ

thi4.. ,L.lJA1 oA. j111 i JU4i

4	...___

e*3	ta.*i	43b	tA.,)..

..	..
___	:*'	44+,

___	 JJ
____	

- 4ijl	 A1t cj33J

	

j1	L.

-. i-	•	J41	1'

__	 d 4i 4L

L

L4

I	 J jSD'1 .A*'4 Ll

It	 jfl

U	 flj.3% )A3 A3% 4.4lt tjJJ

%_at	 J11:ij
j %jj -

- C)aiJ	
-1•.

2

jij

L.	4.iil..

'.	
- LI -

A1-Nesaa: 3/11/1990
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The previous examples , some of which were translated from foreign

sources, mainly English, others written genuinely in Arabic, display a

good number of metaphorical expressions now in use by Arab

journalists . Such expressions have become , to a great extent, a part of

the 'journalistic style 'in MSA, e.g.

.,l)	L	(to adopt a draft resolution) - Model (41)

(A strong indicator) - Model (41)

: (Desert Rats) - Model (42)

This metaphoric name was coined during the

Gulf War).

)iJI	: (Decision maker) - Model (43)

_______	(Fop of regime) - Model (43)

L. lli,. )	: (To turn in a vicious circle) - Model (43)

ill	: (To lay a strategy) - Model (43)

(To build a strategy) - Model (431

_______	(Impetus) - MQL4
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;1JI ,!	: (Under-table discounts) - Model (44)

,M .,.iJI	: (To give the green light) - Model (45)

Uii Ju.iA	(Latchkey ci 1 dren) - Model (46)

• iJI ZL.Lt	(Desert Storm) - Model (47)

(Also, this name was first used during the Gulf

War).

Z7 J^JI J4,J^Jl : (Cholate Colonel) - Model (48) ; this

metaphorical name was used by the British

press to refer to colonel Alexander Noble of e.

Philippines.

M ,L.)Jl	(Red Pirate) - Model (48)

1jJ1 J 1J..t	(Emperor of the Press) - Model (49)

m,iI4L.-- J : (Lord-Star-KingofthePress..);theBritish

press used these metaphors referring to R.

Murdoçh, the Australian billionaire who owns

world media establishments, and these

metaphors have been recurrently used in the

Arabic press including the Egyptian

journalistic issuances.
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IJz

;.1u ;1,ti

L4J. .

(Night Can1 Plan) - Model (50); this was used

during the Gulf War as the name of the plan of

liberating(uwait.

(Iron lady) - Model (51') . This term was used

when referring to former British Prime

Minister Mrs. Margaret Thatcher.

(To be at peace with himself - Model (52')

(King of Piano - Miracle of music) -Model (53')

Za,l1 ;

Most of the above mentioned examples are 'recent innovations' and are

almost literal translations of their English equivalents from the British

and American Presses. They are related to specific events and persons,

and they remain in use as long as the event or person to which and to

whom they are attached are there . The Gulf War , for instance, has

introduced a good number of metaphorical 'code-names' of military

operations . Many of those names were topics of headlines in many

Arabic newspapers during the Gulf War period ; but now, they have

almost vanished, and only when referring to or telling the history of the

military operations of that war that they come to be mentioned. Other

metaphorical names used before and during that period were:

JUlJl : (Bright Star) , this was associated with the U.S. -

Egyptian military exercises some few years ago.
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IaJI	: (Desert Shield) , this expression was used in connection

with the Gulf War.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Tvues of Egvntian Press Models which Exemnlifv the

Influence of English-Arabic Translation

As mentioned in the previous chapter, almost all press models in Arabic

in general , and the Egyptian press in particular are , by and large,

influenced by the process of translation from foreign languages

mainly English and French. However, it can be safely said that not all

these models are influenced in the same way or that the degree of

influence is the same . There are some factors which govern the amount

of influence rendered on the journalistic material , being translated

from a foreign language or genuinely written in Arabic . Foremost

among these factors are : the nature of the press material , the cultural

background of the translator or the writer and , finally , his proficiency

and command of both the source and the target languages.

i n this chapter, some models of the Egyptian press will be taken on a

sample-basis , discussed and analysed in order to discern the impact of

English / American press models brought about by English - Arabic

translation on their contents.
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1 - Features . Articles. Commentaries and Columns :

Compared with other press models , news items are the least

journalistic patterns which reflect the syntactic and lexical influence of

their English and American counterparts . This is due to the

compactness and condensation of this news material on the one hand,

and the straightforwardness of the style used in news editing on the

other (MENA Style Book, 1982: 52)

But this does not mean that news items are completely free fva.m such

an influence which shows itself in one way or another such as the use

of acronyms, transliterated or Arabized tenns and some other structural

devices

The types of press material in which syntactic and lexical influence is

most obvious are features , articles , commentaries and columns , either

translated from foreign languages or genuinely written in Arabic.

Many writers in the Arabic press in general and the Egyptian press in

particular tend to use foreign words, idioms and images in their

writings, either because they are influenced by their western education

or because their poor translational capabilities do not enable them to get

the Arabic equivalents of such words , idioms and images.

A well known feature-article writer in the Egyptian 'quality'

newspaper, Al-Ahram, often. resorts to the use of transliterated words

and compounds , even English phrases and sentences in full without

giving their Arabic equivalents. Other writers and commentators

sometimes do the same thing. Following are just few examples.
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Model U)

IWIL 1fl*1LiIiU Jill Jill illII.l___1101 1 111111 liii

	

4 J% .S'V	' u	ijsl: Zci.li :-	 -••	
.:

I*J (jJ • .3	 àl1I jpll	J3l$ Ijjt.i. II JnI (.3I3 c

$	a	 r	 -
:.tJI:	 -.

	

. Je 'JXf	 JajI LS

JI1	jLJI	'JUU	 llJI .
.

i..1j :) 1jIj	Jt 4âoa , l j	 1/s'

.3..4-I	
i.a3..iii	 I4hIr j.&.. J	&jI..	.

J3'I	$Jt,.dI	S.	 I.;r::LJr	...
•	 JLai1,1+I	 ,.JU ..	.. .

•	 ..LI41	 —-	i' ±i,,cJi j..i.	, ,i	3.j_r

	

% a4i&J$ aI Jj.$ U Ja1$	GU - . 1 I	 -

	

- JaàJ& t j h ià IIMI.	) £. JI II ,. U tI	—
JI3U L%h	W JJ	i&u; ) .	l41e 1 iu% I	I,L1I %)a.g.3.J I

"a,,..

U.a)	..	ø3	 ..	d*iL ui	sd ;,,aUjI

	

I i&La.m	,	I j	jI	I	j	J3 4L.4

	

.. ..	 'LWI Lm t(LI J	a,$I	Mfl t3	f.Lii .Lk a.
.	..	-	— LjVI t	 ••-•	n , ta.JI	4ll

•	uJ	 .n .	.	I-	•.	 ,j•••,

	

r4Ju Zt.i	;,,ljI	JJIL	WIIt1i
J	:	—	jI	 j,j,eU. J* : a.1L. .	j ;LdI •j Z1iati	u,.	 i,,it

	

e'	 4.i	. ) j,p	.1L	t,L11I	.41M J.ILI..)JiI	. -	Aita. aj	 •	'' ..
•	.•.	•-e	For The Conservation of Earth :	 -

j* u	 j .LàJl JJ	 .L..Js j,l,,..LL 4aI	. ... ..	.j	- -	- -	-	 t4i .	..

	

1mjt 4.&.Ij ...
	

jL

	

, -:- •
	 L41 ,.	.,.	AiI• $tI

.ia...J	"J	-'	On :	-----.	.	 I	WI ,tt.'J$•

	

Ci)3	 j'J	living in Harmony with nature

	

J ,WI Ia	.	
et&j	$	 Z.&l	 U"

113lI 3,4	 /.°.	 •,.	.	.
•	.. JJe1•	L	•...,, ji zt.t. The' three flers ot Action

Al A -.	IT IT 0 (	 ,,_.j	 1*L1	 ,,	• :

	

c 3 / j. / '91)	
çtiII uLmM' IJA	 4jLsI u1 tfi JIJ iJ

•	 ñym.	 . ti	,,,$.1 Z1iI

.t i,,. th.	.	ii ,,atI-	4 *I	.t	..

..	-- ..twI ;t.2. ji ;ii

'aL	.,'a ..	A $ JI	..!	L	JI	lJI JI
-	5-,-'.'

	

ta JiI	ii
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Model( 2)

I	-t g	jJ3	4Ut
• J& 1Ji J IJ - 4I;iLJ JaaJJ	çj1I jaAJI	) j IJ L&jm3U JJLI jUsi )

I
JtI3 .iI&&U •* j4I,, âlj .	JI'--'I .LLui	LJI JSJ$ a, d	lJI LJL*.0 Jj&JI

•

• . ,	ig'ji ijp tiè3 JI ZA.JI .M )	CatIa ) I.àj*i Jlij ($JJ*JI iJLsJl ) iaLsJlj

I

)	 /	 " '' "
J13 iaIJI i4s ) i*UJtj AJI .... IjL.ajjIp.1 ii&j.a ,,&I Ls.li ( / T ) pJ JL.
q 3M JLJL. (/T/) eJUJ J J Jim) ja.i ( Jm U. I, aiIj (jmJt a LjJI iUJI 41

•	,I (I	4.Jlj &LmI	LI J&	UJI .4jiUij	JLJI iLJI (a3I ,,	jAJl

I	
'	"	'	' )

	

: L* 4&&LaJI .1.1.41 .i* m 1.md	Li. Ii,i JJ.0 dI. )j.	aJLi 1 mjaJ$ .U1iI

	

Jl Ca* )mU	Jjl... JMI I* )j. ,aUU JaiJi 1j .i.. Zero um Gamr &mã

•	..	 La	a*JI rJLaJI ) i..i1..JI I .iI J.4s.l

I____ .____	 Framing	•
I S	. ,	L.
I	.NO LLItaJ sAà.UI L	 •''	-" r•-' c'

I	 .	 s s Jj	 1....JI ..* L	j

•	I3AJ, .&tiia.iI	j3kUI J&	.1m..I	$* I .	j1.1l ia,IpJI	LJI

ORWEI'LIAN LINGUISTICS	 i1 Itj I , mJI MmI3I m I.m.lj Jm	JI

I '	

•,?.3	aJI IA3	J3A	JI 1)JI UL.	a jjjJ1aLI

j. A t ,la.. Jm,l	Jja.0	 ) i&Lm4I ;LI [cAUiJJ I
ij.Mi iL &ajm	4jajj1	iIj,1I •.a*	• &&.I.MJi. cLsU.JI ,	ai .1,..... jmJI .JLJI

I	
. ji 1à	Negative Utopia	31	• iaL&i&. . iaaI.

.iLt	.&*IjJI	JIJad...	J i...j .- Ji) . L...Lè .

-......-
PjhI 3* 1L3 t*j Ij bLa ..&jJL.a1 J..1.(aJJj	ju j3iii	,* cii ..&i

	4.iUu,& i 1 0,.Ji a ,J.. .,LmaJl3 C.Li4I	•	 I*j . . j*%.m I&.j. • (i	Li.
t SI,., 4Lm_i Li I.ij.. 1J4i.. 31 I.im& • LmL.oJI	

•l:&I3I .'i.* jl J135 j..j . 1k	J1.1mi
uecontextuallzatlon. J .	&L.JI .LakUI	—. i	j	•
JiUJ'f I	4J&	'iii , pI .jJ.sI dJL*j	JJI I,	)a	1.1.1...	•3 tlJI3

' jJ 4.1 ,JX .&I	Y I .1.I 4	JI aIjLaJI3	 .	 .!! •
$'.lALi- LrijT •, J(•• 4•j••	 II	-	.. ..u, •

	
,,

•	 ji.JtL4.j. 41L
G	 I•I,.	I.3 4.ZiI3 )	J £'	,. ..ijaJI ji	U , m. SI..	1& ..iIjJI ..W.dI

• 4.aJIj )	i.	JI	.,. J..a.J	 . .1.WI. hJM3	' L..I3UJI MIjLI
k SIAh i1t	La - Ij*j . a	J3i.4.	 .	 —: 4I JI e

	

Sociolinguistics JLL.iI .it..jàjji	 jJU)SuI()

	

.LinguistieT Manipulation	" :,L ia$	(:a35 i ' .JU ,.) 4.i-o,, ,J
.iLtII JJ'jj	j3I..LI	Lj	I&.I(

•;I 1J , ..1.UJ 4a.aI $JI
A1—Abram:4/I/1991	 ___

jL) *..1.JI 4IjJI3 1.44 I1.a ,. ,,a1.%aJI jLa(

..1LI ) a..I . .La..ijl ..UI au3 . jaU (Jjb.0
JJjli.i. j 3li fl-.• jj a 1* J3U l L.?I
&..*. J.. j13 .113J 4.iJi	J3 .a	JJI .

• Lmtj i.a*3. ;jaI3a . (aI j L.* I L*jtL.
h JWL., Lai.uiIj &LajI JLâ&JI	Ji

j11	'	utki • '° g '3 • 3'M' ' 'c
• 14a .ai5ai J J( i&3 iI 5.3*3. LI6U i

.uJI.:.ua	L&.MJI3	 Ij1J • i..jaWI

1IJ4I	jS3 ui3ii a LI JmL.JI L

,U 'j .j&a . CaLij.&t a. J3..3 j:i1S.a•J 4jjJ

ur 313 JjI3 jJL. im3...LI jja'JI .	4.1 i1L

e-°i L1mJ1 J	àjl 1J.a .
JiiI LmLiI J& JJLIJ i.i&3 i1 #J* .aLAI	I,..aJI

4J$, CIIJ.MóJ ,a d.aJI -	U	oJI3	l31I
•	3 JIJ .*I3 JI jMaAJ ) (4.3.3.1 j.L& £L .aj

LLI	i..a3.JI ..* JiJ t4

(4.*.4 JJu 'j L' J.Lâ'J I3 J34..&IJ Ur&J•&U J5a

,,.j..ProcessVerbi,j,.&JI

3* a j lh1	 '.	35 u ()
(T) ()
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Model (1') which is an excerpt from a feature-article includes a number

of Arabized , transliterated and English words and phrases:

(Sprays) . Here the Arabized term is used without its English

equivalent. But what is worth noting is that the plural form used is

subjected to the Arabic word pattern.

The other phrases and acronyms are used in their English form with

Arabic equivalents:

The three tiers of Action

For the conservation of Earth
	

J

Living in Harmony with nature
	

e	, ) 1Lt

(An inconsistency of capitalization can be noticed in the English

phrases)

NASA
	

LU ^ji .LJl

C.F.0
	

:L,Jfl	i^JI j

The reason for the use of such foreign phrases and acronyms is

clear , unless it is only the displaying of the writer's own western

education or his fondness for the 'decorated' language.
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Model (2') is an article written by an Arab linguist on a specialized topic

related to the art of 'dialogue' and 'negotiation' , and this was

published by Al-Abram newspaper. The article, though genuinely

written in Arabic , by a lecturer at AL-Azhar University - Faculty of

Languages , it intordduces several English phrases and technical terms

related to the topic in question . Some of these phrases and terms are

given with their Arabic equivalents , others are not:

Zero Sum Gamr	 J2

Framing

Process Verbi	 Xj

ORWELLIAN LINGUISTICS
	

JJJ_,JT ii

Negative Utopia

IDecontextualization	 J JIJ cIL.1Jl U^Jt

Sociolinguistics	 &,AUl

Linguistic Manipulation (No Arabic equivalent given).

The abovementioned examples show the extent to which foreign phrases

and terms may be used by Arab writers and scholars when they write

for the press . The writer may be excused here, first , because of the
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specialized nature of the topic he is dealing with , and secondly

because his article is addressed to a certain category of readership.

However there is no apparent reason and there can be no e ecuse for

giving the technical terms 'Linguistic Manipulation in English without

giving its Arabic equivalent in contrast with what he did with the other

phrases and terms . he could have endeavoured to give it an Arabic

equivalent such as : J..	or

Well-known Egyptian writers, commentators and columnists are also

fond, either consciously or otherwise , of using foreign words and

expressions , be they Arabized or transliterated, and this became a

dominant feature of the writings of some of them such as Yousuf

Idris, Anis Mansour, Ibrahim Nafei and Salah Muntaser who are -good

examples . Other writers and specialized commentators are going the

same way , including those who are not journalists but they only write

on some occasions and on specialized topics.

Following are some examples taken from a single Egyptian newspaper,

Al-Ahram, which has been known for this type of writing.
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'I	
*

"	r '

I

A1-Ahram: 4/2/199Q

Model_(3)

LU . ,I UtI I1 J
Lj;I LUJI 4U	cd
stLU t4.IL	J$3 .t4	IjjiI

rs j	 iU 4.i
LU ,I cIJ)iIJ e.IIl ( 1,L

	

Li I4J$3	LU	1JI
	jJ	iti ttin

LiP . 4a1 La JI

*1 j4 LaS kb.. L& daLal L3 JI

J13 CIjJI (JMâJ J LaAa.j

IJ3IJ WI aAI	L3 IA .

	,'j	eJIi

ijI j,J$ IA ) LU ai k( PuP

UI	Ojal LU Ja*3iuI taaIj J.&aJI

CU ô'4,	p.11.1,, •

* LU	 L& •'— i
t4Lj Z....	d4iâ JEAIf

• QI ()a 1J,,aAa3

• L* L&L iIiIj

	

j	 J iI

4	jaii ull L& )
I ,4I XLJJ jpJI jLa

J3&.Ji3.	a4JI&4Ij&riI
.ç ,,iI4P	I* i jpM .jSh J&

k'+'	 tJpU

a*iI ILM ) 41a	øjj& e
J	4i	14J	LM&I JI'

3'	0	k11
i Jauij	iuiIái LaøU .h.&a.JL.i

I 4.0 L4A fl LaIj a ,sYP

I MJ$ C juajI J5j .a ,a.&JI

	

J	 '-a' jlaij
4à1 J3L3 CJ&M41i 3liMJI

ljj.&adJI ii. .--"I .1 Lu.&I

_____	 4'	 . .	-- .-. S

_______________________ 
iU JJL	,.iJIj

___	
ç3IJ*fl ,)1J	1

•	F • ,	 :.-:	 ' LcNrj ;,u ZJLi ;L3J$ J	.
'S

____	
uk	'U d, L&a &1I &4M

•	
.	 U' J.Pol.

)h1 Lhi L43

	

____	 - - z-	

) OI3 L

	

___	

p	
"i'Y '	 j 4•jJj

•	 -	 .
iL.

___	___	
•	 ..	

I+w	 J ' 1 A) IJUI
—a	 _&J.	JM L3A'.t.jI ;

__

_______________________
CiiuI3 .k,*WLa 3J31JI CI4aI3 J3k L_ãj tjp

'e'' s,L&Jl	(k*& .•iI
• J	I	JS IY.L	I c&	 ; •	 - )	

S

	

___	 u13'1 J U	ea	LIsLj	4i.
• JjiI JLa1 )a	Ij Jaa	Ita ,I	

':-: JL LS	,

-	j1	 iJ*I. J jiI I*	 ,,
UL&*IaLLiI •

	

J .aj.aiIJ çLI	IiP ..

	

1a F1 kYI	U OJL1II3JI J& J1J	,4altkJJL&hYI

) 
LtI	 I&j. •1jJ1 Jja

__	 '	&	3' 1 '3'e 1 •3-'	IJIà-a3 I'4J&b1

	

___	 J	 Jji1 iIU&.	..)3iI	• iàiI j, ii	1i.i

________	 U' 1'J3	i: 3J ?';:

4	-	jI3JiI	a$'	p	___	I••--

ti! L3JI LI,,AJ t.ij .. . • (4â LtL&'j ,3i$P ,i4tai$. J.&I .L

1l4 :uS aiI L&UI &j)ILa3

______	' "'	A1-Ahram:26/II/I99O	''	I4.j Clj .)W:L

	

JjSj.ui	i•1	.

flodel (4')	 .	 .ci! 5,51i1

gLW - ___________

	

:	 .
J*Vt LaI	 -

JI.ta

Lj.&I L1.IJI $ LIj

-ii.	S	 • ____ A	 ________
41,a.L11	iJaemI	à,II ,JI

,I	aJl :J4LaUI
4t	è3i 3J ci,U

J	jh. J.UI aa c jL$ I
-	S S	 •	•	-'-	•

----

i	
M31 a	

55

&a!	
,, ê&ui&1	%.al.a

J$ 4.1	 t4JI 4 J I3 Otu3

1 L&'u a 3 I

JAJi$ I	• ,ja'J

—	 a —
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Model. (5)

-	 i.4 .,

'
-' k	4i $U.1J	43.iLs Li 4)

&jJ.&I a Jab.JI I	øL.$ jI:Abue
Lu	L JIW$ LAM,, aWI Jil IU& j	ii

•0

jAaiF ,	 ....	Ii.Ltj (#
-;	JI3	jjI	$ .$.LICe

u11u•

•	iI mJ ii,, J3.Y$ L*,j a Ja4i

4) e*I.JI j iI * Jt	tuu) I3
Z1a i&

	

	 UYia tm Y J13 &&a&* )Jj31ia
J3 4i aljI eI.MJ iJJ1i1 IJI4$

•	•. :.	•!	.	dlLi3 k?.!	c'
Jg øIj ..VI La,paj - L&*a ji kaJIjJI Lat	jfl$ j$&U
3a3&IA$ 3	 -	J$

;ii uuIj..Ll Ua 4 p	 LaLiIj &ujjji$ Jj.iI

g4	 uIjjSiIj aj 4iI %4& J Jj

b" r1 ) .ik	 i JLI cIJI 4)

J&4u&t	J$4) IjJ .&j& JI çj4a I*j Gene Mutatlon,

JI_JI I	 ji	4) J1 .

ubYI	3S ) 4.i MLI j. L	ji %.&1k&il

t Jj1 ,1 iLajlj iI,$I 3.. I*tII,	La.L

4,$	Lm A	 4)

4) t	 j$jJI .'. JJ3 ..t-'-- J.J$ t

4 Jajt IjL , aI &a	Jj31 j JI I* ill ,I4a 4 JJJI
JM JJ dU. 4JJA3 4J3 t*aj tiL&j t.ø âJJ	a 4I YLi

&&3. LJJ C"	%j	4) ti1 (çJ uiI . *j tL 4)L

.	 JIiLL

A1-Ahram: 28/8/1989

Model (6)

:	.	.	5! 1.fl.RL

:....Mi:ç'	j*	I
Fb•

i$iM	••
4:

• •'"'°'- .	a	 :
,,'.',,

:?	 •	•
' '" -	•	' ±:

•	 i uMis,,A i1
•	JL,LIu2j	?s ;4Z.t__UII..
J&	IJ& '' '!	hIIf:.

•	 c' ri
:	,I1Lt &JS1I ..i1 I JI iait W.i '	:
: j 1iI _ 1.;kifl j .Q4iI .A.2 4i3	'Ji
:'	 3'--:

jâ? Y.II i.iL.Ij
:	u'i	' el& a CkMil J

êfl'J.' . a
" •:I:

Jil• #11I &iIj LU

A1-Ahram: 2/3/199&
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	and my girl
* .4A I..J4T

1 J! J ;JL	,I
1s JJ	4)&.LaJt

U	M&J	:,& JLiI
;:r	-s
',, I_i&	3	..lj31I
LIII	U*j. ).4l

• ;.tiu 5:1L,,

p . 4.&I aI	 *J

3i5 ) I	LJ J.

IàI,i

- CaA

)J$J$ ;I.IMI	J

3sds b.II1 C )

I3ILaL3	ç1L

,' J	I ljS	s$

4'3	).. hA

bj	J8&a jh.JJl

J
iL. 11$3 . J .	aj.aJI,,
a$	 L SJaJI

de1(7.)
	

Jjodel (8)
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aLJl $	 iI&&jhj
jr5 ;its. )

1j4I	J .d

	

$A.	a

J.	i,'. •
•. ;wis iLa	CMMLJI

JaJj U &laLa	il J
I t	 i.&aW

-:	4aiI!

CApJI
• Z3I It	jjLa
,iik—tjl.	aJl jJl

I	mya	..1. Jia)
Jsa,1U ii3 #'! •(I.W

i • 41LIA ($J4L.3 $AeJjJLl

I*:ihII e;Ila Ja• Ija.l3

J I	IJ , iI8JSãJh!M3. ,l.

J I j4iI ;j 4 CLJJ
•	 JI4J$

• 4a.II eII&Jl,. LjllI Lj

	

. Cb1+ IM&la	Jl

cl ja	a iLâ

!	 •(P,l
I	(1Ii3IèA	l3JI

Jj	Ij •	1: i
LI&JI jilj	jaiI
I&i LJ 4.d,, J J iâaJl
___	J

I	s1.11j -,&iI

!	e'.••

•	 __

.5.

AWI
::l

Qia

j.(1U diaL

I) .-	3yjtmJIj. sjfl

	

I 4)Llhl.fl LDU	U.'
&.t;hi44I

U4AJ$	 c:#"
+U eJi'3-

•m	iaj34L
i •J,W.ji 5Ll.i&a.aj'fLYl

.PuI:W1	.LiLII

.bU*Ja

J
wayV

.)

.;u. .4u?i
u'	I4L-3Li

JI	1Ij,i!,
iU3ruJI Sl

A1-Ahram: 24/2/1990

ftd-&hram: 15/11/1990 l	gujaI

•	LLl3 ZjJ

,
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Model(9)

•	___

History of mentalities
•..j .•' i	

•	!
.4t. ijè	 mentalltes collectives : • L.4iai$ .iibJI

)	I*	h	Psytho history .	&n	•	u
)LL1JI	1I	. Lji	 J çJ1 J

)a	Adt $ )Sè) : 4eLa ei*Jt IM	 •	J3	 JiM jAil

$ La j L. JLI1$	*j	taLidi 4.4utJl Lià4 , *j . iAMWI 431	mYl,

• i4	•	L5. tA).&a&Le 41	ji aI&3U . 4ja 4Jj e JIJ$J .&*tMt

—	Li&1& - t*1) tAjj.a.i iJIZ. JjlAI	. L1a ( iA) 4sA StrUctures
JJJJ & j Aji 4&a.&Ll.	••(!

•	+a*LAaj	 ,)	' ti	—

tJjLji JLtAI 2 I% ij1

	

ja'J$ .LLJ1 £! .--'l )j	&l &1iI ji sa.J$	eM

L JSMaJl jla , Lllj	&1tIfl,, L&LaiI Cal)IJLftJ	"• ill âa j lI c(itaa

-.	. ; s ai	L*jLl,j isJI l

A1-Ahrarn: 30/11/1990

Model ( IO)

(VA.. A)
Conant,, James Bryant

L&ah Jj3 Lè4	 fij .	M ) 3.Ll .daJI 4I

JJ. ZJiJYJ rr&	daiIiaLaJt	J&.3tfâfJ*Jl JJijt*

di3 jS. i, t* 431 4 ILj. JjI iLtait	-'•.	 '	J',
41L J1M I4ji I	I	JYI	1i M . 4&ij d*Jl J 4l %il :•	LiW

	

jèUiI Z ja'I$ ij4l. (	ta ) uia iiI& ) I*il:	a. ij Ll	3Jf Ij LiLaa.Hj LaIjjI

• jLLfl	&1a1 Ji	fLi*1 ,'? ill aM )j . (aT') : jaII iiijJ&I iJJA . (

Y3fl )•	La	M1I,g	j a1iJi	.d$ *tj. L&ati

p.&sJl	)	 Jj.	jàJ$ Wi$ idmi4tl:	43	 •
AJ 14L iM33 4)uj*3U 4I jJja 431 taU jj Lj. L. 3LII J$JAP JL	41 ;;j

i$	LI	. Ji	t	$ijJI i&J ja	L	L	JLaJI UjJJ. ALJ

	

4 ALat iij 4d$ j i 4J JI iJJ34I •	•	,&	IjU

CiJ	J.	&i CjiI	aijJl jA)3iI	m	 .ataS	 j. ZjiII

•	 ,a3• t*i3i $	431 %1j 4A CalI iIja )	e''	ji3.4

•	eV	(I) Jfl &til ,43I	t P	 s'	$iI3

A1-Ahrarn: 39/11/1990
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jode1(II)

LJ,rdI

ilhIl!!IUIIlIIIIUIIWlItfli

LdJI ')

uIuIIuJIIIuIIIlIIuIuIIuIIuIIuIIliflhIIIIII 
I

.-J—u
3J ,LdL I--- JkJI I t

. pèj JII aLJI j&fl J ' •	Is...

"! ',$4J$ *i.m Lê . ijAa	ei
J Jj . 413 • ,flI	')' ei' 'i
ciLil&j $4I3 .4L I JjJI

$LJ ..JI

ijUL$ 4U JII

''&$	.

.I.i.3_1I •J	£fl

"t3311	.I L..

ji
Ij4I

.	_j -
jfliI	: -

$I.1 çaI s4.i&.s.) % fIM$

Jj$..3 1iiJlj L/ita

'4

Nodel(12)

J-? •CL•

$jt

J.L3.L i j JI	 ).4I c.	ci : -
____ LLI& JjI ,A3	I 3i3Jlj -

Jjà 3* Ii	..M14.aJI iIiauJj t*j!J&3

	

ia&ia .IA J	4j*3 4	I)2&IMiI iiUlJJI LU )

c	 ei' $ ) (AB8TRAC) '--

4&W il4Jlj	&J$j I jJjJI3 *J J • 4.$13 WI

.n3 0alIjLIjJ3)tI	.!fl' 31J • LIhllhØJIj * IJ:,II3 l.Ij
jflj	 J31Jj

I*3 jaj II3	ti	41& .daaI
_JJ J J	 j$	JjJ ),, 00

141 II3
	a1.1I .&ilaJ$3 qJ..iI Zi	$JI$ .JI I* (;,t 00.

• £Ma451 i4jJj sLijI&Ji iMjIJ$ IMI jM.J&4JI . *a41

	

• — - c	.'' ii'	3jfl3	hI AsJJI
LM.4I .3 ill	 JI	,aJ$.)	I

0;L1!:

t1—Ahrarn: 17/7/1988.	 Al—Abram: 13/6/1990

Model(13)	 Model(14)

.	•:'

._3 11	IJ ti

I;Ii!	•rji

-
C..Wm(	LL4$ sI,1 JI	Jj.l$ 4&U

ZJ$

	

	 ,,1fl	la.aJIj 1LLI$

I3J$3 iIII E:UJI J& .Ij 13 (J1
YBL	iu	%*j3$3 %4 , 31s.i >a s&tLàj $.AiI

uo	 L JI	I	 J.ol$ %.3a3

3 IJ3 4i$3 &h3	jiIj ,3 333
d3*j331hJUj,

j1I	ch1$	I&a t i JI %M .;..i.' $j . 3W

ii' jtLI
.&Mis1 ,, $31L	&..e 4.i..I tLM J$ JJ .P

•, jI& $i, 4a e3	$I31 ) L JI
I.L3I3	33J3 $j$3,	JI .A..Ij

3&L$ CJI	a tL 1M JI Jj JI A.1U .øja30

II Jh \LM J ç$	Uji$ ,øj 3 % j I £13

çA	JIJ$ JI	La$ CJj iwI	iI

I	 ..u$JI3 L.J.LI	J j

Al—Abram: 4/11/1990

jIjA#1	 J41

Jâ.I 1* tL p Lh 4ii j00
%. ta	MucuIar Dytrop

&IJja	 A.ls$ iI,1 L	JL3

;,I IhVt Aj1j . )MJIJI	41	 L$j

I phIi ;s. ua iu t

(* jà, LI ,M&Ij JèAJI	1I	a

•	
e	 '	-"

ci,pYI 3$	.a.a,I .	i.aJI %jJ$ s,bau3

JL =-• .•.•.•a•.$ J $	, 	1JI s.jJ$ 31

U	j3.,jI aI e3'
	" J' t

• i.l,JI,

•	3'	•	 .,	 00

Al —Abram: 15/11/1989
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Model (3) is an extract from an article written by the prominent Arab

(Egyptian) writer, Yousuf Idns . In this extract, eight foreign terms

are used one of which is an acronym given in the English form

(CNN), the others are Arabized terms some of them have been

subjected to the Arabic word pattern:

(Its technique) ; the term is subjected to the

Arabic word pattern by adding the third person

feminine pronoun (-ha)

L) : (Automaton) - US English for Robot

(Robot)

,I .,l .	: (CNN) ; the acronym is mentioned twice, once

in English and the other in Arabic

(transliteration).

(Photocopy)

(Biologically); this term also is 'moulded'

according to the Arabic word pattern by

adding the adverbial marker (-ivyan).

_____ (Tragedy) : Arabized term

(Comedy) : Arabized term
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The last two words have been absorbed in Arabic and have come to be

quite familiar to the Arab reader.

Model (4 which is an extract from a column written by Salah Muntaser

included one transliterated word:

(Desk) ; referring to the news desk.

Model (5) is a specialized article on addiction . It displays two foreign

technical terms with their Arabic explanation and not their Arabic

equivalents:

Child Abuse	: (it.lI e J.LzJI jI JLI . U)

Gene Mutation	: (	U ;Ll L4l ) ZJI, 1.i)

(translation of the term 'rn'tatiLo ..

(mistakes) is inaccurate as it should be :

(changes)

Modelf is a political commentary . It shows one transliterated term:

_____ (Transfer) which was frequently used in connection with the

Flasha transfer issue ; now , it is almost non-existent.

Models (7) and (8) are extracts from two columns written by two Arab

(Egyptian) writers . These also show a number of English Arabized and

transliterated phrases , compounds and terms . In the former we have:
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Me and my girl	i1 English + Arabic

N!jijI	
r-'	

(Phantom of the Opera) Arabic + English

The writer here seems to be inconsistent in using such foreign

ph'rases. Though the two phrases are names of English plays , the

writer gives one of them in two different forms, one in English and the

other in Arabic transliteration, however , both with the Arabic

equivalents.

In the second model , also a mix of transliterated, English and Arabized

forms are used:

(Transfer)

"Russophobia" : (J	Jl)

-	: (Psycho-political)

Also , the writer heiis inconsistent in using such foreign forms.

Models (9 and (lO are two examples of a type of journalistic writing

called 'Corner' or 'Box' This type of writing usually deals with

particular topics of interest to certain readers . The first of these

examples, dealing with the History of mentalities , exhibits four

foreign terms, three in English and one in French with their Arabic

equivalents
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History of mentalities	LLLit L7 ; this term comes in the headline in

bold type , even bolder than that used in the Arabic equivalent.

Mentalites collectives (French) Z L4I L1..1JI

Psycho-history	JI LxJI

Structures	I) JUL^

The influence here is confmed to the journalistic model or mould and

not style. The only justification here may be that the box is meant to be

a dictionary of terms of an encyclopedia . The other model which

introduces the auto-biography of an American education modernist

and philosophr, displays the name of that thinker right in the headline

in bold type bigger than that of the Arabic equivalent:

Conant. James Bryant

Models (1 i s) . (12'). (13') and (14') are all scientific news items.

Because such items deal with scientific discoveries and technology

development in various fields , they usually abound with complete

foreign and Arabized technical phrases , terms and acronyms . In the

aforementioned examples we fmd:

: (Speak Easy) ; a name of a new telephone

device transliterated into Arabic with no

English equivalent mentioned - Model (11).
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ESTA : (Egyptian Science and Teology Abstract) ; an

acronym for a scientific magazine mentioned in

its English form with its Arabic equivalent

1JtI j1j JI, JI	2i'. - (Model 12')

Abstract	 ; English term with Arabic equivalent -

Model (i2

MEALYBUG	:	a name of an insect given in English

with its Arabic transliteration - Model (13')

Muscular Dystrophy : (.aJI	; name of a disease introduced

with its Arabic equivalent - Model (14')

Dvstrophin	:	; a name of a biological substance

given in English with its Arabized equivalent.

Such news items (scientific) may be considered a good example of the

influence of foreign languages - Arabic tranlaflon on press writings in

general as they are mostly translated from Science and Tec}io1ogy

magazines , journals and news letters issued by competent

organizations, mainly in English and French.
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2 - Social . Sports and Artistic News :

The types of press writings which mostly reflect the influence of

English-Arabic translation on Egyptian journalistic materials are social,

sports and artistic news items.

Though there is no such rule which governs the editing of these types

in the sense that two social items , for instance , published on the same

page of a given paper may differ in their syntactic structure, it is likely

that the emphasis or the focus which the writer wants to place on a

certain item of a sentence has something to do with the syntactic

structure of that sentence, but this is not always the case.

The analysis of the samples taken from social, sports and artistic news

pages of the three main Egyptian dailies made it quite obvious that such

press items follow to - a great extent - their English / American

counterparts even if they are not translated from English . The frequent

use of nominal , adverbial and prepositional sentences is a common

feature which characterizes these types of genuine Arabic press

writings , even in cases where normal verbal sentences can be used

without altering the meaning or weakening the emphasis which the

writer wants, sometimes , to place on that specific item of the sentence

- if any at all.

In items translated, mainly from English, the matter becomes more

clear as the translator mostly follows the English / American press

model, either intentionally or unconsciously because of his / her lack of

the sense of Arabic grammar. Asked about the reason for that, several
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colleague journalistic translators said: "We do not have time to think of

grammars, the desk clock is striking over our heads as a hammer

meaning is more important than grammar".

Here are just few examples taken from the social , sports and artistic

pages of the Egyptian newspapers juxtaposed against some political

news items to show the syntactic difference between them.
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As previously mentioned in this work (Ill-Six-i), social, cultural,

artistic and sports news items are the most indicative examples of the

foriegn influence on MSA, especially in terms of sentence structure.

The most outstanding feature of such items is the frequent use of

nominal and adverbial structures in the opening sentences of almost all

paragraphs . The above referenced examples quoted from the Egyptian

press can serve in elaborating this point here . However, a few more

examples have been given in this context for the sake of making a direct

juxtaposion against other types of press materials which are less

influenced by foreign languages structures.

Model (15') comprises three different news items , , and L . The

first, a cultural item begins with a prepositional phrase followed by the

main verb:

(InlO89pages,Al-Ahram

Centre issued... )

The second , a social item , begins with a nominal phrase followed by

the main verb:

I.JI	1Ej : (A new habit has been followed

by lovers of plants...)

The third example is a social news item ; it also begins with a nominal

phrase postinodifled by a nominal phrase, then comes the main verb:
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-I	JJUJJSL . JUj3N SJl
	

(Dr. Donald Mcdonald, the new

!1, UL4IN ... z^jt z4,JJ
	

rector of the American

University .. issued a decree)

Model (16') is a socio-cultural news item dealing with a study conducted

on the Egyptian folklore and its impact on development . This item was

published by the weekly October . The item begins with a prepositional

phrase followed by a conjunctional nominal structure , then comes the

main verb:

ks I	3j aJ I jJ I
	

(On folklore and its role in

...	development ... , a study was

conducted .... )

Models (17') . (18') . and (19') , are three examples which include eight

cultural, artistic and social news items none of which begins with the

ordinary V-S-O Arabic sentence pattern:

...	IItLzc..0	ictii
-....

(The plastic values of Ancient

Egyptian writings ... were the

topic of a Ph. D. thesis ... )

Model (17-A').

..	14L : (At Wanly Brothers' Hall

Hussein Mahran opened..)

Model (17 - B).
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jri11 is4 Z-I Ztt : (The cinema producer Nagwa

Al-Mougi asked for a meeting

with....)

Model (17 - CL

•$.zI" L&Jt r1	^'.iJI : (Dr. Hassan Ragab , Papyrus

scholar, invented ... )

Model(18-A

5	Uj0	
: (A new experiment was carried

out by the centre of ..) Model

(18 - B

.4r•• )JI	LLJ ;.,. ;5.i : (A new idea for Christmas

presents has spread ... )

Model (18 -

•	 ... ;Wl ZI : (Cairo University has decided to

establish ... ) Model (18 - D

(JJJ)IJ	N.i	
JJI p.T : (At the end of this month, Ezzat

Al-Alayli will start...)

Model (19'

Models (2O and (2j are both sports news items, the former taken from

Al-Ahram daily , and the latter from Al-Mesaa evening newspaper. The

two items beg:n, in their first paragraphs , with prepositional phrases

followed by the main verbs:
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JIt "j,r ... ;l	Z..L ,U ) : (Within the context of the policy

of the council of ... the council

has decided to ...) Model (20')

IL. Lii.,. 1if i.^ jatI	i, ) : (In the (US) State of New York,

a match is being played ...)

Model (21')

What is worth noting about all these examples is that the main verb

which represents the social , cultural , artistic or sports event, comes

oftenly in a postposition in relation to other items in the sentence which

is a basic characteristic of English structures.

Compared with social , sports , cultural and artistic news items,

political ones do not reflect that syntactic feature i.e. the S-V-O word-

order . On the contrary , they follow the normal Arabic sentence

structure i.e. the V-S-O order . The verb mostly , if not all the time,

comes at the beginning of the sentence . The reason is that the verb

conveys the event or the happening which is the main element in the

news story and , therefore, answers one of the main questions, namely

the 'What' question (Al-Hamamsi, 1963 : 44).

Following are some examples taken from the Egyptian three dailies

A1-Ahram , A1-Akhbar and Al-Gomhouria:
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Model (22 , includes four samples of political news items : A, B , C

and j. Some of these items are entirely Arab news i.e dealing with

Arab affairs , thefore , they are written originally in Arabic . Others

are international news material i.e either translated from newspapers

and news agencies , or sent by the newspapers' correspondents abroad

as press dispatches , hence, they (news items) have foreign sources

In these examples we find the following Arabic V-S-O structures:

'! JL	5JLJ1 4,Jl UN : (US President George Bush sent

messages to .. ) Model (22 -

This strucure comes in the first

sentence of the opening

paragraph. Other paragraphs

begin with similar 5tructures

e.g.

4J JJ QJJH ç iJ ", ,iI" : (President Bush came to the

understanding that ...)

;WI i)I	: (The delegation leaves Cairo ...)

Example (B') of the same model exhibits the following verbal structures:

(J^I tU.JI ,,aj	k,L,	: (US Secretary of Defence

Richard Cheney, warned against)

"Juj : (Cheney said that the Soviet

Union...)
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WiI ,j, "Juj : (US Defence Secretary said that)

Examples (Al and	are press d .spatches sent by the newspaper's

correspondent.

Example (C) is a one-paragraph news item dealing with Arab political

affairs . It is also a one-sentence paragraph beginning with the

following verbal structure:

LI.o 'La.i ...	. M JJI u,,,T. : (President Hosny Mubarak made

a telephone contact...)

Example (D) is an Arab affairs political item translated from Reuters

news agency . It has the following Arabic verbal structure at the

beginning:

,IIjI ZLI	tJl
	

(Foreign ministers of ... met in

....	the Moroccan capital Rabat..)

Model (23 - A') an international news item translated from world news

agencies . It displays the following verbal structures at the beginning

of the paragraphs:

Ljjjl Jl	JJ
	(Leaders of the (12) European

... YJt Community Common Market

decided .... )
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J	ZjjI ZU	F' : The European Community

expresd (its) support for ...)

)J... -	ZJI JiIJ : (The Summit approved the

convocation of a government

conference ...)

PII r-k	 •j J5	: (All these agreements took place

in spite of the objection of...)

Example (B'i , also an international news item translated from world

news agencies , comprises four paragraphs all of which begin with

verbal sentences:

1JUI &4zI .. JL JI.	JJJF : (Justav Hossak .. announced his

intention to resign..)

•	
NU : 

(Hossak is considered the last

one remaining from ...)

UJtS'	,iJ' : (Maryan Kalva, Prime Minister,

announced that...)

JatI pz1l Z$,7 r	JAU	: (Vaclav Havel, leader of the Civil

Forum Movement said that ...)

Model (24) , taken from A1-Gomhpuria newspaper includes five news
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items dealing with Arab and international affairs : , , , ] and

They present the following Arabic verbal structures at the beginning of

their paragraphs:

Example (A)

ZJI i4 .IkjU
	

(Saudi Airlines uncovered a

....jII
	

blackmailing attempt...)

,1 Z^J.QL	 : (A company source said that ...)

ILJJ^tJI U a IN : (Suspicion has been confmed to)

Example (B)

jj	LvJJI

	
(US President George Bush and

British Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher discussed ...)

... L441 J	 uJ u?,ju	(Bush expounded to Mrs Thatcher

during their meeting...)

Example (C):

J UaJI tLI ...	 : (An Emergency meeting of

will be held in Tunis ...)
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Example (I)'):

J'i	: (Israeli occupation forces have

	

ii.	taken strict military measures ..)

	

tLI o\ J	"I" : (51 Palestinians were injured

yesterday ...)

Example (F):

4iL CtUI ) AiI	 L: (Death toll resulting from

violence in Indian elections

amounted to ...)

The previous models , taken from the three main Egyptian dailies

namely : Al-Ahram, Al-Akhbar and Al-Gomhouria which represent the

three types of newspapers ('quality', 'popular' and 'moderate'

respectively) show clearly that political items , either local or

international, are the least affected by translations from foreign

languages, especially in terms of sentence strucure . Foreign influence

may be observed in other aspects e.g loan words , acronyms,

transliterated and Arabized terms (Ill - Five - 5) , but in sentence

structure , political items oftenly follow the V-S-O word order

However, some exceptions may be encountered particularly in weeklies

and periodicals.

Models (25) and (26) are two columns of news items published by the
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weekly (magazine) October on the same page of a single issue . Items

in both columns do not follow the same word-order even those political

ones . Verbal structures are mostly used , whereas nominal sentences

are also there even in the political material.

In model (25) Example (A) which is a two-paragraph political news

item, we notice the verbal sentences at the beginning of both

paragraphs:

J ..	Z(,L	I	(The Revolutionary Council of

FATAH Movement ... decided to

form a committee....)

J JU ..L JdI ,i ^i NJJU : ('Octobe? learnt that the Council

had discussed ... )

Example (B):

_ J iJ	 : (US inteffigence sources said

that...)

Model (26) includes two news items	and	and both are almost

political ones (the former is polit-journalistic) . The two examples

follow two different sentence struct&rec.

Example (A) begins with a nominal phrase followed by the verb:
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UN 
tJt	 i
	

(The Advisoiy Council Bureau

Authority decided , under the

chairmanship of ..., to ...)

Example (B') which is a purely political news item 'exceptionally'

begins with an adverbial (time) preceded by a preposition and followed

by a verbal phrase, then comes the main verb:

ZJ I ,1, LJ	•••

....

(At the time in which the

Arbitration Authority is putting

its final touches ..., an increasing

feeling dominates the Israeli

political circles ...)

In the second paragraph of the same item, the writer shifts to the Arabic

normal word-order and begins with a verbal structure:

.	 Zi	 .ii
	

(Ha'artis newspaper reported on

	

IuJJtI
	

its front page that ...)

From the juxtaposition made by these two pairs of news items , we

realize that there is no rigid rule for writing news material . Though

the general tendency is to follow the V-S-O word-order in editing

political news items , exceptions could be there , especially in weeklies

and periodicals . This may be attributed to the difference in 'time

element'. In a daily newspaper, the focus is usually on the 'action' or

the 'event' , then it goes to the 'doer' or the subject, after that to other

elements . This is most clear in news items related to arrivals and
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departures of significant personalities and political figures , the

meetings of such figures , the signing of important agreements

catastrophes, break of wars and launcing of space-ships, etc, e.g:

&° •••	•••	 : (President ... arrived in

this morning ...)

pJ,	... i,i,JI	
UUI : 

(Premier	... left ... this

afternoon...)

L LL..I ...	j, N	
: (Foreign ministers of ... met

tonight ...)

2	 ...., ...	 J	: (....and ... today signed an

Li'I	.ziJ	agreement for economic

cooperation ...)

Z..	JIiJ \.	: (A violent earthquake hit the city

of ... at dawn today ...)

j JI.J	: (Fierce fighting broke out on the

borders between...)

•	Z,$J..	LI	(The Soviet Union launched the

Space-ship ... )
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3 - 'Captions' and 'Caricatures:

In journalism, a 'caption' means "those words printed with a

photograph or illustration" (OAID, 1982 : 125) . A 'Caricature' is : "a

picture of somebody or something , imitation of a person's voice,

behaviour , etc, stressing certain features to amuse or redicule , or the

art of doing this" (Op. Cit: 127).

'Captions' and 'caricatures' are two essential journalistic devices for

any press publication. If a journalistic photograph helps to make a

news coverage alive and factual , a caricature , as well , helps to

emphasize an idea or a message, being political , social, economic

etc. Due to their significance in the business of journalism, several

studies and dissertations have been recently made on each of them in its

own right and , therefore, they have come to be two disciplines taught

at faculties and schools of journalism.

These two journalistic devices though mainly worked out in Arabic in

the Egyptian Arabic press, they are not far from foreign influences . It

is true that Egyptian newspapers and magazines sometimes quote

(translated ) captions and caricatures from foreign newspapers and

magazines in which certain linguistic features of their original

languages are reflected. However, some of those captions and

caricature-commentaries genuinely written in Arabic show some of

these foreign features in terms of vocabulary and syntax.

Photo captions, sometimes , convey full foreign words and / or

complete sentences in foreign languages with or without their Arabic

equivalents.
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Model (2:7)
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Model (29)

-	! lIj'	&J1 ji 4$r	 j;	-
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A 1 —Mesaa . 27/10/1990
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Model (31)
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Model (3a)

I !!	ti&MiI UW1 .) 4.hJ

IJIJf.I4*I.0	AiIj
4)t.iJ$ 3I&

Cia &U	e	11d

• Ci3*C I C8J13
II1I	jim

5H
• y:f •. j* LiI AiI

uJ41	dJI
•	HOT DOGS

&IL3*3 i
.iI J en" iii . .aJ$	Cia

'3' ;JIA&II '-1 Ci'

A1-Ahram: 14/6/1990.
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Model (27 , which is a political analysis , shows two portraits , one of

Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, the British former Prime Minister, and the

other of her husband, Mr. Thatcher. The caption published beneath the

two portraits is fully in English , with no Arabic (translation)

equivalent:

Maggie : An Intimate Portrait of a Woman in Power

by Chris Ogden

Such a caption could have been translated into Arabic and published

with or without the English version, as the journalistic material in

question is addressed to an Arab readership , e.g:

ut;T;:	L

j1

Model (28) is a photo of a military craft . The caption published with

the photo is in Arabic , but the type of the craft is acronymed in

English.

1z.JI jz j. ,,s1 ;,. j t4,JL	 'NH 90'	;)U2i1

(The craft NH 90 is hardly spotted out by radar and it has greater

capability to transport equipment)

The craft model could have been 'transliterated' into Arabic, e.g:

- . ., as usually happens in such cases.
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Model (29) includes a press photo published by the British newspaper

Today and was re-published by the Egyptian weekly magazine

Al-Mosawwar. The photo, as it appears, carries its English caption and

an Arabic equivalent on top:

Would Britain Be Better off with A Hung Parliament?

i ,LL,JI	 J,. ;•'t J.

A commentary is given (in Arabic) beneath the photo explaining how

the publication of such an 'edited' and fabricated photo increased the

distribution of the newspaper by 21 % . What is worth mentioning here

is that the English caption is more indicative and expressive of the

content of the photograph than the Arabic one and that the Arabic

caption comes short of conveying the meaning of the photo . This is

simply because the Arabic version is not an exact translation of the

English one, however, the commentary given help2s in elaborating such

a meaning.

Model (3O includes a photograph distributed by Reuters and published

by the Egyptian evening newspaper A1-Mesaa.

The caption published with the photo , though completely in Arabic,

shows the foreign influence in terms of sentence structure as it begins

with the S-V-O word-order , being a direct translation from English:
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;Lt..	 r)l

(US President George Bush meets with some US marines ...)

This feature , is not confined to 'translated' captions, but it oftenly

occurs in captions originally written in Arabic.

Model (31) includes a photo of a number of US publications dealing

with 'Earth Reservation' . The caption published with the photograph,

though in Arabic, displays two main aspects of foreign influic.e,

namely the use of a transliterated term: Z^Jl) "LLU" : (US media),

and a full English compound (which is a name of a magazine) with no

Arabic equivalent: Climate Alert . This name could have been either

'transliterated' into Arabic as:

or translated as: LL.0 a,..

Model (32) is a photo of three Japanese youths rejoicnj over eating the

American 'Hot Dogs' meal . The photo has got a caption and a 'master-

caption' (a lengthy description of the meaning conveyed by the photo).

In the caption, on top of the photo, there is a literal translation of the

term 'Hot dogs' as : UI y^Jl which gives a different connotation

of the English version. The Arabic translation gives the impression that

the meal is composed of 'dogs meat' which is undesirable, even

disgusting for the Arab readei, especially one. who does not have an idea

about the 'Hot Dogs'

Fortunately , the journalistic translator and/or editor was aware of this
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fact and he/she gave an explanation of the nature of the American meal

in the master-caption.

What is said about photo-captions applies to caricature-commentaries in

most of the Egyptian newspapers and magazines but to various degrees.

A leading Egyptian daily , namely A1-Akhbar and its sister weekly

Akhbar El-Yom , for instance, have in their caricatures figures who

speak, alongside with Arabic, foreign languages, mainly English and

French. These caricatures have a wide readership not only in Egypt but

also in the whole Arab World for their social criticism and satire.

Several foreign, Arabized and translated words and phrases are being

used in these caricatures . Following are just a few examples
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I1-Akhbar:
7Th71991
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Model: (36)

I 4 1	I	 -

i: '"	:-

It__

A1-Akhbar: 17/6/1990
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Model• 
(37)
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Model (33) is a 'caricature' published by the French newspaper

Le Figaro and was republished by the Egyptian newspaper Al-Ahram

The caricature retains its original French commentary alongside with an

Arabic translation and explanation of its content:

Allez ! Bonne Anne . Hem ! Comme on Dit Par Politesse!

I IJ1; U^.. -	r	'-	1i

Thus , the caricature here seems to be 'bilingual', though it would have

been enough if the editor of the Egyptian newspaper had given the

Arabic translation and attributed the 'drawing' to the French newspaper

as it usually happens in such cases. The following model is an

example.

Model (34) is a caricature published by the British newspaper ,

Sunday Express, and was republished by the Egyptian daily

Al-Akhbar . The commentary here is an Arabic translation of the

English version:

(How would Saddam Hussein reply to the last chance of peace before

15 January?)

The only foreign word used in the caricature is 'Ping' which refers to

the sound of the bomb-like launching of the peace-dove . However, the

foreign thought and political concept of the caricature is there.
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Model (35) , also a caricature published by the British newspaper,

The Sunday Express , and was republished by Al-Akhbar daily with the

commentary translated into Arabic. There is also an Arabic explanatiàn

beneath which tells more about the connotation of the 'drawing'. In

both the caption and the explanation the foreign influence is shown by

using the following two metaphorical names for Mrs. Thatcher:

: (Iron lady) , in the commentary

"ZL3'iiI Jt..t7U : ( Thatcher - the steel), in the

explanation . Both terms are

direct translations from English.

Model (36 which is a cacature taken from Al-Akhbar daily newspaper

comes within the context of a series of caricature drawings which have

gained wide readership for their funny connotations.

The commentary of the caricature in question displays two foreign

words (one English , and the other French) transliterated into Arabic:

: (Mondial, French = World Cup).

: cream)

Model (37' is another example of the previous caricature series which,

though written in Arabic and addressed to an Arab readership , it

introduces two English terms transliterated into Arabic:
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(Propaganda)

(Formidable)

The last two examples show how those caricature commentaries which

are not translated from foreign newspapers and which do not deal with

foreign issues, also include foreign terms, even though they are

transliterated.
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4 - Advertisements

Scarcely can we find a press issuance, be it a newspaper or a magazine,

a daily , a weekly or even a periodical without an advertisement

publicizing a commodity or a service. Advertisements in the press, as

well as in other mass media such as radio , television, cinema , etc.

have their own varieties of the language which are characterized by

using eye-catching words and phrases, fascinating photos and/or

drawings, beside many other devices which can attract as many

customers as possible.

To achieve such an objective , Arabic newspapers and magazines in

general, and the Egyptian ones in particular, resort to the use of foreign

words and phrases. Moreover, full English texts are sometimes used

though the advertisement may be addressed to Arabic-speaking

readership.

It is difficult, sometimes, to tell why an advertisement published on an

Arabic newspaper for recruiting Arab engineers, physicians, translators

or even drivers and cooks should be in English? It may be because

knowing English or French or the foreign language in which the

advertisement is published is a prerequisite for the job; but the question

remains : 'Why Arabized and/or transliterated words should be used in

an Arabic advertisement addressed to Arab readers and customers, and

if the advertisement is for a commodity or a service, what is the

fun in using such foreign words and phrases except the tendency

towards westernization and the imitation of foreign advertisements

published on foreign newspapers and magazines which have become
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available to the Arab reader in general and the Egyptian one in

particular.

Examples of this in the Egyptian dailies and weeklies are very

numerous . These are some of them:
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.:H.EAb OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

•	 '_ --.. ..-..	 .

• Our client, the fastest growing major pharmaceutical company
In Europe and having associated companies In 50 countries
around the world, Is seeking to hire a Head of In formation

• Technology.

The Job..	 ••

• The Head of Information Technology position has been
• established to Introduce advanced.. technology in order . to
enable•• in formation about the company and its environment to
be gathered, analysed and presented for use in operations
according to business needs. Your brief wIiI develop an overall

• plan for th Introduction of information Technology integrated
across .lhe Production, Engineering, Commercial, Personnel

• and FInancial functions. Also, you will. be . respoisible for Its.
implementation procedures

•	...	.	
.•	••

The candidate

The successful candidate should beaged between 35-45.
years and have a top . professional background In
Manufacturing & Production In formation Control System. He
should have acquired a substantial experience In Strategic
Systems Planning based on business objectives and possess
forceful projects management skills to. implement the plans.
High. ability to build and lead a team successfully Is required.
Excellent English communication skills are essential.

The benefits include a remuneration package around L.E.
50000, a full expensed prestige company car, full medical
coverage and other standard benefits.

If this challenging opportunity interests you and you meet the
above profile, please forward your c. V. with a recent photo
within one week to the following address:

HAZEM HASSAN MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

	

j],-4hram:	Executive Selection & Search

	

JII/I9O	74 MohI-Eldin Abut Ezz Street
Moharidessin Cairo - Egypt
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Model

Arab Republic Of Egypt
Ministry of public works & water Resources

The E	n pu & Authority For Drainage Projects

5A El Goheiny St. Dokki-Giza

International Tender No. 13/1990
Opening Date 21/2/1991

Loan No. 2562 EGT
The Authority declares between the

International specialised companies
from member countries of the World
Bank. Switzerland and Taiwan-for Ex-
ecution of tile drainage In No. 7 Main
(1) and-Abo Khashaba (2) (Kafr El
Shiekh Governorate) In 10300 Fed-
dans. Using the leazer sets In laying the
laterals and the collectors mechani-
cally.

This shall be complied according to
the following conditions:-
* Tenders documents are available
from the Authority at a cost of L.E.
250.
*. Offers from foreign tenderers shall
be submitted through their local
agents.
* The Authority has the right-to disre-
gard any offer without aiiy objection
from the tenderers.
* Offers without letter of guarantee of
value 1% of offer value and endorsed
by a local bank shall not be accepted.
* Offers shall be submitted according
to the above mentioned address befor
12 noon on 27/2/1991

•	
J4

LW .l,gJ.$ ,, g.4i,a JLè.ZJI k,l.

(4iI t&WiI 4J.)

*	._ çL3iL	:4-hl	cio:.;
v/r _i, z.4t..ii ____

____	 -.

( 
YoY ) jii,

ZLLLII LSI
(1gj) ) L&Jl
la3	4.t.Ll13	 .•:J3Jll
kI

J,'J l	(V)
JI	i.liL	LIWI

(	•r•.)
.i .. II

•	1*	 t:?*
Ljjl i&i.ii Li

JLi.	Jl ia.a LlU	leL

J&	bJI D4JI J

()JJ	I	)	iJ$ d.1i4.jj

LUJI	 l ê

u 3IiI	aJl Ja	—

4 /. JAa çIJUI
•	 •JJJ4L

j d4jL	 *JJ	—
JJI ZLil Ci

Al—Abram: 8/12/1990
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Model.(4O)	 -

technical
erñiãl

- W lor tories

of T.C.L Company in Egypt
(Technical chemical Laboratories) leon a business tilpto
France Italy and Greece to fix new agreements with
European Companies Working In the field of detergents
supplied to hotels, hospitals and touristic villages.

NATIONAL HOTEL SUPPLIES

•	 ____

ilk	___

•	 ____	• Engineer Ahmed Abdel
•	- ____	Rahman,. the owner of

•	 ___________ • National Hotel Supplies
•	._.	 Company In Egypt left to

•	 .	'	.EuropOonabusinesstilpto
___ ___	supply the Egyptian hotels

•	 ____	 •	

: With the iist up to date

	

-	• items, for better, service of

	

jll JaL Jpl •	hotels 2 tourism in Egypt

Jt1m	 .1 I 4& L Ii3J•

.'
.	 pliJJiIA

''!''	 IJ_!:

A1—Ahram: 15/11/1990
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e1 (4')

fhram:

	

•••	

c	 -	;'

WORLIEMARKETT

NATIONS	 __

-	 '.
* LIFE STY L1 NATIONS .. .-.. .;	 4is,iceimP '

•	-	 .
• .	.	i.

* NATIONAL PRODUCTS	 , :

	

•''".	•	•

* HABIT & TRADm0NS	 I

1'	•::
* FOLK ARTS	

I	 )	

' '

/\ i
\ (rF1r

* NATIONAL DRESS -
	 ___

	

I	 —.

• FOLK DRINICS &	 '	 Ziil I

FOODSTUFFS . ,.	 ___
-	-	 .

*-FOLKLORE -	. .	
1%I	 -.--.----.	. .UJIi*I *.

EEHtjU
•EMBASSIES&	__ ___	 I

's,—',	 jje

CONSULATES IN EGYPT	 r

.	 •.	.......

•	 .	.	 • •---•- ,,••.	 AWL-	L1.s, p&m .jJLI

• LARGE & INTERNATIONAL	•	 I-'	-.	.. - -
C

•-- : • •	 -	 4

OMPANIES	.... .
.,•	

.LiUo )

. NATIONAL AIR LINES •. :	
-.	 4-

LaaJ	 e'
ORGANIZED BY SENIOR.	.	• • .-.	 •	-

INTERNATiONAL FROM	• I	
ççjj	 . -	.

I
-.-.. -	J$ LI—.	V

26-28 AUGUST .90 •.. •
	

L
-	•	 -••	htiaI.	• ..

MEREDIAN LE CAIRE	.	. •.•
fl1'flY  :ti

7 KHALF EL OBOUR CITY NASR CITY	• •	 •	 -

TEL & FAX 2632129	 -	 ______
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Model (42)
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A1—Ahrarn: 2/12/1990
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A1-Aham:26/6/1989
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Reach fork lift truck..
Battery recharging unit.
Balances.
Rotary Piston Pumps.
HighPressure Pumps with Steam Pistol.
Pallet racks. :,
Hand Pallet trucks..
internal Pallet racks;-
Waste containersT	':..:.	'
Vacuum cleaner. •' '•	.•• 0

Packaging tables with conveyor belts.'.

LLji
1 j Z1I t45c'	4&I	Ji

••	Ja	' 1
4'/V/

IçJcJIoaJI

•	
I	 /ç17 LI'.

)3i%)

A1—Ahram:20/6/1990

Mode].

— _ r__ fl cC
UKI V I1(

APPLICANTS MUST MEET ' THE FOL-
LOWING REQUIREMENTS'
—AGE 25-30
- GOOD WRITI'ENI SPOKEN ENGLISH
– HELD A DRIVING LICENSE FOR OVER
5 YEARS

CALL 349()244 OR 3562850 ON THURS-
DAY FEBRUARY 14 TH BETWEEN 9-5.00
FOR FURTHER DETAILS

270

A1-Ahram: 25/1/1991
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Model (4'?

Al-GomboUria : 30/11/1989
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Model (38') is an advertisement f?r recruiting an employee as 'Head of

Information Technology' at one of the major medicine firms in Egypt.

The advertisement in question begins in Arabic, giving the title of the

post announced for and description of the company:

: ç	:	Z1i

Then , the announcement shifts completely to English, giving details on

the company, job duties, qualifications of candidate and finally the

benefits he is going to obtain. Even the address of the advertising

office is given in English though it is located in Cairo and it is

addressed to Arab, mainly Egyptian applicants.

Model (39') is another type of advertisement dealing with the opening of

an International Tender for the execution of tile drainage. The

announcement is made in both languages English and Arabic, side by

side . The reason for using such a format may be the inviting of foreign

companies interested in this type of work.

Model (40') comprises three examples of advertisements dealing with

the promotion of services for hotels, hospitals and touristic villages.

Two of these examples, namely and are completely in English,

except for the names of the two persons whose photos are published

with the advertisement. In Example (C') • which is fully in Arabic, we

encounter two transliterated names : sJi	(Avocado Festival)

and:	r.ik : (Starlight Restaurant).
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The three examples were published in one column of a single issue of

Al-Ahram newspaper.

Model (41) is an illustrated type of 'Commercial' advertisements

publicizing a festival organized by a hotel under the titles : World

Mu*et:	and : Nations Festival:

The advertisement here is 'bilingual' i.e it is in both English and Arabic

as it is addressed to both Arab and other readership and customers; a

new tendency in the Egyptian press associated with the open-door

policy adopted in Egypt since the past few years , particularly the

opening up to the west.

Model (42 is an agricultural advertisement publicizing a type of vine

and apple trees shoots . The whole advertisement is almost in Arabic

except for two items in English , the grapes quality produced by those

vine trees, Flame Seedless :	and the apple tree quality

MM 106

For no clear reason such English items are used here as the

advertisement is mainly addressed to Arab , mainly Egyptian

cultivators. The second item (MM 106) has no Arabic equivalent put in

the announcement , and this could be: \. •r 1 rt' with or even without

the English version.

Model (43) is an advertisement made by an Egyptian national airliner

for the recruilment of cooks, butchers, etc. Though the requesting
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company is an Arab one , and the persons required are Arabs

(Egyptians) , some English terms transliterated into Arabic are used:

N	

: ( 'Chief cook)

: ('Chief dessert-maker)

Model (44'), an announcement made by one of the Egyptian big hotels

for publicizing a summer holiday program for companies and

individuals. The advertisement is all in Arabic, however, we find one

transliterated word from English : with its English

equivalent : Package

Though this term is somewhat ambiguous if translated into Arabic, as it

is a contextual one, it could be given an explanatory translation, e.g

r '-	'

MQclel (45') is a 'bid' advertisement calling bidders (mainly in Egypt) to

submit their offers for importing certain equipment and items . The

advertisement falls into three parts each in one language . The first and

third parts are fully in Arabic, and the second part which deals with the

items required, is in English , with no Arabic equivalent , may be due

to translation incapability.

Model (46 is an advertisement for . recruiting drivers . The

advertisement is fully in English, and it states that good written and

spoken English is required, and this may be the reason for putting the

announcement fully in English However, this tendency may be also
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associated with the open-door economic policy, especially in

connection with the Egyptian-foreign joint ventures.

Model (47') is a 'commercial' advertisement which aims at promoting

sales of a television 'screen'. The advertisement is mainly in Arabic

except for the name of the marketing company and the type of the

'screen' in question, both are in English:

'PHILIP FSO VISION' : (Arabic equivalent	mentioned)

FLAT AND SOUARE SCREEN : (Za. Zk

What is worth noting in the last ten models of advertisements is that

nine out of the samples given are taken from Al-Ahram daily

newspaper , and only one (last) is taken from Al-Gomhouria

newspaper. This is due to the fact that in terms of reflecting foreign

influence on the journalistic materials, caused by foreign languages-

Arabic translations or brought about by any other factor , Al-Ahram

newspaper comes first . This may be attributed to the huge amount of

journalistic and publicity materials being translated and published by

this organization which has the biggest commercial translation centre in

the Middle East.
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Summary

Throughout this study of the Influence of English-Arabic Translation

on Journalistic Models in Arabic, a number of significant points have

been clarified, several others need to be investigated and analysed.

A work of this nature cannot claim to deal with all the issues involved,

nor can it list all aspects of influence on Arabic brought about by the

process of translation, even if it is merely from English which is the

main concern of the study in hand.

In writing the conclusions to this work, there has been constant

awareness of the vast amount of material and points left undiscussed or

which need more elaboration. Many points, indeed, have been raised or

touched upon throughout the different parts of the work, nevertheless,

there was no room to examine each and every one of them in detail. As

mentioned at the outset of the work, the research methodology adopted

here is the macro-analysis system . Therefore, many of the points

raised need further investigation, each in its own right; more than that,

each of them can be a topic of research and/or a subject-matter of a

similar study.

The main conclusions reached and the points argued here can be

summed up as follows:
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1. Translation:

Translation in the Arab World in general and in Egypt in particular is an

old activity. It dates back to the Ancient Times, 3000 years B.C.,

during the Egyptian Old Kingdom in the area of the first cataract where

inscriptions in two languages have been found.

In the Arab World, translation is older than the Arabic language itself

as the Arabs have known translation since their pagan days. However,

the translation activity was not a steady one. It flourished in some

epochs, in others it either deteriorated or completely vanished. The

most prominent epochs in which translation flourished were the

Abbasid period in Baghdad (Iraq) during the period from the eighth to

the tenth centuries, then the beginnings of the nineteenth and the

twentieth centuries in Cairo (Egypt).

Since the early sixties, translation has come to be of a steadily

increased significance as it turned out to be an international activity

which involves various fields of knowledge. As described by Duff

(1989), translation has become a natural and necessary activity more

than many of the fashionable activities invented for language learners,

and it is so because it is going on all the time.

Translators, working among various languages and in different walks

of life encounter countless linguistic and cultural problematic issues

throughout their performance; and this requires further efforts to be

exerted by linguists to codify the translation activity, be it a

descipline, a craft or a business.
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2. .!ournalistic Style:

From the definitions given and the examples introduced in this study, it

has been revealed that the 'language of the press' or the 'journalistic

style' is a variety of the language - any language - in which it operates;

and that it does really exist. However, it is not far or isolated from the

core language, but still it is considered one of its offsprings which

maintains idiosyncratic linguistic and non-linguistic features like other

varieties of the language such as the languages of

'literature', 'economics', the 'legal language', and the 'language of

religion'.

The 'language of journalism', sometimes called 'journalese', has

peculiar features of its own which distinguish it from other registers.

In English and Arabic, such features come closer to each other (the

latter being influenced by the former) due to the interaction between the

two languages as a result of the ever increasing process of English-

Arabic translation and vice versa. A huge amount of journalistic

materials are being translated daily into Arabic from European

languages, with English in the fore.
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3. Influence of English-Arabic Translation on the

Journalistic Style in Arabic:

During the past two decades - the seventies and the eighties - Egypt has

been going through a gradual process of opening up to the Western

World. This has involved the adoption of new patterns of thought in

various fields including the press. Inevitably, this tendency, which

sometimes reached the point of fascination for the western culture, has

its impact on press writings as a result of the influx of the western

media into the country including newspapers and magazines which have

become one of the main sources of journalistic materials for the

Egyptian newspapers through translation, mainly from English.

Moreover, the western - educated journalists and writers (from Egypt

and other Arab countries) helped a great deal convey this western

influence on the Arabic press models. This is in addition to the western

academic curriculae and disciplines, mainly English and American

being taught at the Faculties and Institutes of Journalism in the Arab

World in general and in Egypt in particular.

Beside journalistic and other translations into Arabic, there are other

sources of influence through which alien terms and structures have

been introduced into the language e.g. Derivation, Arabization and

spoken Foreign Languages. 'Derivation' here means 'new derivation'

related to the Arabized terms which have been subjected to the Arabic

word-patterns and moulds and which have gained acceptance and

familiarity through frequent use in the press. Such, a derivation' has
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not been confined to 'Arabized' terms but it has involved genuine

Arabic terms as well (III-Six-4).

The influence of English-Arabic Translation on the journalistic writings

in Arabic does not only involve a particular type or types of press

models, but it has included mostly all types of journalistic writings

whether translated from English or genuinely written in Arabic.

Prominent Arab journalists and writers use - either intentionally or

otherwise - foreign words, structures and metaphors in their writings,

and this in itself helps very much give pupularity and wide circulation

to such lexemes, structures and metaphors. Examples given in this

study show clearly such an influence (HI-Seven-i).

Through the process of English-Arabic translation, mainly journalistic

translation, several foreign structures, metaphors and new coinages

have been introduced - on various occasions and events - into Arabic,

alongside with 'transliterated' and 'Arabized' terms of new inventions

and discoveries. Such structures, metaphors and coinages, though are

recurrently used in the Arabic ?ress, they still seem alien to Arabic and

even disputable among Arab linguists and academics.

Furthermore, it has been through journalistic translation that foreign

words have been subjected to the Arabic verb and word patterns. Such

words are directly copied from their English equivalents. Good

examples of these are the verbs: from vietnamised, from:

Balkanjsed, JT from: Arnericanised, etc.
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4. Aspects of Influence of English-Arabic Translation on

the Arabic .Iournalistic Writing:

The Influence of English-Arabic Translation has involved various

aspects of press writings. These aspects which this study tackles and

in which the influence in question shows itself are: sentence structure,

mainly the use of nominal sentences instead of the verbal ones, the use

of foreign expressions and structures, compounding, derivation,

transliteration, Arabization, foreign words, acronyms, abbreviations

and metaphors.

It has been also revealed through this study and from the examples

given and the corpus of journalistic material analysed that the aspects

of influence mentioned above included - to varying degrees - most if

not all journalistic models in Arabic e.g., Features, articles,

commentaries, columns, social, sports and artistic news, photo

captions, caricatures, advertisements and headlines. Each of these

journalistic models reflects the impact made by English-Arabic

translation in various ways i.e. more than one aspect of influence can

be seen in a single press material or item as shown in many of the

examples given, particularly in Part III of this study.

Furthermore, it has become clear through the investigation of the

samples of journalistic models given in the last part of this work that

press materials differ in their 'acceptability' of and'adaptability' to

foreign influences depending on the nature of the press material itself.

In the Egyptian newspapers and magazines - to which a special
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reference has been made - the influence of English-Arabic translation

shows itself more clearly in social and artistic news, mainly in the

introductory sentences and the opening paragraphs of the journalistic

item where nominal and adverbial sentences and phrases are frequently

used instead of the verbal ones, no matter what the structural

requirements of the item are. Also, the same influence is equally

reflected in features dealing with topics of international nature and

those on scientific discoveries and inventions as these always abound

with foreign terms and structures due to the non-existence of their

equivalents in Arabic.

Photo captions and caricatures, also, are not far from such an

influence, though to a lesser degree. Several photo captions and

caricatures published on the Egyptian as well as on the Arabic press are

translated from foreign languages, especially English and French.

These also retain features of their native languages in terms of syntax

and vocabulary. Sometimes they are published in their original

languages with Arabic translations.

News items are the journalistic models least affected by English -

Arabic or any other language - Arabic translation due to the nature of

their press material, in addition to the professional rules and limitations

which govern their structure.

However, there are no rigid rules or specific criteria that can be

deduced and drawn upon in connection with the foreign influence on

Arabic cress models in general and the Egyptian ones in particular. In a
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single newspaper or magazine, sometimes on the same page we can

encounter two items of the same nature (e.g. social or artistic) which

are syntactically different and which vary in the degree of showing

such an influence.

Regarding sentence structure, for instance, there is no consistency

observed in journalistic materials published in the Egyptian newspapers

and magazines, even within the same newspaper or magazine. 'Stylistic

variation' can be easily noticed, sometimes on a single page, a matter

which has become typical of the Arabic press in general and the

Egyptian one in particular. Arabic nominal, verbal and adverbial

sentences are sometimes used in one press model as a jumble (III-

Seven-2).

In the Egyptian press, the 'Quality' newspaper, Al-Ahram, tends to be

more influenced by English-Arabic translation due to the amount of

translated news material, political analyses, foreign books' translations

and reviews which they publish regularly. 'Popular' newspapers, like

Al-Akhbar and Akhbar El-Yom, are less affected by English-Arabic

translation in most areas of press writings, but they tend to show such

an effect in caricatures.

In investigating 'Quality' and 'Popular' newspapers in both English

and Arabic, the study also revealed a Diglossic situation which is

different in both languages. In English, 'popular' newspapers use a

style which comes near the 'colloquial' or 'vernacular' in terms of both

grammar and vocabulary.
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In Arabic newspapers in general and the Egyptian press in particular,

the case is totally different. 'Quality', 'Popular' and also 'Moderate'

newspapers use MSA; the 'colloquial' or 'vernacular' varieties of

Arabic are rarely used, if at all. The difference between these types of

newspapers lies mainly in the ways they select and tackle their

journalistic materials and the technical devices of highlighting them.
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5. JJad1ines:

Newspaper Headlines constitute a variety of the Press language in their

own right in both English and Arabic. From the examples given and

investigated in this study, it has been made clear that English and

Arabic newspapers use, to a certain extent, similar devices in drafting

their headlines, especially in connection with tense reference and

vocabulary. However, each of the two languages' headlines have their

idiosyncratic features and characteristics which are related to the nature

of the language's structure.

English newspapers use in their headlines a variety of the language

called Block Language. This type of language, though may be found

outside the press field, is mainly used in newspapers' headlines. The

main features of this variety of English are the piling up of nouns and

the omission of functional and grammatical words and articles.

Prepositions, pronouns and definite articles are used when they are

absolutely necessary. Also, English newspapers tend to use acronyms

and abbreviations excessively in their headlines.

In Arabic, the situation is different as the syntactic rules of the

language do not allow such devices in headlines or elsewhere in the

journalistic material and, therefore, the Block language variety does not

exist. Moreover, acronyms and abbreviations are almost absent in

Arabic newspapers headlines and they are, by and large, rarely used in

Arabic as a whole.
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Recommendations

Since the main objective of this study is to discern the influence of

English-Arabic translation on the journalistic models in Arabic, brought

about by the process of journalistic translation, it is worth while

making some suggestions and recommendations which from the

researcher's viewpoint could help English-Arabic translators, especially

those working in the journalistic field, avoid conveying unconscious

and/or unnecessary influence on Arabic throughout their daily work.

First: There should be some Guides to and Glossaries of the 'language

of the press' and writing techniques. Such guides and glossaries should

contain press terms and expressions used in the British and American

press with their standardized Arabic equivalents in addition to

guidelines on the writing of various press materials. These will be of

much benefit, especially to beginner translators who, sometimes, do

not even have time to go to dictionaries for help because of the time

limitation under which they oftenly work.

These guides and glossaries could be prepared, compiled and regularly

updated by old careerists and professional journalists in collaboration

with Arab linguists and Press Faculties, Institutes and Establishments.

Second: English-Arabic Journalistic Dictionaries are rather lacking,

may be non-existent. Therefore, such bilingual and multilingual

dictionaries are needed as references for Arab journalists and

translators. Fixed phrases and sentences which are typical of the press

could be collected and classified in such dictionaries. Moreover, these
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could also comprise neologisms and newly adopted terms in the press

which are being coined on various political, diplomatic, economic,

scientific or social events. Lexical collocations recurrently used in the

press could be also included in those dictionaries (Heliel, 1988 and A.

Wahab, 1989).

Third: Training of Journalistic Translators has now become a

prerequisite. Like other fields of knowledge, journalistic translation

requires a 'specialized training'. A university degree in a foreign

language or in journalism is not enough to create a good and

professional translator. Training courses should be organized for newly

appointed translators and sub-editors in order to orientate them to the

job.

lEourth: English, as a living language, is constantly changing, but

Arabic is, by and large, tied up by its traditional grammatical rules.

Hence, English-Arabic translators oftenly find themselves facing new

English structures for which they have to find Arabic equivalents.

Many of those translators are not graduates of either languages'

departments but they are merely 'translation practitioners'.

In-service Training in English and Arabic languages is recommended to

develop the translators' linguistic skills and sharpen their capability of

sentence analysis and expression in both languages. Such a training

should also include Arabic morphology and syntax on both sentence

and paragraph levels, in addition to word formation in order to achieve

'acceptability' in Arabic (Heliel, 1990).
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Fifth: In order to delimit foreign influence on Arabic brought about by

journalistic translation, it is advisable that a Linguistic Revisor

undertake the final revision of any translated material to ensure the use

of 'acceptable' Arabic and that no unnecessary foreign structures and/or

terminology are included in the translated journalistic material unless

they are absolutely necessary and have no Arabic equivalents.

Sixth: Since the efforts of Arab Academies and the Bureau of

Coordination of Arabization in Rabat are short of coping with the influx

of foreign influence into Arabic, a strategy should be adopted by a

League of Arab Journalistic Editors and Writers to protect Arabic

against the seepage of foreign structures and terms which have already

left their impact on Arabic in terms of syntax, terminology, sentence

structure and cohesion.

This league could include in its membership, alongside with prominent

writers and editors, a number of Arab linguists and academics from

different specialized faculties and institutes.

Seventh: The rapid increase in and the rising demand for translation

activities in various branches of knowledge and for different walks of

life necessitate the establishment of more Translation Colleges and

Institutes in the Arab World in addition to the now existing four

institutes in: Alexandria (Egypt), Tunisia (Tunis), Khartoum (Sudan)

and Tangier (Morocco) which are short of meeting the ever increasing

need for translators both in the Arab countries and outside in

international organizations.
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Eighth: It has been quite noticeable in the journalistic translation

business that many of the Arab graduates from schools and faculties of

foreign languages in the Arab World or abroad do not have the

minimum command of Arabic - their mother tongue - a matter which

makes them flQL eligible for working as translators except after having

extensive training courses which are not always available at the

requesting bodies and agencies.

Designing Contrastive Linguistic Programs, therefore, becomes a

necessity for students of such schools and faculties. Those programs

should be included in the main curriculae of those institutions and these

should be supported by Translation Practical Training. A special

emphasis should be made on Arabic throughout as a mother tongue.

Ninth: Technical terms, especially foreign ones, constitute a major

problem for translators, particularly those working in the press field as

they frequently encounter many of those terms in their daily work, the

translation of which differs from one newspaper to another, sometimes

from one translator to another within the same newspaper. Unification

of such terms has come to be a prerequisite at least in the one Arab

country. This could be achieved through coordination between various

press establishments by means of which they could exchange

information related to the translation and/or transliteration of foreign

technical terms. Later on, this coordination could be extended to

include other Arab countries to achieve a sort of a Standardization of

such terms. The Bureau of Arabization could also help in this

connection (A. Wahab, 1989).
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